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ABSTRACT
The prospect of business failure Is not a topic that most businesses
care to acknowledge. However, in the construction industry failure
Is a real possibility. The construction industry has several
characteristics that sharply distinguish it from other sectors of the
economy. The low level of working capital required to operate a
contracting firm and the sensitivity of different sectors within the
construction market to the economy are two of the most Important
factors affecting the Industry. Previous attempts to identlfr and
solve the problem of business failure concentrated upon the
modification of contract regulations and did not receive
considerable support. In the meantime, contractors should plan
and control their activities in accordance with current
environments and regulations. The Importance of cash flow
forecasting is well emphasized In literature as current models failed
to produce feasible and reliable tools.
Being a large and well diversified organisation can be a good
solution to the problems indicated above. The output of large
construction companies is less sensitive to variations in the
economy. The low level of working capital required to operate
contracting activities Is balanced by other capital intensive
businesses. The sensitivity of the construction company in general
and the contracting division in particular to the fluctuations In
individual contracts is limited. This is due to the large collateral
available and the high number of contracts executed. Whilst
maintaining all these advantages, large construction companies have
failed to dominate a respectable share of the market against the
high number of small and unstable contracting firms.
Current practices with respect to corporate planning, financial
planning and financial budgeting were examined in this research. A
survey was undertaken for medium to large construction companies
and findings confirmed that these practices were exercised
inefficiently. Based on these findings, a corporate financial model
was developed on a computer to assist medium to large
construction divisions formulate and evaluate strategies. The model
I
simulates strategies and environments and produces a
comprehensive financial report which can then be used by
contractors to control performance. The model generates
construction output by integrating individual contracts. An
Important part of the model Is the single net cash flow forecasting
module. This module fulfilled other explicit applications for small
as well as large contracting firms.
The two models were evaluated through several tests and proved to
be reliable. Current budgeting techniques were evaluated against
the proposed model and were confirmed to be significantly
incorrect. Contractors should not rely on their budgets and must
use a model which is made to Incorporate variations In straegles
and environments (I.e. the C.F.M.C.C.).
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1.1 GENERAL MATTERS
The opinion has been frequently expressed that the construction
industry has a generous share of economic problems. Each year the
construction industry experiences a proportionally greater number
of bankruptcies than other industries. When compared with other
industries, the construction Industry is not capital intensive, being
able to support a relatively high turnover in relation to capital
employed. The low level of capital employed usually enables
contractors to operate with very low profit margins (percentage
return on turnover),whilst maintaining the standard return on
investment. This may place a contractor in a vulnerable position.
As a company's turnover expands, its fmancial resources become
stretched and any unexpected fluctuations In working capital
requirements may cause serious problems.
The large number of new construction firms starting each year
means that many people become part of the industry without having
sufficient experience to ensure success. Consequently, there is a
large number of business failures (i.e. free entry also implies free
exit). This characteristic is compounded by the high level of risk
and uncertainty In the industry. Traditional methods of tendering
(the necessity to price the product before it is produced) and the
uncertainties of weather and ground conditions all contribute to the
degree of risk.
The construction industry has other characteristics that strongly
distinguish it from other sectors of the economy. It is fragmented,
very sensitive to economic cycles and highly competitive because of
the large number of firms and relative ease of entry. Variations in
government spending, Interest rates, taxation, etc. all affect
different sectors of the construction industry directly and
indirectly.
The construction industry is Important to the economy because of
its size, the fact that it predominantly provides investment goods
and that government is a major client. Therefore, the problems
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faced by the construction industry place a heavy burden on the
economy as a whole.
Attempts to identify and solve the problem of business failure In the
construction industry were In conflict. The construction process
has attracted a lot of attention regarding cash flow. The retention
held against the contractor affected cash flow considerably.
Contractors were forced into costly overdrafts and delays of
payments to creditors resulted. Consequently, there were
suggestions (Heating and Ventilating Research Association, 1970;
Construction Industry Foundation, New York, 1971) to modify
contract regulations in general and reduce retention rates in
particular. Others (Barnes, 1972; Alresford, 1973) had a totally
different point of view. Current levels of investment in working
capital required of a contractor were a lower proportion of turnover
than in other industries. This was seen as a major cause of the high
number of firms in the industry, the high competition which
resulted and the high rate of business failure. An increase in the
rates of retention is argued to be appropriate. Unfortunately, the
contractor who may benefit from these and many other solutions
has little influence over implementation.
In the absence of effective modifications, the contractor Is left with
the prospect of planning the business properly to overcome the
existing problems. Lack of cash flow forecasting was often put
forward as the main cause for the failure of construction finns
(McCaffer, 1976, cited in "Walking through the shadow of
insolvency and surviving"). To be able to conduct cash flow
forecasts on a frequent basis, the method used has to be simple, fast
and reliable. Many models have been developed to forecast
contractors cash flow for Individual contracts. However, the
reliabifity of these is questionable.
Detailed cash flow forecasting requires the preparation of a
construction schedule and cost. This has not received general
acceptance due to the cumbersome task involved and the need for
contract's schedule at the tendering stage. Others attempted to
model the profile of the single net cash flow in order to be used as a
3
standard for forecasting. Single net cash flow profiles were shown
to be unique and variable, thus standard value curves were modelled
and used instead. Although these models have achieved general
acceptance, they have not been without criticism. Value curves
varied considerably, and there Is evidence that a standard curve
cannot be fitted accurately even into the same type of contracts.
This background has so far pointed to the fact that there is
sufficient cause for research into the investigation and development
of a possible solution to these problems.
1.2 OUTLOOK
Against this background, the main sources were identified to have a
major effect on business failure in the construction industry: the
low level of working capital required to operate a contracting firm;
and the cyclic nature of different sectors within the construction
market. Investigation of practical examples in the industry revealed
that being big and well diversified can be a good solution to the
aforementioned problems. Large construction companies diversify
their activities in terms of location, type of work (commercial
buildings, industrial buildings, refurbishment, civil engineering,
etc.) and level of work (contracting, speculative housing, property
development, etc.). In terms of capital employed, the low levels
required for contracting is balanced by the capital intensive
activities associated with housing and property development. The
sensitivity of the construction company in general and the
contracting division in particular to the fluctuations in individual
contracts is limited. This is due to the large collateral available on
the one hand and the high number of contracts executed on the
other.
Whilst maintaining all these advantages, large construction
companies failed to dominate a respectable share of the market,
against the high number of small and unstable contracting firms.
The advantage of small local firms being close to the construction
site is diminishing as large corporations are recently operating with
many regional offices. As a result, it was concluded that large
4
construction companies lack efficient management and control.
When a company gets bigger, the Importance of strategies becomes
clear. Contractors facing the high fluctuations In market demands
have to anticipate frequently these fluctuations and implement
appropriate strategies which will enable them to grow, create profit
and survive. Strategies are usually identified, Implemented and
controlled in financial terms. A corporate financial model is a tool
which assists managers in their strategic and financial planning. In
the manufacturing Industry, these models have been applied
successfully In various corporations. In contracting, the client
initiates the projects and the contractor has very little control In
what and which contracts to be executed. In addition, large
contracting divisions, at any point in time have high numbers of
contracts In progress. Each of these contracts has Its own
characteristics which distinguish it from the others. Therefore, the
overall output of any large contractor is the integration of many
unique elements that strategic and financial planners face difficulty
in Interpreting and evaluating. This may be why strategic planning
and financial modelling have not been thoroughly researched by the
construction Industry.
1.3 OBJECT WES
The research described In this thesis was developed against this
background and evolved around the design and development of a
Corporate Financial Model for Construction Contractors (CFMCC).
The main objective was to develop a model which simulates and
evaluates, in financial terms, strategies set by contractors in
medium to large construction divisions. The model was based on
individual contracts and hence particular attention was to be paid to
single net cash flow forecasting. As a result, the fulfilment of
smaller contractors regarding cash flow forecasting was put as an
objective. This research consequently contains four main
objectives, namely:
(a) the investigation of contractors' current practices regarding
strategic planning, financial planning and financial budgets;
(b) the development of an accurate single net cash flow model;
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(C) the development of a reliable corporate financial model for
medium to large construction divisions; and
(d) the evolution of the advantages of using the CFMCC to current
practices.
During the design of the CFMCC, it was apparent that other sub-
objectives may be fulfilled. These are:
(e) the development of standard cost commitments vs. time
curves, which could be useful in project cost control; and
(f) the development of relationships between value of projects
and duration, which can be used as standards for clients and
contractors.
1.4 THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To achieve these objectives, the research was organised into five
main phases. These phases are summarised as follows:
(i) a study of current theories in corporate planning, financial
planning, financial budgeting and financial modelling In
general, and the construction industry in particular;
(ii) an investigation Into contractors' current procedures in
relation to corporate planning, financial planning and
budgeting;
(iii) the design and development of the corporate financial model
for construction contractors;
(iv) the modelling of value vs. duration and cost commitment vs.
time relationships; and
(v) the testing and evaluation of the CFMCC.
1.4.1. A study of Current Theories in Corporate Planning, Financial
Planning, Financial Budgeting and Financial Modelling In
General, and the Construction Industry In Particular
This study was performed in order to obtain an insight into the
application of these theories in the construction industry. The
following research was undertaken.
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* Business theories on corporate planning, financial planning
and financial budgeting were overviewed from literature. The
relationships between these practices and the durations
perceived by each were examined.
* Theories and examples on financial modelling were reviewed.
Different types of models were examined and compared
according to several criteria. Surveys were obtained on
current corporate financial models and their type and spread
over the industry. The methodologies used for developing
simulation models were studied and used to design the
CFMCC.
* The state-of-the-art in strategic and financial planning in the
construction industry was overviewed from literature.
Reports in cases of corporate planning in construction
companies were studied. Financial planning models for
construction clients were reviewed. Different topics on the
construction market, builders budget, organisation modelling
and sources of funding were also considered.
1.4.2 An Investigation into Contractors' Current Procedures in
Relation to Corporate Planning, Financial Planning and
Budgeting
In order to confirm the weaknesses in contractors' strategic and
financial planning a • survey was required. The following work was
undertaken.
* The method of interviewing was considered to investigate
contractors' current procedures in relation to corporate
planning, financial planning and budgeting. A questionnaire
was needed to direct the topics of the interviews. This was
designed and based on current information collected from
literature. Letters were sent to contractors, explaining briefly
the topics of the research and the information required.
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*	 Twenty-six personnel were interviewed from fifteen
construction companies. Most of these were operating in
subdivisions', divisions' or groups' head offices. The
companies were large to medium size with a contracting
turnover between £30 to £500m. The questionnaire was
tested in the first interview and modifications were
performed accordingly. A tape recorder was used to record
Information for the whole duration of the interview (averaging
3 hours).
*	 The information collected was then analysed and an overall
picture was developed.
1.4.3 The Design and Development of the Corporate Financial
Model for Construction Contractors
The following work was undertaken during the model development
stage of the research.
* Current models In simulation, cash flow forecasting and
financial planning and budgeting were examined In relation to
the programming languages and software used. The spread
sheet LOTUS 123 was selected and studied to build the
CFMCC.
* Detailed investigation into contracts cash flow forecasting
models was undertaken. Based on literature and industrial
interviews, the process of contract cash flow was analysed.
The failure of previous models to produce accurate results in
general and the variability of value curves in particular were
investigated. Four factors were identified to affect the
accuracy of standard value curves. The standard cost
commitment curve was selected instead and three of these
factors were eliminated as a result.
*	 Based on the findings of the work previously mentioned, a
single net cash flow model was developed. This model was
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based on standard cost commitment curves, In addition to
many other variables that have not been considered before.
* The single net cash flow module Is duplicated and Installed
Into three files. This enabled several contracts to be
generated at each sheet calculation. The overall construction
module was developed to convert data entry from the overall
company format Into the single net cash flow modules. At the
other end, it integrates the individual results back into the
company level.
* The construction market was classified according to several
criteria. A hierarchical tree was formed which contained
enormous number of groups. Therefore contractors were
consulted to identify the most effective criteria Inorder to
reduce the size of the tree. The consolidated tree was then
modelled and installed on fourteen files. In total, twenty-six
spreadsheet files were developed to produce what was called
the Construction Model.
* Existing techniques in estimating plant hire rates were
developed into a form suitable for computer Implementation.
Three types of plant acquisition were modelled and the
straight line approach was used for depreciation. Capital
allowances of existing taxation law were used. Basically, all
the elements required for plant hire modelling were
considered. The plant hire model included 67 sheet files.
* The other plant and machinery model was developed to
simulate the cost committed and cash disbursed in acquiring
and owning other plant and machinery that are not used for
hire. This model included 36 sheet files.
* Three models were developed to simulate current and
expected changes in land, buildings, debts and Investments.
These were installed on 6 sheet files. Literature and
Interviews provided the required mechanisms. 	 The
consolidation model was developed to combine the output of
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all previously mentioned models Into a budgetary format
provided by an existing construction company. The
preparation of this model required a detailed study of
accounting literature and current budgeting formulae. This
model was implemented on one sheet file.
* A hierarchical menu was developed to assist the user enter
and edit data into the aforementioned models. This was
installed on five sheet files. The individual models were then
integrated to make up the complete Corporate Financial
Model for Construction Contractors, CFMCC. In total the
CFMCC included 163 sheet files.
1.4.4 The Modelling of Value vs. Duration and Cost Cominitnient
vs. Time Relationships
Two relationships were required in the development of the CFMCC:
the value vs. duration, and the cost commitment vs. time. The
CFMCC predicts cash flow by generating the number of contracts
executed in a period of time. The contracts are defined through
several criteria including the total value and duration. A strong
relationship exists between the cost and duration of a construction
project. The model generates randomly durations and uses the
value vs. duration relationship to determine the corresponding
values. The standard cost commitment vs. time curves are used in
the single net cash flow forecasting module. The two relationships
were modelled as follows.
*	 Previous works concerning the value vs. duration model were
studied in detail. The need to develop a new model was
established. The equation describing the reviewed models
was examined and selected for the proposed model.
* Two samples were collected to develop the model. The first
sample included 661 building projects which have started
during the period between 1984 and 1989. Estimated values
and durations were collected for these projects from the
Building Cost Information Service. The second sample
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included the actual and estimated values and durations for the
civil engineering projects. This was collected from ten
county council offices.
* The feasibility of using the estimated values and durations for
the model development was tested by comparing those of the
second sample with the corresponding actuals. This was
proved feasible and hence four criteria were proposed to
classify the whole data. Seven groups were established and
modelled in order to identify the effective criteria. Three
criteria were identified and the two samples were finally
distributed amongst six groups. The value vs. duration
relationship was modelled for each group and the constants
for the fitted equations were determined.
* The state-of-the-art in S-curve modelling in construction was
overviewed from literature. Different fitting techniques were
studied from previous value vs. time models. The logit
transformation was selected to develop the standard cost
commitments vs. time model.
* One hundred and fifty projects were collected from five
medium to large construction companies. The data involved
the actual monthly cost committed per month for various
types, sizes and forms of contract. Four criteria were
proposed to classify the data. A technique was devised in
order to identify the effective criteria. This technique was
then evaluated and proved successful. Two effective criteria
were identified and the sample was classified into seven
groups. A standard cost commitment curve was fitted into
each group and was measured In terms of accuracy.
* The standard curves were then replotted and Inspected to
highlight the characteristics of these groups. These were also
assimilated with Individual fits of contracts within the
corresponding groups. Series of tests were undertaken to
enhance the reliability of this model against the idiographic
methodology.
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* Data on actual monthly valuations were collected from
previous value vs. time models. The grouping methodology of
contracts was used to Improve the accuracy of the standard
value curve. The accuracy of this was compared with those
achieved in the standard cost commitment models. As a
result, the benefit of selecting the actual monthly cost
committed was evaluated.
1.4.5 The Testing and Evaluation of the CFMCC
In order to evaluate the reliability and effectiveness of the CFMCC,
the following work was undertaken.
* During the development of the CFMCC, all formulae and
intermediate results were checked and debugged. After the
completion of the model development, four tests were
undertaken in order to verify and debug the model. These
included: performing the debugging facility available in
LOTUS 123; checking the output by comparing movements in
cash flows with movements in current values; modifying input
variables and inspecting the behaviour of the output to these
modifications; and performing manual calculations to check
the reasonableness of the output.
* Once the CFMCC had been debugged, tests were performed to
ensure the validity of the model. Contractors were Invited to
comment on the mechanisms of the model. The CFMCC was
run again with variations in input data and the behaviour of
the output was validated with contractors. Due to the
stochastic nature of the model, a modified copy of the model
was developed by changing random functions into fixed
values. This enabled small variations to be traced.
* The most critical part of the model, the single net cash flow
model, was validated using five actual case studies provided by
two contractors. The monthly actual cost commitments, in
addition to other required information, were provided. The
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feasibility of using standard cost commitment curves was
evaluated by comparing the results of the model when using
individual fits with those of the average one.
* The CFMCC was applied to a hypothetical company. A case
study evolved with the aid of contractors who participated
also in the output validation. The case study was then used to
validate the stochastic nature of the model. The construction
model was run five times and variation in output was
evaluated. This was performed, firstly to justifr the
methodology used to develop the model against a simpler
approach based on average or overall values, secondly to
identify whether the model should be run stochastically when
evaluating strategies, and thirdly to determine whether the
simulated output can be used to forecast and control
construction activities. The same test was undertaken on a
smaller hypothetical company, in order to evaluate the effect
of the number of contracts executed on the stochastic nature.
*	 The feasibility of forecasting separately current contracts was
evaluated using the same cast' study. Current contracts were 4
fixed and the stochastic simulation was performed for future
contracts only. The case study was then modified to increase
the level of work in progress, and consequently the need to
forecast current contracts separately was evaluated.
* The following test was undertaken to evaluate the error
incurred when using current budgeting techniques. The
projection concept of current budgets was simulated using
the CFMCC. Strategies and environments (except market
growth) for the last year were copied into future files. The
model was run and the outcome was compared with that
when using the CFMCC properly.
*	 Finally, five contractors were invited to comment on the
analysis in particular and the CFMCC in general.
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1.5 THE MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
Business failure in the construction industry can result from
problems caused by Its characteristics and regulations. Attempts to
modify these regulations have not received considerable support.
The contractor operating in this industry is left with the option to
manage and plan his activities at best in order to ensure survival,
profit and growth. This research provides a tool for contractors
which assists them in achieving those objectives. There are several
achievements in the work undertaken. The main achievements are
as follows:
(I) the identification of problems in contractors' strategies and
financial planning;
(ii) the development of a Corporate Financial Model for
Construction Contractors; and
(iii) the development of a single net cash flow forecasting model.
1.5.1 The Identification of Problems in Contractors' Strategic and
Financial Planning
The contractors interviewed explained their approaches regarding
corporate planning. Several issues were identified to have
significant effect on the success and growth of construction
divisions. These issues are summarised below:
(i) corporate planning in construction divisions is usually
unstructured and involves very narrow issues;
(ii) the industry lacks effective and comprehensive ways of
measuring performance;
(iii) budgeting systems are based on simplified, but poor
assumptions, hence they are not flexible to the divisions
strategies; and
(lv) circulation of information and plans including the budget is
done from bottom to top: the role of central management in
strategic decisions on the overall activities is limited.
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Two types of corporate structure were identified: evolved and
established. Evolved corporate structures can be developed faster
and easier. Established corporate structures are more difficult to
build, but have many advantages (see Chapter 4). Two methods are
presented to assist contractors control their acquisitions and
mergers in a way that will enable them to sustain their established
structures.
1.5.2 The Development of CFMCC
The CFMCC assists central management in medium to large
construction divisions formulate and evaluate strategies.
Consequently, the model simulates cash flow and other financial
output for the selected strategies, hence developing simultaneously
financial plans and budgets. These can then be used as a yardstick
to control actual performance.
The input to the CFMCC is a combination of strategic plans and
decisions, together with Information representing the environment
and measures of actual performance. The output from the model is
a comprehensive financial report representing the behaviour of the
company to the simulated strategies. The process within the model
is the mechanism of interpreting the strategic decisions and
environmental factors associated with the input data. This
simulates the business activities, starting with the individual
contract up to the consolidated division level. The model also
simulates other activities including plant hire, fixed assets,
investments and debts.
The evaluation of the CFMCC confirmed the reliability and
effectiveness of the model. Current procedures in budgeting were
shown to be incorrect and may produce significant errors.
Contractors must incorporate variations in strategies and
environments in their financial forecasting. The complicated
mechanism simulated by the CFMCC Increases the time required
for each run. Strategies can be evaluated confidently by a
deterministic simulation for companies with turnover higher than
approximately £30m. In terms of the final budget, the model may
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be run stochastically In order to produce envelops for financial
control. It is the author's believe that the CFMCC is suitable for
construction divisions with turnover higher than £30m. For
contractors with turnover higher than £lOOm, deterministic
simulation is only required. The feasibility of forecasting current
contracts separately was evaluated. Results showed that the
improvement of accuracy achieved does not justify the tedious task
involved.
Contractors participating In the CFMCC admitted the effectiveness
of the model in terms of accuracy, in addition to the educational
value for Its users.
1.5.3 The Development of a Single Net Cash Flow Forecasting
Model
An important part of the CFMCC is the single net cash flow
forecasting model. This model has other explicit applications for
the small, as well as the large contractor. These applications have
been well emphasised in previous literature as current cash flow
forecasting models have failed to fulfil them.
This model was tested on five actual case studies and was proved to
be accurate. The simplicity of the model is demonstrated as
contractors well accepted the entry requirements. The standard
cost commitment curves were modelled using recent contracts
executed In Britain. The effect of different countries and periods of
time on these curves was not examined in this research. The
procedure used to model these curves was successful and can be
used by future researchers.
1.6 ORGAMSATION OF THE THESIS
Chapter Two presents a background on the nature of the con-
struction industry and the associated problem of business failure.
The Importance of the construction industry to the economy is
emphasised. Previous work to identify and solve the current
problems faced by contractors Is reviewed. The methodology of
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cash flow forecasting at the project and company level is described
and criticised.
Chapter Three presents general theories on corporate planning,
financial planning and budgeting. Corporate financial models and
their applications in other Industries is outlined. The relevance of
business strategy to construction contractors is discussed. The
state-of-the-art for strategic planning, financial planning and
financial modelling In the construction industry is reviewed.
Chapter Four presents a survey undertaken on medium and large
construction companies. The objectives of the survey are listed and
the methodology used is discussed. The development and testing
of the questionnaire is reviewed and the numbers of companies and
personnel participating are given. Survey findings are included in
seven sections.
Chapter Five proceeds with a summary of the findings perceived in
previous chapters and presents the methodology proposed to solve
the identified problems. The specifications of the CFMCC are
discussed as the model input requirements; output reports are
provided. The structure of files and the experience developed in
using LOTUS 123 are expressed. The use of the CFMCC for
strategic and financial planning is demonstrated using examples.
Chapter Six presents a detailed explanation of the CFMCC process.
Each model is discussed individually and diagrams are given to aid
presentation.
Chapter Seven discusses the development of the standard cost
commitment models. The causes of variabifity in value curves are
first presented. The justification of using actual cost commitment
curves and the criteria used to classify contracts are outlined. The
size of the data collected is given with the classifications used. The
methodology undertaken to analyse and model the data are also
discussed. Results and discussions of the analysis are presented.
Finally, the comparison between the results of the cost
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commitment models and those of an existing value model are
outlined.
Chapter Eight proceeds with a literature review of previous value vs.
duration models. The requirements for a new model and the
information collected to build the model are presented. The
methodology used to classify and model the data is given. Finally,
results and discussions are presented.
Chapter Nine discusses the work undertaken to evaluate the
CFMCC. The process of verifying and debugging the model Is listed.
The validation of the model Is given under three sections. The
hypothetical company used to validate the model (case study) is
described with a complete discussion of the model demonstration.
The results of the stochastic experiments are presented and
discussed. The test used to evaluate the error incurred when using
current budgeting techniques is described and the results
discussed. Finally contractors' comments on the CFMCC are
presented.
Chapter Ten first presents the main conclusions produced by the
research. A list is also given for other conclusions achieved during
the development and testing of the research. The contributions
and applications of the research with respect to the CFMCC, single
net cash flow model, the cost commitment vs. time model and the
value vs. duration model are also provided. Finally five
recommendations for further research are listed.
The Appendices contain a list of the questions used during
interviews of contractors. A description of the techniques used by
previous researchers to simulate front end loading is also provided.
A list of the classifications a, f3, SDY (individual fit) and SDY (average
fit) for contracts used to develop the model Is given. A complete list
of the hypothetical case study is also included.
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2.1 BACKGROUND
The opinion has been frequently expressed that the construction
industry has a generous share of economic problems. Each year the
construction industry experiences a proportionally greater number
of bankruptcies than other industries. When compared with other
industries, the construction industry is not capital intensive, being
able to support a relatively high turnover in relation to capital
employed. The interim payments available to contractors and the
delays of payments to subcontractors, suppliers and other creditors
can reduce the required working capital to considerably low levels.
?Fhe low level of capital employed usually enables contractors to
operate with very low profit margins (percentage return on
turnover), whilst maintaining the standard return on investment.
In general, the construction industry shows a lower profit margin
than most other industries, averaging around two percent (William
R. Park 1971). The low levels of working capital and profit margin
can place a contractor in a vulnerable position. As a company's
turnover expands, its financial resources can become stretched and
any unexpected fluctuations in working capital requirements may
cause problems. A proportionally small fluctuation in terms of
turnover can substantially affect the capital employed. For example,
a ten day delay In Interim payments, or undermeasurement of
quantities by one percent on dimensions and not corrected until
the final account could drop the return on a contractor's capital by
twenty five percent. If more than one of these happens, the effect
may be disasterous - although the profit to turnover ratio is
unaffected (Barnes, M. 1972).
The large number of construction firms starting each year means
that many people become part of the industry without having••
sufficient experience to ensure success. Consequently, there Is a
large number of business failures (i.e. free entry also implies free
exit). This characteristic is compounded by the high level of risk
and uncertainty in the industry. Traditional methods of tendering
(ie. the necessity to price the product before it is produced) and
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the uncertainties of weather and ground conditions, all contribute
to the degree of risk.
The construction industry has other characteristics that strongly
distinguish it from other sectors of the economy. It Is fragmented,
very sensitive to economic cycles and highly competitive because of
the large number of firms and relative ease of entry. It is
unfortunate for the construction industry that the ways in which It
is easiest and least painful for the government to inject a new factor
into the economic cycle have been found to be: raising Interest
rates and restricting credit; Increasing taxation; and reducing its
own spending. The construction industry is both directly and
indirectly affected by all these measures. These unique
characteristics of the construction industry have contributed to the
high number of construction company failures.
2.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TO
THE ECONOMY
The construction industry is very important to the British economy
because of Its size, the fact that it predominantly provides
investment goods, and that government is a major client.
In 1988, the value of the final product of the British construction
industry amounted to over £40,000 million (Department of the
Environment, Housing and Construction Statistics, 1989) or
between seven and eight percent of the gross domestic product.
Not only in the United Kingdom but internationally, construction Is
an important industry accounting for about three to ten percent of
gross domestic product (less in developing countries than In
developed ones) and for fifty to sixty percent of gross fixed capital
formation in a majority of countries (Turin, 1973; Edmonds 1979).
Construction is an investment-goods industry, i.e. Its new products
are wanted, not for their own sake, but on account of the goods or
services which they can create or help to create. This Is clear in
the case of factory building, where the factory is used to produce
other commodities. In another sense, too, the products of the
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construction Industry are investment or capital goods, for their
value is high in relation to the income of the purchaser.
Consequently, the products of the construction industry are paid for
out of capital, I.e. the purchasing power which has accrued In the
past but not been used in the past. This capital may belong to the
ultimate owner of the construction industry product, or more
usually, may be borrowed from elsewhere.
The Importance of the public sector as a client of the Industry also
has far-reaching effects on the industry and the economy because
government has the means to exercise very direct control over the
demand on the Industry and the way It is put to the Industry.
These three characteristics - size, investment-goods industry and
dependence on government as a client - provide the key to the
inter-relationship between the Industry and the economy. Problems
in the construction Industry (business failure) can affect the
economy In general. There are also social costs of insolvencies to
the owners, creditors, and employers of the firm. This Is especially
so if there Is direct government Intervention to aid the failing firm.
Therefore, it Is not surprising that considerable Interest Is being
shown in the problems of the construction industry.
2.3 PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS TO IDENTIFY AND SOLVE THE
PROBLEM
As early as 1957, Bloom, W.C. identified five main reasons for
construction company failures and adverse profit trends. These
reasons are listed below:
(I) the fundamental mistake of undertaking work for which the
contractor lacks experience and knowledge;
(ii) bidding on and accepting work with greater financial
responsibility than the contractor is able to meet;
(lii) record keeping that does not properly provide for current
follow-up of the work in progress;
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(lv) inability to relate or otherwise understand cost information
when it is made available; and
(v) inadequate markup in pricing a job in relation to the funds
employed.
Bloom pointed out that of the five causes of failure, four are directly
matters of financial management. He stressed the Importance of
project financial control and outlined four reports that are useful to
the project manager.
(i) The Commitment report is intended to show procurement
performance as compared to the estimate.
(ii) The Progress and Labour report is intended to measure
physical accomplishment of the major work items together
with the work force required to reach the reported stages of
completion, as compared to the estimate.
(iii) The Interim Cost Analysis report is intended to examine the
full scope of the project at various stages of completion,
including cost and progress to date, with considerable
emphasis on a comprehensive and objective forecast of the
cost to complete.
(iv) The Cash Flow Analysis report is intended to forecast the
requirement for funds and to carry out the planned use of
them within the limits of the estimate.
William Park (1971) claimed that the construction industry's
economic problems are caused by incompetent contractors who are
allowed to compete unfairly In a price-oriented industry. This
situation destroys not only the incompetent, but also damages those
with whom they compete by creating the unfair and unreasonable
price levels under which the entire industry must operate. He
suggested two ways to rid the industry of these incompetent
operators.
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(i) By education, upgrading their technical and managerial
capabilities so that they are no longer incompetent.
(ii) By establishing legal qualifications to prevent the incompetent
from competing unfairly, legal restrictions should require
financial responsibifity for all builders, including controls over
financial over-extension made possible by tax bonding
procedures and easy credit terms on materials and
equipment.
He finally added that the number of firms allowed to submit bids on
a given job should be limited. Experience has shown that a
maximum of six bids per job provides adequate competition to
ensure a reasonable price for the work.
Spel1an, K. (1978) showed that the cost to a client of a failed
contractor can be significant. He proposed a system that will
prevent, as far as possible, the granting of public construction
contracts to contractors who are not financially competent to fulfil
them. This system depends upon the combination of the
accounting techniques of ratio analysis with a statistical method
known as multiple discriminant analysis. A number of different
ratios are calculated for both failed and ongoing companies, and
these are viewed as Individual characteristics of those companies.
The multiple discriminant analysis, with the aid of a computer
program, merely selects and weighs those characteristics, I.e. ratios
which best discriminate between the failed and ongoing companies.
Similar work was carried out at Loughborough University by Street,
M. (1979).
Leventhal, K. (1974) suggested how creditors could avoid
bankruptcy, such as, avoidance of the long and arduous waiting
periods involved In gaining control over properties that are the
subject of secured debt, avoidance of adverse treatment on the
creditors financial statements (i.e. bad debts), improved prospects
for receiving greater amounts on original claims, etc. He suggested
some issues that should be considered when convincing creditors
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for support. Franks, S. (1980 - Finance 13) claImed that
contractors may often face cash flow problems which may lead to
crisis. He outlined several types of resources where the contractor
can generate cash. Most of these were sources of the enterprise
itself and its activities.
Construction failures were also attributed to the market and the
economy. Kangorl, R. (1988), investigated the effect of
macroeconomic factors on business failures in the construction
industry. He developed a model which relates the construction
failure rate to Industry forces that also vary over time. These
industry forces, which are tied to the causes of failure, Include the
following:
(I) the amount of construction activity;
(ii) interest rates;
(iii) inflation; arid
(iv) new business activity.
He concluded that these forces affected the rate of bankruptcy
significantly.
In a "work shop" organised by the Institute of Building (Walking
through the shadow of insolvency and surviving, 1976), Pilcher, R.
stressed the importance of diversification in the expansion of any
company. "If a firm Is to survive It Is vital that It grows", said
Pilcher. He claimed that if a British contracting firm went into
other spheres of business, It was usually on a vertical scale. When
they expanded, building firms normally sought to become suppliers
of their own materials, or merged with their distributors or retailed
to ensure outlets for their products. Although this type of growth
helped raise profits, It was a case of putting even more eggs into
the same basket.
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2.4 THE PROBLEM OF CASH FLOW
The low levels of working capital required to operate a contracting
firm weakens the ability of contractors to cope with fluctuations in
cash flow. Any delays in clients' payment or a lender demanding
reductions in overdraft, will affect the contractor significantly.
Therefore, it is not surprising that contractors and subcontractors
ask for more favourable forms of contracts.
The Heating and Ventilating Research Association (1970), studied
the pattern of cash flow for six contracts. Results showed that as
much as a quarter of the direct cost paid out by the contractor are
not covered by receipts until completion. The study concluded that
the following points should be emphasised if any improvement is to
be made.
(I) The demand for first payment should be made at the earliest
date possible.
(11) Subsequent demands should be made at fixed regular
intervals.
(iii) When payment is requested, a full estimate should be made of
how much of the contract has been completed. Retention
will be deducted, so any under-estimating will be adding to
this penalty.
(iv) There should be an adequate follow-up system in operation so
that requests for payment are not "overlooked" or held up. It
should be clear within the contractor's organisatlon who is
responsible for this pressing for payment, so that definite
action is taken.
(v) If payment is not received at the due date, management
should automatically be notified, to decide any further action.
The Construction Industry Foundation, New York, (1971),
conducted a study to identify cash flow problems and
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recommended specific improvements. The approach was based
primarily on a survey questionnaire sent to financial Institutions,
contractors, sub-contractors, material suppliers and manufacturers.
Some of the resulting recommendations include the following:
(i) reduction in retention percentages;
(ii) release of most of the retention funds upon substantial
completion;
(iii) early final payment to . sub-contractors following completion of
their work;
(iv) earnings funds held in escrow; and
(v) improve procedures to accelerate final contract settlement
and payment.
Others had a totally different point of view. Barnes, M. (1972), 1
argued that contractors were already paid early enough, for in most
industries no payment is made until the whole product is complete
and handed over. "How can a contractor complain when he gets
monthly payments for work done right from the start of assembly?",
he asked. He claimed that solving the cash flow problem is not
simply a matter of paying the contractor earlier. Whenever
contractors were to be paid, profit margins would be adjusted so
that contractors commercial activity remained viable In comparison
with other types of industry. He added that the current level of
investment of working capital required of a contractor was a lower
proportion of turnover than in many other industries. This, he
claimed, meant that a contracting company is easier to launch than
a manufacturing company seeking the same volume of business.
This factor more than anything else, generated the large number of
unstable companies (usually small) who can hot up the competition
for contracts to such a degree that suicidal prices are needed to
win, and even stable and efficient companies are tempted Into
disaster.
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Airesford, G. (1973), had the same point of view, and suggested that
an increase in the rate of retentions would be for the long term
benefit of contractors as well as clients.
2.5 CASH FLOW FORECASTING
A lack of cash flow forecasting was often put forward as the main
cause for construction firms' failures. In the same "work shop"
mentioned previously, McCaffer (1976) claimed that "One of the
final causes of bankruptcy is inadequate cash resources and failure
to convince creditors and possible lenders of money that this
inadequacy is only temporary". As the construction industry Is
cyclical in Its nature, the need to forecast cash requirements is
important so that provision could be made for difficult times before
they arrived. Cash flow forecasting, emphasised McCaffer, provided
a valuable early warning system to predict possible insolvency. This
enables preventative measures to be considered and taken In good
times. He listed few points as examples of preventative action:
(I) do not take on a new contract if, when the contract Is
included in the cash flow forecast, the company's projected
cash requirements are much more than the overdraft limit;
(ii) re-negotiate overdraft limits with the support of reliable
forecasts;
(iii) adjust work schedules of contracts;
(iv) negotiate extended credit with some suppliers; and
(v) accept suppliers full credit facilities, even if It means
temporarily losing discounts.
There are three levels of cash flow forecasting. One is at the
estimating and tendering stage, when the forecast is just for the
single project being estimated. The second level is the calculation
of a cash flow forecast for the company, division, or area; this
involves aggregating cash flows for all active projects and is done
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regularly every quarter or every month. The third level (the budget
or planning level) is where the contractor looks at a specific point
of time (usually one year) and forecasts all current and future
contracts which progress through that period.
In order to forecast and control project cash flow, the manager
must first realise that cash requirements of a construction project
are a separate problem from the anticipated profitability of that
project. The earnings and the associated costs occur on a
continuous basis - every minute that work is being done, revenue is
being earned and costs are being incurred (Figure 2.1(c)).
However, these earnings and expenses are not received or
disbursed continuously but on some discrete basis, and these are
generally not on the same time frequency (Figure 2.1(d)).
Normally, the earnings will be received on some monthly basis plus
a time lag factor and the expenses that have been incurred will be
disbursed In some different sequence. Ordinarily, there are only
two times during the construction of a project when the contract
earnings and cash receipts are equal. The same is true for project
costs and disbursement. These two points are, prior to the start of
construction and when the construction effort Is completed,
payment has been received from the owner and all expenses have
been paid. Between these two points there may be very little
correlation between the profitability of a given project and the cash
required by the contractor to construct the project, as shown In
Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1 Income - Cost vs. Expenses - Disbursements
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Figure 2.2 Cashflow vs. Field Profit
Considerable research has been carried out to develop a technique
or a model which assists contractors in their cash flow forecasting.
Most of it was dedicated to individual project cash flow forecasting.
Others took their models further to incorporate the aggregation of
several projects. In general, existing models can be classified as
taking either the detailed or simple approach.
2.5.1 Detailed Cash flow Forecasting
The calculation of cash flow for a contract is a well tried procedure
of simple calculations following a very complex pattern because of
the large number of items, resources, time intervals, payment
periods, delays in payment and amounts of retention involved.
Therefore, it is the data required which makes the concept
complicated. The data required for this approach (as put forward
by Frank Harris and Ronald McCaffer (1983)) are as follows:
(I) a graph of value vs time, value being monies a contractor will
eventually receive for doing the work;
(ii) the measurement and certified interval;
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(iii) the payment delay between certification and the contractor
receiving the cash;
(iv) the retention conditions and retention repayment
arrangements;
(v) a graph of cost vs time, the contractor's cost liability arising
from labour, plant, materials, subcontractors, and other cost
headings as necessary;
(vi) the project costs broken down Into the above Items; and
(vii) the delay between incurring a cost liability under the above
headings and meeting that liability.
The graph of value vs time Is needed in order to derive cash In.
This can be obtained by producing project plans, in network or bar
chart form, and calculating the value of each activity and summing
the value in each time period of either weeks or months.
The graph of cost vs time Is needed to derive cash out. The
contribution margin (I.e. the margin for profit and head office
overheads) added to the estimated direct costs may be spread
uniformly throughout the project. In other words, each bill Item
carries the same percentage for profit and overheads.
The tedious task involved In such calculations, necessitated the use
of computers. Peterman, G. (1972) developed a computer model to
forecast contractors' cash flow based on the detailed approach. The
model uses contract barchart together with item unit prices and
estimated unit cost for each item. Unit costs are classified to
labour, materials, subcontractors and equipment. These costs are
available estimates in any contract.
Alisop (1980) developed a model on a similar basis to be linked
with an estimating program developed at Loughborough University
(INTEREST) and named It CAFLAR. This model used the results
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produced by INTEREST (unit costs) to calculate the cash flow.
Jamieson, R. (1980), developed a cash flow forecasting model based
on the same approach, but more simplified. The cost curve is
derived directly from the calculated value curve using an average
rate of markup.
These models and many others have not found their way into
contractors' practical applications, especially at the tendering stage.
Contractors at that stage invest all their resources to produce the
tender within the short period available. The detailed schedule
plan is not conducted until winning the contract. Even alter that,
contractors often modify the plan during the progress of the work.
Thus, for a task to be conducted as often as cash flow, contractors
consider the detailed approach to be too complicated.
2.5.2 Cash Flow Forecasting Using Standard Single Net Cash Flow
Curves
Contractors, due to the complexity of the above technique, often
seek other more simplified forecasting models. These models
should be simple and fast to use, but at the same time produce
reliable forecasts.
Nazem (1968) suggested that by analysing a company's financial
records of single net cash flows, one reference curve may be
derived to form the basis of forecasting. If the shape of cash flow
curves could be shown to conform to a predictable pattern then this
would be a most useful piece of information. However, cash flow
curves tend to fluctuate so much that they appear to be a poor basis
upon which to prepare any forecast.
O'Keefe (1971) studied the cash flow of several contracts in order
to measure their capital requirements and the main factors which
influenced these requirements. However, apart from showing that
profit margin was a contributing factor, the analysis failed to
produce a convincing explanation of the full range of cash flow
profiles.
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2.5.3 Development of Standard Value Curves
In the absence of an ideal net cash flow curve, previous researchers
have used Ideal value curves to produce net cash flow profiles. The
method defines the cash In curve as the value curve minus any
retention held, with an allowance for time lag. Similarly, the cost
curve is derived from the earnings curve using specified lags and
percentages of earnings.
The possibility of building an ideal value curve based on historic
data has been the subject of a considerable amount of research.
(Hardy 1970; Bromilow and Henderson 1974; Balkau 1975;
Bromilow and Henderson 1977; Drake 1978; Hudson 1978; Slngh
and Woon 1984; and Oliver 1984). All of these have been obtained
by fitting selected functions (mostly polynomial regression) to the
available data. Although these approaches have gained general
acceptance, they have not been without criticism.
Bromliow and Henderson (1977) used four general building
projects to develop their value S-curve. Hardy (1970) analysed a
higher number of different types of projects (twenty five) and found
that there was no close correlation between the values considered
even when separating them into different categories.
Oliver (1984) analysed projects collected from three construction
companies. He concluded that, although the number of projects
analysed was statistically small, construction projects are
individually unique and follow such diverse routes that value curves
based on historical data are not capable of providing the accuracy
required for individual contract control. Drake (1978) collected
projects from regional health authorities and further classified
them into different cost categories. He fitted an S-curve into each
of these categories. Unfortunately, no figures were published of the
number of projects analysed or of the level of accuracy of the fitted
functions.
Singh and Woon (1984) fitted envelopes of S-curves through high
rise commercial industrial and residential buildings. The envelopes
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contained half of the values considered in each category. Although
they did not quote the number of projects analysed, the graphs
plotted through the scattered points show that the sample was
small and the values outside the envelopes were not relatively close.
2.5.4 The Idlographic Approach
The failure of the aforementioned nomothetic models to produce
typical value curves pointed the way to the Introduction of an
idiographic approach. The basic principle of this methodology is
that value curves are generally unique and should be modelled
separately.
Berny and Howes (1982) modified a nomothetic approach to a form
which reflects the specific form of individual projects. By
proposing an equation for the general case of an individual project
curve, as distinct from the curve of the general (standard) function,
they moved from a nomothetic to an Idiographic approach.
Kenley and Wilson (1986) applied the idiographic methodology
further and used the logit transformation to fit data. A significant
rationale for the introduction of the idiographic methodology was
based upon the consideration of the principles of regression
analysis used In previous nomothetic models. The principles of
regression analysis assume that dispersion of points about a central
tendency is normally distributed and caused by random error.
Kenley and Wilson (1986) claimed that discrepancy from the
average trend line is caused by systematic, idiosyncratic variations
in the profile for each project, rather than random error. The Y
value for each point in the X-axis is specifically linked to the
preceding or succeeding points for that project, whilst maintaining
no relationship whatsoever to any other data points from other
projects in the analysis. Thus, each project has an individual line of
central tendency with an associated error scatter about the line.
They analysed seventy-two commercial and industrial building
projects in two groups of data. They developed a value S-curve for
each individual project and an average one for each of the two
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groups. The error obtained from the two average curves was much
higher than that of the individual fits. This meant that the
systematic error Involved in a group regression was high and the
individual curves took a unique shape. They concluded by saying
that "it Is the author's belief that group models are both functionally
as well as conceptually in error".
It is important to acknowledge that the conditions required for
predictive purposes are not fulfilled by the idlographic
methodology. The above conclusion may have repercussions within
the Industry. Nomothetic models have achieved widespread
support, especially where forecasting is concerned. However,
consistent non-transient industry averages, with only a random
error component of deviation, have not been found in previous
work.
2.5.5 Using Value Curves For Net Cash Flow Forecasting
The above value curves were also used In computer packages to
forecast the net cash flow for construction contracts. Ashley and
Teicholz (1977) developed a model based on the value curve to
assist in the analysis of cash flow over the life of a project. The
model also calculates the cost of borrowing and the present value of
a given cash flow. Mackay (1971) developed a computer program
that estimated the shape of the value curve defined by a series of up
to twenty break points connected by a series of straight lines. From
this value model, various cost categories with their associated time
delays, contract value, profit, relatings etc. were input to compute
the resultant cash flow throughout the project duration. The
program was based on punched card input and batch processing
and was apparently semi-proprietary, being made available to
companies who send a representative to Loughborough University
for Instruction and who sign an agreement to confine the use of the
program to their company. This model was reprogrammed by
Khong, L. (1982) to take advantage of the new technology of micro
computers. A very similar program was developed in Stamford
University in California by Foundahi, J. (1973) which was based on
Interactive terminal input and time sharing. This approach has
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been adopted in commercial software packages for use by quantity
surveyors and contractors (Ariadne; Cash flow; Cash flow Manager).
However, a library of typical S-curves is Installed to allow the user
to select an S-curve that closely represents his project. In addition,
the user may input his own estimated curve if a suitable one cannot
be found In the library.
2.5.6 Accuracy of Net Cash Flow Models
Net cash flow models based on standard value curves were the
simplest and most desirable. However, studies on the accuracy of
these models are in conflict. The feasibility of building ideal value
curves for different project types is questionable. There is evidence
that single curves cannot be fitted accurately through even one type
of project. The effect of the low level of accuracy involved In using
value curves in the net cash flow forecast is not clear.
An important part of Mackay's (1971) work was to test, by
simulation, the degree of inaccuracy that was introduced In the use
of standard value curves. He performed many trials to ascertain just
how much Inaccuracy would arise if the actual value profile were
significantly different from that assumed. Results showed that
different value profiles had little variation in the peaks of cash flow
through some displacement in time. This implies that either net
cash flow curves conform to predictable patterns or they are
sensitive to the selection of systematic delays.
Kenley (1986) studied the variability of net cash flow profiles by
collecting the cash out and cash in data from twenty six commercial
and Industrial projects. The goodness of fit was reasonably accurate
and twenty six net cash flow profiles were produced. Comparisons
between the results indicated that there was a wide degree of
variation between the profiles of individual projects. This was also
cited in Nazem (1968) and Jepson (1969).
Systematic delays of clients' payments and cost disbursements are
usually generated by contractual regulations. Kenley's (1986)
sample of net cash flow profiles were collected mainly from a
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Melbourne based construction group representing commercial and
Industrial projects. Therefore, the wide variation in the profiles
cannot be initially caused by variations In systematic delays. Further
investigation to Mackay's model (used to perform the simulation)
showed that several factors (such as front end loading,
preliminaries, materials on site, etc.) were not included in the
model. Thus, the results of the analysis are not representative.
It was concluded that researchers (Mackay (1971), Trimble (1972))
were over-optimistic in suggesting that variability in value curves
does not affect the accuracy of net cash flow forecasting.
2.6 THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
Solutions provided by literature can be summarised as follows:
(I) the construction process (contract regulations) should be
modified to assist the contractor in his cash flow shortage
(decrease In retention rates for example);
(ii) the construction process should be modified to increase
contractors financial commitment in contracts (increase In
retention rates for example). This will reduce the number of
unstable contractors in the industry;
(iii) several models were developed to aid clients (such as local
authorities) to identify and reject potential bidders which are
financially unstable;
(iv) many types of cash flow forecasting models were developed to
aid contractors. Lack of cash flow forecasting was referred to
as one of the final causes of the problems of bankruptcy; and
(v) some actions were pointed out to contractors who are in cash
flow crisis, insolvency or potential bankruptcy. These actions
include short-term financial resources which could prove vital
in such situations.
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All the above attempts are worthwhile contributions. Unfortunately,
a problem remains after identifying sources of trouble and
suggesting possible improvements and this is one of
implementation. Most of the improvements suggested above ((i),
(ii) and (iii)) involve matters under the control of the owner rather
than the contractor who would profit from them. Moreover, it is
very hard to convince the client or the contractor to pursue one
way or another. Cash flow forecasting is essential for the survival of
contractors. The detailed calculation of cash flow forecasting is
very complicated and requires information which is not available at
particular times. The use of standard value curves in cash flow
forecasting significantly reduces the effort required. However,
previous models failed to convince contractors in terms of accuracy
and reliability.
Recommendations for actions to be taken in cases of cash flow
crisis or insolvency should be attempted by any contractor. Some of
these recommendations are more theoretical such as convincing
banks or other institutional lenders to generate the required
resources. Contractors (especially small size) usually have limited
fixed assets. When bankruptcy threatens a contractor, very little
help can be expected from banks or other Institutional lenders, and
then only at a very high price. The high number of bankruptcies
associated with construction firms suggest that there are few
options available to save them. These firms, whether they survive
or not, constitute a heavy burden on the construction industry and
the general economy.
Finally, it can be concluded that further research is needed to
develop a proposal which can assist contractors in particular and
the construction industry in general, to solve the current problem.
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2.7 OUTLOOK FOR THE RESEARCH
The failure of contracting firms can be attributed to two basic
factors.
(I) The low levels of working capital (or more Importantly capital
employed) which are required to operate contracting
activities. This causes many problems including sensitivity of
the company to variations In cash flow, the low levels of profit
margins, ease of entry, etc.
(ii) The characteristics of the construction market being very
sensitive to economic cycles. This causes variability In
demand, competition, profit margins, working capital etc.
The solution to the problems facing the industry lies therefore on
two points:
(i) building a contracting firm which will eliminate as much as
possible, the effect of the above characteristics; and
(ii) manage and control that firm efficiently in order to grow and
generate suitable income.
The building of the type of firm pointed out in (i) is not far from
practicality. In fact, many construction companies have established
a financial and marketing structure (especially over the last two
decades) which is close to that mentioned above. These companies
are usually large in size referred to as Construction Groups. In
terms of marketing, they diversified their activities into different
locations and types of construction markets. In terms of financial
structure, these groups have balanced the low capital employed
involved in contracting activities with the cash hungry business,
such as property development, speculative housing, etc. so  that the
overall capital employed in the group is close to that in other
industries. The fluctuations in cash flow associated with
contracting Is therefore covered by the high levels of financial
resources and collaterals available. Moreover, these groups usually
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undertake large numbers of contracts at any point in time. The
overall contracting cash flow Is not sensitive to variations in
individual contracts.
The cyclic nature of the construction market affects such groups
constantly, that Is every year there is some locations and types of
construction which are doing well and others doing badly.
Variation in market sectors affects also the contractors' financial
status (profit, turnover, working capital, etc.). Hence, for a
contracting group to grow and generate adequate income, it is
necessary to anticipate often the current winning sectors, and
hence concentrate on these sectors. This requires substantial
planning and control, which is often referred to as corporate
(strategic) planning. In order to simulate corporate strategies in
terms of finance, a model is required. Such a model Is often
referred to as a "Corporate Financial Model".
The benefits of developing a corporate financial model for
construction contractors stem from two sources. Firstly, such
models are very useful for any corporation (especially for
contractors). But the literature review and also Industrial review In
Chapter 4 suggested that contractors do not have readily available a
corporate financial model. Secondly, a major share of the
construction market Is covered by small local contractors. Medium
to large construction companies have not achieved the same rate of
growth as their counterparts in other industries (Hillebrandt, P.
(1984)). This suggests that contractors lack an efficient system of
strategic and financial planning.
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CAPTE1R	 3
CORPORATE AND FINANCIAL PLANNING
3.1 IntroductIon
3.2 Corporate planning in general
3.3 FInancial planning and budgeting
3.4 Corporate financial models
3.5 Relevance of business strategy to construction
contractors
3.6 Previous work on strategic and financial plpnnIng
In the construction industry
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter Two identified the causes of the high rate of bankruptcy
suffered by the construction industry. Previous attempts to solve
this problem were shown to be in conflict. Cash flow forecasting
and planning is therefore a must for any contractor in this Industry.
Further investigation Into the problem revealed that large and well
diversified contractors are less likely to face these problems.
However, large contractors require extensive strategic and financial
planning in order to ensure their survival and growth.
This chapter concentrates on the theories of corporate planning
and control of organisatlons In general. It also draws the attention
to corporate financial models and their use in supporting strategies.
The relevance of business strategy to construction contractors is
then considered. Finally, previous literature on corporate planning,
financial planning and financial modelling for the construction
industry in particular Is reviewed.
3.2 CORPORATE PLANNING IN GENERAL
Corporate planning represents a systematic attempt to influence
the medium and long term future of the enterprise by defining
company objectives, by appraising these factors within the company
and in the environment which will affect the achievement of these
objectives; and by establishing comprehensive but flexible plans
which will help ensure the objectives are In fact achieved (Institute
of Cost and Management Accounting).
The time span covered by a corporate plan will vary from one
company to another and will obviously be influenced by such factors
as the time it takes to bring new plant into operation or develop
and launch a new product. Most plans, however, involve looking
ahead between five and ten years. The corporate planning process
as a whole may be regarded as processing the following major
elements:
(a) setting of corporate/strategic objectives;
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(b) establishment of the corporate performance required, from 1
(i.e. setting up targets);
(c) internal appraisal, viz, assessment of the organisation's
current state in resources and performance terms;
(d) external appraisal, viz, surveying and analysing the
organisation's environment;
(e) forecasting future performance based in the first place on the
results of 3 and 4, i.e. as purely passive extrapolations, but
subsequently using the various strategies developed in 7, i.e.
dynamically, and finally using the results of 8 to provide firm
figures for 9;
(f) analysis of the gap between the results of 2 and 5;
(g) identification and evaluation of strategies to reduce the
performance gap or, In other words, to meet the strategic
objectives;
(h) choice of strategies; and
(I) preparation of the final corporate plan.
The process is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.1. It should be
added that the process may well involve some modification of the
original strategic objectives and required corporate performance.
Each of the major components of the process will now be
discussed.
3.2.1 SettIng Strategic Objectives
Objectives may be divided between the qualitative and the
quantitative or semi-quantitative. For example, the pursuit of
technological excellence by an avionics company is clearly
qualitative; in contrast, a 10% market share by 1991 is quantitative
whilst an intention to be amongst the top three In the business
within five years is semi-quantitative.
Objective setting is a major subject in its own right and the
management literature is rich in its discussion (Drucker P.F., 1964;
Steiner G.A., 1969; Ansoff H.I., 1965). Although authors differ as to
the relative importance of different objectives, there is a general
consensus that some degree of profitability is a prime, if not the
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Figure 3.1 The Corporate Planning Process in Outline
(source: HIggins, 1980)
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prime, objective of a business organisation. There are several
measures of profitability, but the most common Index of top
management performance is the return on shareholders' equity.
The primary economic objective is, therefore, to make the best
possible return.
The specification of a particular figure for return on capital, or of a
particular growth rate from the current level, is no easy exercise.
Shareholders have individual expectations which reflect their
attitudes to risk. The organisation, therefore, assesses what the
minimum level of return acceptable to shareholders is and what the
satisfactory level Is. They also give due weight to historical rates of
return in their business and in the industry. Eventually they decide
on a figure which will satisfy the shareholders and which they
believe will be achievable at an acceptable level of risk.
3.2.2 RequIred Corporate Performance
Once the overall objectives have been defined, a further set of
objectives and sub-objectives (or targets) must be specified, such
that their achievement guarantees the accomplishment of the
strategic objectives. For example, if the prime strategic economic
objective is a 15% return on shareholders' capital in 1995, then
this could necessitate a profit growth of 8% p.a. from 1990, a
growth in market share of 10% p.a. from 1990, a reduction of long-
term loans of 15% p.a., etc.
Although the distinction has been made here between the setting of
strategic objectives and the specification of corporate performance,
the division is often blurred in practice. Indeed, the organisatlon
may well state long-term values of the types of measure mentioned
above (market share, sales, earnings, earnings per share) as
strategic objectives, but corporate performance may well be
expressed too in terms of outline balance sheets and profit and loss
accounts.
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3.2.3 Internal Appraisal
The Internal appraisal Is essentially a survey of the organisatlon's
current state, the resources it possesses, its performance. The
appraisal may cover every functional area of the business (marketing
and distribution, production and purchasing, research and
development, personnel, finance) listing strengths and weaknesses
and competing their performance against the standards that might
be expected or set. The latter Is no easy exercise and will usually
involve analysis of past performance. Published inter-firm
comparisons and careful analysis of the fmancial statements of
competitors may also aid the process.
Given a set of key functions, the process Indicated above is
performed for each. For example, if sales force management Is a
key area for success then the company might well compute certain
ratios from historical data as a measure of performance (sales
revenue/sales costs; sales revenue/salesmen; sales revenue/calls,
etc.). Such ratios are then related to profitability arid thence used
to provide some relatively more objective measure of current
performance.
3.2.4 External Appraisal
The external appraisal, or environmental analysis as it is sometimes
called, consists of a systematic survey of the relevant areas and
factors of the environment such as the structure and the demand
and technological characteristics of the industry, government
influences, and any social pressures.
The appraisal reveals threats to, and opportunities for, the
organisation. Information on competitors and markets may be
gathered from a diversity of sources: published company reports,
government statistics and reports, sales representatives, research
and development staff and so on. As with the internal appraisal,
outside assistance is often valuable either in the form of consultants
or specially commissioned surveys.
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3.2.5 ForecastIng of Future Performance
Given the information emerging from the internal and external
appraisals, the organisation prepares forecasts of future
performance based on a passive forward projection (referred to by
Ackoff R.L., 1970, as a "reference projection", and by Argenti J.,
1974, as "the Fo forecast") over the planning time-horizon. This
gives a set of corporate performance measures (returns on capital,
market share, productivity, etc.) which can be directly compared
with those derived from the strategic objectives. Inevitably there
will be a difference between the two sets of figures, the so-called
performance gap, the analysis of which represents the next stage in
the process.
3.2.6 Performance Gap Analysis
Given the existence of a performance gap, beyond a threshold level
of tolerance, the organisation asks itself what strategies it can adopt
to reduce the gap to acceptable proportions. Thus, in the first
instance, gap analysis is a stimulus to strategy identification.
However, in certain cases the strategic objectives may require
modification.
Having derived from the first forecast a set of annual profit figures
from which earnings (or earnings per share, or earnings as a
percentage of equity) can be calculated, a direct comparison is
made with the required corporate performance expressed in the
same terms. The pattern of the gap Indicates both the magnitude
of the task and its timing. Clearly, the organisation understands the
lead-times necessary to effect change. if one possible strategy is a
considerable increase In the penetration of a particular market
which would involve substantially greater plant capacity, then the
longest lead-time of the processes concerned with marketing,
financing, and building and getting into operation the additional
plant is critical.
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As a more general comment on the same time-horizons, it is
already becoming apparent that many of the more advanced
companies In the corporate planning field are looking well beyond
five years. It should be noted that an organisatlon may very valuably
look ahead over a number of different time horizons, using different
approaches and techniques and moving from the very detailed short
term to the highly generalised, possible future or sets of futures.
Higgins (1980) suggested the following time-scale for different
levels of planning:
(1) operational plans and budgets	 1 year - 18 months;
(ii) corporate plan	 5 years;
(iii) quantitative forecasts 	 5 - 15 years; and
(iv) outhne of possible futures/scenarios	 above 15 years.
3.2.7 IdentificatIon and Evaluation of Possible Strategies
The phase of the process already described will clearly suggest
possible strategies. Indeed some authors (Steiner and Miner,
1977) refer to the so-called "situation audit" as a method of
generating ideas for strategies (the situation audit is broadly
equivalent to the internal and external appraisals described above
together with the processes of eliciting the expectations of the
various stockholders). However, other techniques for strategy
identification exist, such as:
(I) WOTS-UP analysis (weaknesses, opportunities, threats,
strengths);
(ii) strategy profile approach;
(iii) product portfolio approach; and
(iv) directional policy matrix.
The description of these techniques is outside the scope of this
thesis, and can be seen in (Steiner and Miner, 1977; Ansoff, 1965;
Hedley, 1977; HIggins, 1980). These techniques were designed to
help the strategic decision-maker and planner identify more
possible strategies and then evaluate them. Many ideas will be
suggested to top management from the initiation of the search
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process, starting effectively with the external appraisal onwards but
nevertheless much will depend of their creativity.
3.2.8 Choice of Strategies
Given that several strategies have been evaluated, top management
must choose between them before the final corporate plan can be
drafted. Further evaluation of possible strategies enhances the
reliability of the decisions made. This evaluation will Inevitably
involve more rigorous financial analysis than will usually have been
performed so far and this will be greatly facilitated by the use of
computer-based models whether corporate or specially for
investment appraisal. This will be discussed later.
3.2.9 Final Corporate Plan
The ultimate chosen strategy or set of strategies determines the
final corporate plan which Is essentially a statement, In both
qualitative and quantitative terms, as to how the organisatlon will
meet its strategic objectives. As such the corporate plan will
comprise:
(a) a general strategy/policy statement for the whole
organisatlon;
(b) individual plans for the major functional areas (marketing,
production, manpower) and for control service functions such
as research and development and computing: and
(c) financial statements of profitability, cash flow, balance sheets
Incorporating where appropriate the capital expenditure plan
figures.
3.3 FINANCIAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING
An essential element in a company's overall corporate strategy is its
financial plan, which should be designed to ensure the provision of
adequate finance for the company's needs. Without sufficient funds
a company cannot safely expand as quickly as it might wish; lack of
funds is the most common cause of business failure, and can lead to
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the failure of profitable and growing firms as well as those
declining. On the other hand, a permanent surplus of funds, while
less damaging, is in itself an uneconomic state of affairs.
Survival and growth are measured in financial terms, at least
ultimately and, therefore, imply satisfactory financial strategies with
respect to profitability and cash flow, financing and capital
investment. Gearing, normally measured as the ratio of borrowed
funds to ordinary shareholders' funds, is a fundamental Issue of
financial strategy: a company with good profitability growth
prospects can afford a relatively high gearing but one with a more
doubtful future may find there is little or no profit retainable In the
business if it Is too highly geared, and, of course, In extreme cases
bankruptcy may ensue.
Budgeting is a fundamental part of planning. One year budgets form
a vital part of any corporate plan and financial control cannot be
exercised without budgets. Capital budgets are needed for any
investment and clearly profits, cash flows and the funding of the
company are all involved. Budgets should not be confused with
corporate plans and financial plans, for although all three business
procedures have some elements in common, their preparation,
their content and their effect on the behaviour of individuals In the
organisation are quite different.
A corporate plan Is a formation of the organisation's general
objectives and strategies, a large portion of which is conducted on
financial terms. Financial planning is part of the corporate planning
process, and involves the setting of financial objectives and financial
strategies which enable the organisation to achieve those objectives.
The financial plan will produce a degree of the details required for
a budget, but will not have all the specific detailed items required
and will also not usually have the operating responsibifity associated
with the budget. Budgets are usually preceded by corporate
financial plans and it is sometimes said that the figures initially
produced are merely forecasts or plans until they are accepted by
management into the firm's specific objectives, whereupon they
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become budgets. The benefits of budgets may be classified as
follows:
(i) a budget forces management to express in hard figures Its
future intentions;
(ii) it provides a yardstick by which people may be measured and
rewarded;
(iii) it allows responsibility and authority to be decentralised
without the loss of control and budgeting ensures that
responsibility is fixed; this responsibility may be associated
with a specific activity and with each level of authority in the
firm;
(iv) budgeting controls in detail the revenue, costs, cash and
capital expenditure of the firm;
(v) it ensures that return on investment Is optimised; and
(vi) it provides an atmosphere of cost consciousness.
3.4 CORPORATE FINANCIAL MODELS
Models in general are representations of reality. The architect's
three-dimensional model physically represents a proposed building.
An Ordnance Survey map represents geographical features by
means of symbols; it enables the user to determine where he is,
where he should go next, and In what general direction he should
head. Accounting conventions provide a framework within which
operations of the company, such as buying, manufacturing and
selling, are represented in purely monetary terms. Their value lies
in the fact that they permit us to understand, plan and control
fmancial aspects of these operations better.
Similarly, corporate financial models are sets of related expressions
that represent the key operations of the company. They vary in
sophistication, size, range of applications, and so on, but In their
common form comprise little more than accounting statements,
linked by a logic. Simple financial models can be worked through
using pencil, paper and a calculator. Indeed this is often what is
being done when clerical staff produce the budget for future
periods. As modern corporation has grown, so has the complexity
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of the budget. The time and effort taken to produce the budget is
substantial. Unlike simpler models, such as those of airplanes or
ships, however, management cannot readily modify or experiment
with a budget to determine the impact of alternative courses of
action or strategies.
The computer offers solutions to such problems. Its speed,
automatic documentation, flexibility arid accuracy have the power to
perform these tasks efficiently. Many companies have undertaken
to prepare computerised versions of the annual budget. This entails
converting a company's processes and accounting Into a series of
equations that can be run through the computer. Once this Is done,
it is feasible to keep the budget accurate and up to date and to
develop revised projections of income whenever necessary.
Management can also use the model to compare the evaluate
alternative strategies, and to appraise the effect of different
allocations of funds and resources. These models, however, are
complicated and require substantial Input of data, the fact that
reduces their ability to simulate strategies, where the user has only
limited information to support them.
This is where the corporate financial models come into action.
These models are easier to use but sometimes can be difficult to
develop. They incorporate assumptions which reduce the time and
data input required to run the model. These assumptions have to
be examined carefully and tested for accuracy and reliability.
3.4.1 Benefits and Limitations of Corporate Financial Models
The spread of corporate financial models has been accompanied,
and no doubt reinforced, by a growing body of literature that
stresses their value. Prominent among the benefits claimed
(Grinyer and Wooller, 1978) are:
(I) greater accuracy and speed of forecasting company
performance;
(Ii) a means of quickly checking on the internal consistency of
planning assumptions;
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(iii) reduction In clerical effort involved In evaluating alternative
proposals and in preparing long-term financial plans;
(iv) as a result, freedom to explore a wide range of alternatives, as
opposed to the few possible with normal calculations;
(v) release of management time, by reduction of routine
calculations, for thinking about strategic problems and their
solution;
(vi) fuller allowance for links with other aspects of the business
when evaluating a proposal;
(vii) fuller understanding of the internal complexities of the
company by decision takers;
(viii) deeper insight into the risks inherent in proposed projects;
(lx) a means of highlighting the key aspects of both existing
business and new projects; and
(x) a tool for showing managers the extent to which reported
performances will be affected by errors in estimates.
The limitations of corporate financial models are outlined below.
(i) They deal only with quantitative (measurable) aspects. In
strategic problems, qualitative (immeasurable) factors are
important, and sometimes dominate decisions.
(11) They will do only what they have been designed to do. A
model which represents the accounting procedures of the
company may be extremely useful for long-term budgeting
and for working out the financial implications of proposed
patterns of Investment. However, it can cast no light on how
sales will react to a change In price or on whether the
production plant can cope with a projected increase in sales
without major new capital Investment, when it embodies
expressions representing the response of the market to price
changes and the production process respectively.
(iii) Output of most models Is highly sensitive to changes In some
of the values fed In by the user (input variables). Errors In
these variables can lead to serious errors in the results
produced by the model. Ultimately, therefore, the value of
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the model must depend of the ability of the company to
provide good estimates for at least these critical variables.
(iv) Models may help managers to choose the best of the
alternatives tested but they are entirely passive. Only
managers can create alternatives to put to the corporate
financial model for evaluation. Hence the ultimate quality of
strategic decisions still depends on the perception,
knowledge of the business and its environment, and
innovative flair of management.
(v) The process by which strategic decisions are reached within
companies is political. Participants in this process may
sometimes use their corporate financial model to justify a
position already taken rather than to rigorously evaluate
alternatives. By careful selection of data for input the model
may be used to produce the required report. Even so, use of a
corporate financial model does impose a further discipline
within the political process, and should serve to eliminate
some of the grosser errors. Where input necessary to justify a
course of action is highly unrealistic this may be patently
obvious to all concerned.
These limitations are not peculiar to corporate financial models.
They are common to all approaches to evaluating alternative
strategies. They can be summarised by saying that corporate
financial models can help good management to make better
decisions but cannot prevent poor management from making bad
ones.
3.4.2 ClassIfications of Corporate Financial Models
The corporate financial models can be classified from
different view-points. Some major classifications are discussed as
follows (Kumar R. and Vrot P., 1989).
(a) Classification based on modelling strategy.
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(I) Optimisatlon models. These models are used to decide
an optimum or best solution amongst the available
alternatives. However, the appllcabi]ity of these models
is restricted, as revealed by surveys carried out in the
past. In the first ever survey carried out by Gershefski
(1970), only 5 percent of corporate planning models
used were mathematical programming models. Naylor's
(1979) survey also revealed that only 4 percent of the
models in the sample were optimisation models, in
which the goal was to maximise or minimise a single
objective function such as profit and cost respectively.
(ii) Economic models. These models have been used by
corporate planners for making forecasts with respect to
system performance, as a function of various policy and
exogeneous variables.
(iii) System dynamics models. These are one of the latest
modelling innovations based on the feedback theory. At
macro level the technique has been widely applied, while
its potential for application at corporate level is yet to be
fully exploited.
(iv) Simulation models. These models are used to feign or
imitate the behaviour of reality. The survey by Gershefski
(1970), showed that 95 percent of the models used were
of the case-study simulation type. The same observation
has been substantiated by Naylor's (1979) survey. This
indicates that most of the corporate financial models in
use today are "What if?" models, i.e. models which
simulate the effects of alternative managerial policies and
assumptions about the firm's externat environment.
(b) Classfficatlon based on characteristics of the model.
(i) Deterministic models. These models use deterministic
values of the variables, and no randomness is
incorporated.
(ii) Probabalistic models. These models use multiple
estimates, and have at least one operating characteristic
given by a probability density function. Most corporate
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financial models in use are deterministic in nature;
Gershefskl (1970), found that 88 percent of models were
deterministic and 12 percent were stochastic.
(iii) Static models. These models do not explicitly take the
time variable into account.
(iv) Dynamic models. The time varying interactions are taken
care of in these models.
(C) Classification based on consolidation.
(I) Horizontal consolidation of financial reports, plans and
models over all divisions is required in the case of a
multi-divisional firm.
(II) Vertical consolidation of financial reports, plans and
models is desirable in the case of a hierarchical
organisational structure consisting of products, business
units, divisions, groups and corporate level.
Some other classifications have also appeared In the literature, e.g.
recursive models, simultaneous models and logical models. It
should be realised that a corporate financial model may involve a
mixture of these classifications as will be seen later in the CFMCC.
Examples of corporate financial models can be drawn from
literature (Gershefski G., 1969; Bryant J., 1982; Grinyer and
Wooller, 1978; Sherwood D., 1983; etc.).
3.5 RELEVANCE OF BUSINESS STRATEGY TO CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTORS
What is the relevance of business strategy to the contractor in the
construction industry? Many contractors would argue that their
business Is simply about "getting, doing and getting paid". Where is
the need for strategic planning where few facts are readily
available? There is some force behind these arguments, particularly
for small contractors and subcontractors.
There are two broad aspects of management in the contracting
industry. The first is project management, which is concerned
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with managing people, developing loyalty and team spirit, and with
the efficient logistics of Individual assignments. The second lies at
headquarters, and involves the strategic thinking necessary to
achieve a better sense of direction, thereby increasing long-term
financial returns for the total company.
In this latter area, the concepts of business strategy have been
developed primarily for manufacturing industry. The process
involved In manufactured goods is turned upside down by the
contracting industry. In contracting it has been the client
(customer) who initiates the project (product). The contractor
(producer) has limited control over the contract (formulation-
design). The price is agreed before the project (product) is started.
It is no surprise, therefore, that several aspects of business strategy
have little relevance to the contracting industry, although some do
have limited applicability.
Nevertheless, some aspects of business strategy do have relevance
for large-scale contracting. Two clearly discernible trends in the
industry are becoming more evident. First, the industry is
becoming increasingly concentrated (although far less than the
manufacturing industry) as a result of acquisitions and mergers.
Some of these acquisitions have seen extraordinary growth for
contracting businesses based on a well conceived strategy.
Secondly, many large-scale contractors are diversifying away from
their original base. In this process, such companies are effectively
changing the scope of their business by redefining their
competitive position within the Industry, and are looking for
effective segments or niches within the total market. Much of this
diversification is closely associated with contracting (e.g.
introducing building contracting for a civil engineering contractor,
or introducing refurbishment contracts to a new building
contractor) or is developed from a contracting base (e.g. from
building houses to speculative housing development). Others have
been spreading their business outside their market locations,
effectively a form of geographic segmentation, capitalising on their
experience. Here it is Important to determine who the
competitors are.
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Few of the top 50 largest contractors in the U.K. are now simply
Just building and civil engineering contractors. It is important.
therefore, for the contractor to identify clearly what business he is
in, the position he occupies in that business, and who are his
present and potential competitors - these are all elements of
business strategy. In this process of self-definition, he will find that
he is in several different businesses or that strict contracting is
really part of a broader portfolio. Even in the contracting part of
the business (construction division), the contractor has a portfolio
of type of construction and location operating through subsidiaries
or established offices.
Strategic management Is therefore essential to direct the portfolio
in terms of both the group level and the construction division level.
The severe cyclic nature of the construction market and the
sensitivity of contractors to environmental changes enhance further
the Importance of strategic management.
3.6 PREVIOUS WORK ON STRATEGIC AND FINANCIAL
PLANNING FOR CONTRACTORS
In order to avoid a lengthy description of all the available literature,
it was divided into four main sections: reports on corporate and
financial planning; papers on financial planning; papers on
corporate and strategic planning; and papers on financial planning
models.
3.6.1 Reports on Corporate Financial Pifinning
Lumsden p. (1971), was the first to touch on this subject. He
reviewed (in a series of seven articles) his experiences while
visiting many construction companies acting as the head of the
Board's Training Development Group. In his first article, he listed
two ways In which businesses are run: management sit back and
wait for opportunities to occur in the hope that the demand will
coincide with what the company has to offer; or management look
ahead and systematically develop their company so that by
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anticipation it is always organised to exploit opportunities for profit
and growth as the pattern of demand changes. Most contractors
adopted the first method. He stressed the Importance of the
preparation of a business plan, and described an example of a
building and civil engineering contractor who pursued major steps
to prepare a business, strategic plan.
A team was deployed to develop the plan, and the methods to be
used were agreed. The second and third articles explained how the
team began to take stock of its strengths and weaknesses in
relation to the total construction market. This involved the tasks
ifiustrated in Figure 3.2. Each of these tasks was discussed In detail
and applied to the example given. In the corporate trading analysis,
the team considered several financial ratios to compare between
different types of activities. They found that there is a eonsiderab%e
difference between the net profits on completed jobs (Civil 6.4%
and Building 4.8%). However, the return on capital employed was
found to show a more balanced picture (Civil 16.8%, BuIlding
14.7%). Contract trading analysis involved a similar task but on a
lower level of classification, such as hospital contracts, factories,
etc.
The fourth article described how the company set short and longer
term objectives and made a start on developing a plan to achieve
them. A statement of corporate objectives was prepared for a five
year period in terms of profitability, profits, value of work and
dividends. Other specific objectives were set in relation to
markets, productivity, products, financial resources, manager
performance and development, organisation and systems, and
updating Information. Strategies were formulated simultaneously
with objectives setting. Many alternative strategies were identified
by the team creative ability. The team were then asked to evaluate
alternative strategies under the following headings:
How well did they achieve the stated objectives?
What stresses did they impose on the company resources?
How sensitive were they to changes In the external
environment?
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At that particular stage the team suggested the building of a
mathematical model, but this was rejected.
The following step (article 5) was to design a plan in order to
Implement the chosen strategies. The company studied its
organisatlon to assess how the company would implement the
strategies. This also involved organising future data within the
company in order to evaluate and control the performance of
activities. The last two articles described how the company
Implemented the developed plans and some of the conclusions
found In the process.
Franks J. (1979) in a series of 18 articles, discussed the methods
that should be used when conducting corporate and financial
planning. In the first article, he outlined eight key areas of the
organisation activity that should be considered In corporate
planning: marketing, innovation, human organisatlon, financial
resources, physical resources, productivity, social responsibility and
profit requirements. Each of these was discussed in outline and
was related to a building contracting business. The second article
was concerned with alternative methods on preparing strategic and
operational plans in so far as they affect the builder and
management of his money. He reviewed four different lines of
approach for corporate planning, one of which was explained in the
Lumsden report. He arrives at "what is probably as good an
approach as any" for smaller companies:
(I)	 record current strategy;
(ii) identify problems;
(iii) discover the core elements;
(iv) formulate alternatives;
(v) evaluate alternatives; and
(vi) choose the new strategy.
In the following two articles, he created a fictitious company and
applied the above six tasks of corporate planning. For each task, a
series of questions was outlined to help the planner in identifying
the key factors. The following four articles discussed how these
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plans can be controlled. The budget is a predetermined plan,
expressed in financial terms, covering all phases of a business. It
should be generated from the corporate plan and used to plan
financial requirements. He explained how the budget should be
compiled, and used the building contractor as an example. Only
current contracts were considered in the budget and no reference
was made to future contract budgeting. He showed then how
performance can be controlled on three levels, the company, the
contracts group and the individual contract.
Later articles dealt with financial resources and how to obtain them,
such as cash by self-generation in a company (article 14), short
term debt financing (artIcle 17) and medium and long-term finance
(article 18).
3.6.2 Papers on Financial Planning
Parker E. (1969) claimed that the reduction In the availability of
ready money to finance new projects necessitated a better use of
existing funds. Project finance must receive the same rigid
planning as the project Itself. In a series of examples, he showed
how the overdraft limit can be used more efficiently when the firm
undertake a multiplicity of projects arranged in a certain sequence.
Obviously the method presented has not provided a complete
financial planning system. The contractor has no control over the
size and timings of projects to be executed.
Procter A. (1970), stressed the importance of financial planning for
the small builder. When the builder is overtrading (taking on more
work than the working capital available will support) the current
liability may exceed the current assets. There is a danger that the
company could become insolvent, or fixed assets may have to be
sold if creditors start pressing for more prompt payment. He
claimed that it is up to the builder to distribute his capital between
the fixed capital and working capital. He developed an example of
an overall financial plan for a small builder. Many criteria were
outlined in addition to the profitability on site. He also indicated In
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general terms the sort of financial decisions that must be made If
financial growth funding and capital utilisation are to be controlled.
Cleaver H. (1971) claimed that a system of financial forecasting
coupled with frequent reporting of results obtained, intelligently,
interpreted and used by management at all levels, Is a must for any
construction company wishing to stay in business. He described a
financial system used by Tilbury Group which requires the
maximum co-operation from all engaged in management. Three
reasons were outlined for the use of the system: survival,
profitability and control. The system involved: (1) a long-term plan
of group growth based on individual managers' estimates, adjusted
by head office management and approved by the board covering a
forward period of three years; (2) a short-term plan of group
growth covering in detail a forward period of one year; (3) a
cumulative plan performance statement submitted by management
to the board monthly In order that the board can make such
decisions and adjustments to the plan as the trading circumstances
of the group indicate. He described briefly how the system operated
and stressed the importance and simplicity of the system.
Adrian J. (1977), claimed that there are unique external factors
which tend to shape the total fInancial structure of the construction
finn. The inabifity to raise equity capital, the operating on short-
term cridit, the large amounts of receivables on the books because
of the owner's retention of partial payments, and the dependence of
some firms on large dollar values of equipment all dictate the
financial structure. Some of these industry characteristics result In
a less than favourable financial structure that contains an undue
amount of risk. He compared some financial ratios of the
construction industry with other industries. He also attempted to
establish standards of financial ratios in relevance to the average
construction firm. However, the range of each ratio was quite
significant and that was due to different policies adopted by
different firms.
Hinze A. and Ashton W. (1981), claimed that in the construction
Industry, management of current cash flows is a particularly
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important aspect of financial performance since many construction
firms experience financial problems as a result of poor cash flow
planning. They conducted a study designed to understand the
major influences, both internal and external, on the ability of
construction firms to manage their cash and financial resources.
This was achieved using a questionnaire which was sent to
contractors, owners' banks and bonding companies. Results
showed that financial management in a typical construction
company is substantially influenced by the policies and practices of
owners, banks, and bonding companies. These parties are able to
directly impact the availability of working capital, growth planning
in a firm, cost of borrowed money, and company profits. The
amount of working capital, in particular, 'was s'ho'wri to bear a strong
relationship to company profits, the line of credit at the bank, and
the bonding capacity permitted by securities. The survey data also
pointed out some interesting relationships between contractor
characteristics and financial performance. The key company
variables of size, age and type of union agreement were Important in
identifying successful companies. They concluded by suggesting
many recommendations to aid contractors In maintaining a
favourable cash position and In staying profitable, such as frequent
review of interest rates, contract agreements, etc.
Tung A. and Hendrickson C. (1986), claimed that current
approaches to profit measurement may produce misleading results,
particularly for large-scale construction projects extending over a
number of years. A framework for analysing financing costs under
different financial mechanisms, was presented. This was also
applicable to the analysis of the effect of inflation and work
stoppages on profit. Finally, they considered the cost of a project to
the owner and the relationship between uncertainty and contract
price from the views of both the owner and the contractor.
Conclusions included:
1. the internal rate of return of the net cash flow from operator
is generally not a correct profit measure;
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2. it may be less costly to the owner if the responsibility for
financing the construction project Is assumed by the owner
while price concessions are made by the contractor; and
3. both owners and contractors must be aware of the effect of
risk assignment on the contract price and the actual cost of
the project.
3.6.3 Papers on Corporate and Strategic PtRnnfng
Lansley, Quence and Lea (1979) conducted research which
demonstrated the strong link between corporate effectiveness and
factors characterised as organisation structure, managerial style and
managerial problem solving skills. The results of this research have
a number of implications for the way in which organisational
processes can be modelled. For example, the Importance of the
findings for organisation structure strongly suggest a modelling
approach which adopts an information processing view of the
organisatlon, whilst the findings for managerial style suggest a
strategic perspective. However, a more appealing approach has
been to focus on the third set of factors, managerial problem
solving. Subsequently, in recognition of the problems which can
arise through taking multiple perspectives, both organisatlon
structure and managerial style have been viewed in terms of their
Implications for problem solving skill and thence for corporate
performance.
On this basis a model was developed (Lansley, 1986) which
considers the effectiveness of the work of a construction enterprise
as being principally Influenced by the characteristics of the skifis
which need to be exercised in executing the work and the skills
which are available to do that work. Whilst this approach lead to
simplifications of many of the findings from empirical research and
the implications of accepted theories of management and
organisational behaviour, it does provide a viable framework for
modelling the performance of projects and the enterprises which
undertake them.
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In a different paper he (Lansley, 1987) developed a framework for
linking the environment with structure, style and skills through
considering the differences in the nature of the demands on
construction companies in three different periods during the last
30 years. The 1960s were characterised by long-term stability.
Changes were largely operational. In contrast, the 1970s were
characterised by strategic change, while in the 1980s the changes
which are taking place are largely competitive in nature, the result
of long-term shifting in the structure of the industry and in clients'
perception of the role of the industry. He claimed that the failure
of a firm to approximate its structure and processes to its
environment will lead it to become uncompetitive. Not only is the
environment important In the choice of an organisation's structure
but it also has implications for such issues as style of management
and the level of problem-solving skill required of the managers of
the firm and, even more fundamentally, the firm's corporate
strater.
Wong and Logcher (1986), investigated how the performance of
construction firms during different extremes in the business cycle
was impacted by a variety of firm's characteristics. A performance
index for a firm's relative market performance was devised and
used with a step-wise regression technique to model the
relationships between operational variables and the performance
Index. They showed that a firm's relative market performance can
be Influenced by several factors including efforts in marketing,
long-range planning and geographical diversification. Finally they
outlined several recommendations for contractors to prepare for
bad times.
Kangari and Riggs (1988), studied the possibifity of a construction
company combining Its projects into a portfolio that will provide an
optimum risk-return combination. He claimed that investment in
construction projects differs somewhat from that in securities. For
example, construction projects typically are not divisible, whereas
securities are. These differences have caused many difficulties in
the application of the portfolio theory in construction. The risk
evaluation associated with each project and the correlation
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coefficient between projects which describes the efficiency of the
diversification are very difficult to evaluate. Therefore, they
developed a probabilistic approach to show a more realistic
approach to the evaluation of correlation. He claimed that a
construction project might be quite risky if held by itself but If most
of its risk can be eliminated by diversification of other projects, the
project's selective risk, which Is its contribution to the portfolio's
risk, may be small. He concluded by saying that since most
construction projects are not perfectly correlated, diversification
generally reduces, but does not eliminate, portfolio risk.
3.6.4 Papers on Financial Pls.nning Models
Previous sections showed the importance of financial and strategic
planning in contracting firms. The Lumsden (1971) attempt to
apply corporate planning theories to a contracting firm was a well
worthwhile contribution to the field. However, some problems
existed in the evaluation of alternative strategies. Literature on
corporate planning showed that one of the most effective ways in
evaluating strategies is the financial simulation. At the same time
the chosen strategies have to be represented in financial terms in
order to exercise control. Previous literature on financial planning
has failed to provide a tool for this purpose. Cash flow forecasting
models are dedicated mainly to the individual contract. Total
company cash flow was forecasted by adding the cash flows for all
current individual projects.
In financial simulation, the contractor has to incorporate current,
secured and future contracts during the required planned period.
This raises a difficulty since the data required to forecast future
contracts is not available. For large construction firms the task
becomes more difficult, as the data on individual contracts in
general will not be available to the strategic planner. To the
author's knowledge, a corporate financial model has not yet been
developed for construction contractors. Previous articles on
financial planning have concentrated on experience when applied
to company level, or empirical when applied to individual
contracts.
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The Importance of financial planning models in general has been
well stressed in the management literature. In the construction
industry, such models were developed for construction clients (e.g.
FINPLAN and LIZARD, cited in Balkau, 1975; Bromilow, 1978,
1982; and Tucker and Rahifly, 1982). These models were applied
successfully in public authorities and were useful to simulate
alternative policies and sequence of projects to be constructed.
The data required for these models was available and controlled by
the client. This demonstrates the difference in financial rnodellin
between clients and contractors.
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CIHIAIPTIIR	 4
SURVEY OF CONTRACTORS' CURRENT
CORPORATE PLANNING AND BUDGETING
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter reports a survey conducted on construction
contractors In the United Kingdom. The objective of the survey was
to investigate further current problems regarding cash flow and
strategic planning. Current practice relating to corporate planning,
financial budgeting, cash flow forecasting etc. were also examined.
Twenty-sLx personnel were Interviewed from fifteen construction
companies. Most of these were operating in subdivisions', divisions'
or groups' head offices. The companies were large to medium size
with a contracting turnover between £30m to £500m.
Results of the survey demonstrated that there was a wide difference
between literature and current practice. Large contractors did not
face difficuties regarding cashflow. Alternatively, several problems
were identified with respect to strategic and financial planning.
Most companies operated with similar practices apart from slight
differences due to size and structure.
4.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE SURVEY
The objectives of the survey were:
1)	 to classify construction companies in terms of corporate
structure;
ii) to Investigate current practice relating to corporate strategic
planning, financial budgeting and cash flow forecasting;
iii) to study the financial positions of different companies and
relate these positions to their strategies;
lv) to form a basis for establishing the need of the construction
Industry to a corporate financial model;
(v) to acquire Information to assist in the design of the corporate
financial model; arid
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(vi) to develop good relations with the industry in order to
persuade them to provide data and participate in the
validation of the model.
4.3 METHODS OF ACQUIRING INFORMATION
Methods of acquiring Information which have been extracted from
previous literature can be grouped under the following headings
(Dawood N. and Neal R. 1990): mail questionnaire or interview.
In a survey of this type, mail questionnaires are of limited use. Mall
questionnaires usually require respon,9,afits to select alternative
choices placed by the researcher. In this survey, more detailed
information was required than would be possible by this method.
Interviews enable the questioner to assess the reliability of the
Information given, and to follow up useful points that arise.
The survey therefore was conducted on an interview basis. A series
of questionnaires had to be developed to control the topics of the
discussion. A tape recorder was used to record Information for the
whole duration of the interview (averaging 3 hours). In several
cases, respondants thought some of the questions were not relevant
to their position, thus inviting others to participate in the meeting
or arranging another meeting with the appropriate practitioners.
4.4 DEVELOPING AND TESTING THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The design of the questionnaire was very important for the success
of the survey. In this survey, the questionnaire was based on
information available In literature. Questions were usually open-
ended, I.e. they encouraged further elaboration of interesting areas.
The questionnaire was tested with the first company interviewed
and major modifications were applied. Many questions were added
when more information was acquired on particular areas. Others
were thought inappropriate and therefore omitted. The
questionnaire mainly consisted of the following seven topics.
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i) Company structure.
ii) Corporate and strategic planning.
lii) Financial budgeting.
iv) Cash flow forecasting.
v) Financial accounting and control.
vi) Circulation of information and plans.
vii) Financial position.
A copy of the questionnaire is given in Appendix B.
4.5 THE SIZE OF THE SURVEY
Fifty letters were sent to construction companies head offices.
Those companies were small to large size contractors with
contracting turnover between £5m to £500m. Fifteen companies
accepted to participate, twenty five declined for reasons of
confidentiality or work load. The remaining ten did not respond at
all. Table 4.1 shows the ranges of turnover of the respondants.
Number of Companies
	 Contracting Turnover
Accepted	 in £ million
2	 30- 50
5	 50-100
6	 100-300
2	 300-500
TABLE 4.1 - Number and Turnover of Participants In the Survey
Seven of those contractors specialised in building work, one
specialised In civil engineering contracts, and the remainder
conducted both civil and building work. The letters were
addressed to groups' managing directors, and included a brief
description of the topic under research and a brief description of
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the information required. Some of these letters were transferred
to the group corporate departments where interviews were held.
Others were given to the construction divisions' financial director
or financial controller. Three meetings were held in the groups'
head offices because some information was not available, and further
meetings were arranged with their construction divisions'
managers. In total twenty six people were interviewed In the
respondant companies.
4.6 SURVEY FINDINGS
The result of the survey showed that contractors generally operate
In a similar way except for particular differences due to the size and
location of the organisation. The term medium size contractor
refers to contractor with turnover between £30m to lOOm. While
large size contractors indicate values higher than £lOOm. The
main findings of the survey are given in the following sections.
4.6.1 Contractors' Corporate Structure
Contractors' corporate structure evolves with the growth of the
company. Therefore, when analysing the companies interviewed, it
was necessary to examine the size and age of those companies.
Three categories were determined out of the sample analysed,
these were.
(I) Medium size companies which conduct civil engineering
contracts only.
(ii) Medium size companies which conduct building contracts in
addition to speculative developments.
(iii) Large groups which have several divisions including a
construction division. The construction division usually
executes all types of building and civil engineering projects.
The terms medium and large were used to represent the
complication of the corporate structure, which were to some extent
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correlated to the size of the companies indicated earlier. Building
only contractors were not found in the sample, since the size of
contracting turnover enabled such companies to invest in the more
capital intensive business of property development.
The medium civil engineering or building contracting companies
included two or three regional offices, mainly established by those
companies. Such offices were usually located in a particular region,
such as South West of the U.K.
Large construction groups have a complicated corporate structure.
A typical group has several divisions including construction,
property developing, housing, quarry, etc. The construction
division is often referred to as the cash generator or life blood of
other divisions. Because of the evolving nature of the corporate
structure, It is expected that different groups vary due to different
policies. The two main types of corporate structure were identified
as Established structure and Evolved structure.
Established structure involves a hierarchy where all operating
offices were established by the group (see Figure 4.1). This type of
structure is more organised as each regional office conducts the
same types of work (same areas) as others. A close example (close
because established structures are extreme cases) of such corporate
structure is Hall and Tawse. Tarmac has also a similar structure
apart from the plant hire, management contracting, and major
projects. All other activities can be executed from any of their
regional offices. Some of the advantages of this type of corporate
structure are:
I) regional offices may compare the performance of various
types of construction, in order to concentrate on the more
profitable operations;
ii)	 every regional office is less sensitive to variations in market
demands;
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(A)
PANY NAME)
TT1	 (A)	 (A) 1 [TT1 HEAD-
N3THERN	 WESTERN	 [ELJ	 OFFCE
Figure 4.1 An example of an established corporate structure
iii) regional offices are able to move resources within different
activities; and
iv) clients can be satisfied vertically through one regional office.
Evolved structures Involve many different subsidaries within one
group (see Figure 4.2). These structures evolve through
acquisitions and mergers, such as that of AMEC Group. Acquisitions
and mergers are very common and effective methods of growth.
Establishing new companies or offices takes a long time and costs a
lot In terms of recruitment and marketing.
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Figure 4.2 An example of an evolved corporate structuie
In some cases new acquisitions can be targetted and controlled to
maintain the overall established structure of a corporation. Some
companies undertake a series of acquisitions each of which
conducts similar types of activities, hence remoulding these into a
group with divisions and regional offices. Such techniques are not
very common since local subsidiaries are usually unique in their
activities. Another technique Is to acquire local companies arid in
time move resources and current work into the established regional
offices, leaving those companies dormant.
Most of the interviewed medium building contractors, hire as much
as ninety percent of their plant requirements from outside sources.
Large groups and medium civil engineering contractors maintain
different levels of plant. The Integration of plant hire activities into
the corporate structure varies. Evolved structures do not have
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separate plant divisions within the group. Different subsidiaries
maintain their own plant. Some established structures may have
separate plant sub-divisions within their construction divisions.
These usually have large plant fleet distributed over many depots
(close to their regional offices). Others maintain their plant
activities as areas within the regional offices.
The two types of structure outlined above affect this research In
particular. The proposed model (as shall be seen later) can be
applied In a considerable number of regional offices and head
offices of an established structure. The proposed model may be too
comprehensive for some regional offices In an evolved structure
(like a design and build office subsidiary). However, the model can
always be Incorporated Into the head office of the construction
division or sector.
-	 C
4.6.2 Current Procedures In Corporate Plnnnlng
Construction companies are strongly devolved In the way they are
managed by the managing directors of their Individual offices. The
group acts as a backup function in terms of centralised financial
functions, Insurance functions, personnel functions, publicity
functions and controlling functions. The size or structure of the
corporation therefore, did not affect corporate planning.
Corporate planning was considered to be primitive In construction
companies. It was basically conducted on two levels, the group, and
the operational. The group often have Informal meetings Involving
the chairman, finance director and corporate managers, In order to
discuss where the group as a whole is going. The topics of the
meetings are directed to formulate what they call Implicit
strategies or ultimate objectives. These usually are very broad
objectives which define the shape of the group desired (such as
leading quality, ultimate construction service, etc.). The strategies
implemented to realise those objectives are mainly initiated by the
operational level. The group objectives are conveyed to the
operational level through meetings with their managing directors.
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In the operational level, corporate planning Is carried out In more
specific form, but still unformailsed. Each regional office conducts
separately their own market plan. They depend basically on
publications and experience to assess and forecast their market.
Several publications were considered useful in terms of forecasting
various market demands (such as building material, national
economic development office and many stock brokers' forecasts).
Some contractors use the Gross Domestic Product (and the most
important in that is consumer spending) in their judgemental
forecasts. Civil engineering contractors consider public spending
critical to their market demand.
No effort Is made to estimate contractors' market share as it was
thought to be small. Competitors were assessed through the study
of their annual accounts and publications.
Analysis of companies performance (strengths and weaknesses) was
also performed on a judgemental basis. No formalised information
was available to managers to compare different types of activities
within the business. One contractor only claimed that they are
working towards developing a system which will provide such data.
Some contractors argued that such analysis is highly dominated by
technicalities and difficulties in conducting different types of work,
the fact that deters consideration of other performance factors.
The result of the above process together with the very broad
objectives of the group, help contractors set strategies. The level of
these strategies could be high like acquisition of companies within
the regional market, or low such as reducing the work force in
brick laying. However, no statement is written on these strategies
and hence no commitment is held.
These strategies are not circulated to the group unless finance is
required when acquiring other companies. Other than that, the
group or the construction division head office is not aware of these
strategies. The only link between the group and regional offices is
the budget.
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4.6.3 Cuxrent Procedures in Budgeting
Contractors consider the budget to be very important in terms of
planning and control of construction activities. Groups manage and
control operating offices through the budget. It is performed
annually on a formal basis, as each operating office submits their
part of the budget.
Several budgeting techniques were examined in detail and found to
follow the same concept. They all used past data to project next
years' budget. Some of them incorporated experience to modify
different parts of the budget.
Four months before the end of the contractor's financial year,
operation offices prepare their budget guidelines in terms of
turnover, profit, overheads and contributions. These guidelines are
sent to the head office for examination and targeting. The
guidelines are refined and completed following interactive
negotiations between the centre office and areas. Out of the sample
analysed, two large contractors claimed that at that particular stage,
there are two levels of the budget:
(I) budgets of minimum acceptable levels of activities; and
(11) target of what each regional office should achieve.
The central office also nominates financial incentives in
achievements of budgets and targets. This process takes about forty
days after which, the offices start to prepare detailed monthly
budgets. There are two main phases at this stage. The first phase
Involves forecasting and budgeting the monthly turnover over the
remaining months of the current year and the following year. The
prime target In that is the total outcome at the end of the following
year.
Budgeting turnover usually consists of three stages:
(1) budgeting current work:
(ii) budgeting secured work; and
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(iii) budgeting future unknown work.
Different contractors had different considerations at these stages.
The main difference was In the effort taken in estimating current
and secured work. Companies which executed relatively large
projects had a substantial part of their following year's turnover
from current and secured work. Thus, It was feasible to
Incorporate the calculation of such work into the budget. One
contractor claimed that seventy five percent of their civil
engineering turnover and sixty percent of their building turnover
for each year is secured at the budgeting stage.
Other companies have lower levels of current projects and do not
consider separate calculation of them. Out of the sample analysed
only four companies used individual forecasts of current contracts
valuations. Nine companies claimed that they used judgements to
blend current contracts, and two did not consider them at all. In
fact, most companies do forecast Individual contract valuation
through their quantity surveying departments, but most of them do
not Incorporate them Into the budget.
Forecasting current work turnover Is usually done on a simple basis.
The quantity surveyor manually compares the current cumulative
valuations of Individual projects with the total expected value.
Then, using his own judgement, he distributes the difference over
the remaining durations. Some contractors were aware of standard
value curves, but none of them actually used them.
Secured work helped budgeters In their judgement. In terms of
monthly turnover, secured work was not considered separately to
future work. Only one contractor could incorporate secured work
In the budget and that was particularly due to the approach (basic
computer model) pursued which enabled him to do so.
The model Identifies work in terms of opportunities to tender.
Every month a single value is entered to represent the total sum of
opportunities to tender. These values are usually based on past
years opportunities plus the one which the contractor Is aware of.
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Using past years average rate of tendering, the contractor
consolidates these figures to opportunities tendered for.
Consequently, the result is consolidated further using the average
rate of winning. No consideration is put on the number and types
of contracts.
The consolidated monthly values are then converted to turnover by
distributing them equally over a nine month period (average
duration of projects executed). Although this technique has a lot of
assumptions, it was considered the most sophisticated In the
sample. That company was particularly small (35m turnover).
Other contractors used projection techniques of last years'
turnover, including some elements of experience, inflation and
growth. None of them classified turnover in terms of contract
types. Gross profit is then calculated using an average percentage
of turnover. Overhead and other parameters follow, using past
years' performance plus experience.
The second phase of budgeting is forecasting the working capital.
Working capital is often used to control the groups' activities. In
financial budgeting, it is also used to convert turnover and gross
profit Into cash flow. Several contractors controlled working
capital efficiently to generate high values of cash which can be
invested in other divisions. Having said that, working capital may
vary tremendously from one company to another, and from one year
to another, depending on the strategies and efficiency of financial
control.
Therefore, budgeting working capital is critically important to
contractors. Unfortunately, working capital in contracting is a very
complicated function that is difficult to calculate in terms of the
overall turnover. Contractors tried to monitor movements in
working capital and relate them to turnover. Some contractors
established guidelines of what the working capital should be in
terms of twelve months turnover. Others segregated it Into several
elements and attempted to monitor movements of these elements
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against movements in the overall turnover. This model has now
been used in a large contracting division for the last sIx years.
The output of such models (especially the outcome at the end of the
following year) Is then compared with the target drawn from the
guidelines. When there are major differences, the contractor
modifies the output accordingly. In order to meet the modified
budget some effort has to be taken in terms of payment delays,
overmeasure, etc.
In summary, the basic concept of budgeting working capital lies in
monitoring past years performance to develop a function of
percentage or time delays to be applied on budgeted turnover.
Therefore, if the contractor operates with the same mix of work
and the same environment of that last year, the working capital
should remain approximately the same. As far as the monthly
movements in working capital are concerned, these models were
not able to trace and correspond with the actuals.
Once the budget is prepared it is circulated upwards through the
corporate structure. Some contractors discount the total budget to
eliminate over-optimism. The construction division's budget is
consequently sent to the group to be added with other divisions'
budgets.
The aforementioned process is completed two months prior to the
start of the financial year. The budget is then modified at the
opening month of the year to allow for actual starting positions.
However, the level of activities incorporated in the budget is not
allowed to be changed no matter what the changes are. It is up to
the operational offices to find the right opportunities to meet the
budgeted levels of activities.
4.6.4 Accuracy of The Budgeting Techniques//
Contractors were asked to comment on the accuracy of their
budgets. Past budgets were compared with actual performance for
contractors which had formalised budgeting models. Contractors
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generally admitted that the level of accuracy was low. An evaluation
of the level of accuracy for these budgets was meaningless, since it
varied significantly from one year to another.
One contractor provided budgeted and actual figures for 1987
(Table 4.2). These values demonstrate the deficiency of traditional
budgeting techniques. Turnover was under-estimated by £42m.
The concept of monitoring past years' working capital and relating
that to turnover is shown to be inaccurate. With higher budgeted
turnover, the budget forsees higher levels of negative working
capital. Actual values indicated substantially lower negative working
capital.
End of 1986	 End of 1987
Actual	 Budgeted	 Actual
____________ £000
	
£000	 £000
Turnover	 427,845	 485,529	 527,404
Gross profit	 43,861	 43,861	 46,818
Working capital -18,497	 25,868	 11,766
Table 4.2 - Comparison of budget and actual performance for a
large construction division.
Table 4.2 also demonstrates how fast the mix of contracts and the
construction environment can change within a single year. The
actual rate of working capital to turnover declined from -4.3% in
1986 to -2.2% in 1987.
In summary the following conclusions can be drawn:
(I) the mix of work contractors perform each year may vary
significantly due to different strategies and environments;
(Ii) the environment which contractors operate within, also
varies in terms of contract agreements, payment delays, etc.;
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(iii) contractors do not Incorporate variations in their strategies
or market into the budget; and
(iv) budgeting models used by contractors cannot cope with such
variations.
4.6.5 Past Records of Strategic Actions
The contractors Interviewed were asked to outline their record of
growth and give examples of some strategic actions pursued. The
main objective was to examine the effectiveness of their informal
corporate planning techniques. Two levels of strategies were
identified, the group level and the regional level. Group strategies
are Initiated by central management at the group level and usually
Involve major acquisitions or mergers. Such strategies require
significant amounts of capital and, therefore, attract a lot of
research and planning.
Many of the largest construction companies started their activities
as civil engineering contractors, with limited building work. In the
seventies, the civil engineering market was hit by the recession and
contractors reacted by moving quickly into the building
contracting, property developing and housing. Their cash
capabilities enabled them to invest in these capital intensive
projects. Not all companies followed that route, Costain for
example, went into minning in the United States. AMEC enhanced
their contracting activities by acquiring mechanical and electrical
contracting subsidiaries. They also went into housing and property,
but not as strongly as others.
In addition to growing by type of work, many contractors have
grown in terms of market locations. Most large construction
companies nowadays have several regional offices or subsidiaries all
over the U.K. Some of these have gone far enough to explore
overseas markets (such as USA, Europe, Middle East, etc).
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Regional strategies were less recognisable. Some of these Involved
establishing or acquiring new regional offices. The main theme of
these strategies was to enhance activities in terms of location and
service. These strategies required funds that should be provided
from the group, hence they involved detailed negotiations and
commitments.
The major problem lies in other types of strategies where funds are
not required. Contractors claimed that contracting growth does
not usually require finance, since contracts generate their own
funds. Decisions on how many and what contracts to be executed
are not based on finance and are not interactive with the head
office. Contractors' approach to corporate planning (see earlier) is
generally primitive. Information on which contracts performed
more efficiently Is not available to managers. The construction
market is highly cyclic in terms of locations and types of
construction. Nevertheless, Its effect is assessed by contractors,
but not preparec for. Therelore, contractors rñc"ri 'tiave a
reasonable diversity of activities are bound to have every year some
of these activities doing well and others badly. It is the Ideal
contractor who can annually prepare a plan which will enable him
to increase the areas which will do well and decrease those which
will do badly.
Contractors were asked to recall examples of such strategies which
were Implemented In the past. One contractor indicated that they
reduced their labour force In a particular type of construction as
their efficiency was not satisfactory. Another claimed that In the
early 80's, the construction market was tight, especially for large
projects. Consequently, they decided to go for smaller contracts.
Other examples were outlined. However, it was generally agreed
that strategic planning in the contracting industry was very basic,
and new developments in this area will be most favourable.
4.6.6 Cash Flow Forecasting for Individual Projects
Cash flow forecasting for individual projects is not Incorporated In
the budget. Only a few companies use forecasts of current contract
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valuations, In the budgeted turnover. Cash flow and working capital
are based on the overall turnover.
Individual cash flow forecasting is common for large projects.
Contractors at the tendering stage forecast cash flow to estimate
financing cost. In the very large projects financing can be crucial to
the company resources. Thus, the contractor in some cases
performs detailed calculations and uses these calculations in
negotiation with clients.
The Idea of pre-tender cash flow forecasting for normal size
contracts seemed to be uncommon especially in large construction
companies. Financial requirements for these contracts were low
and could be supported by the large available resources.
Contractors claimed that such calculations are useful for the small
firms where they execute fewer numbers of contracts.
4.6.7 Financial Positions of Contractors
The feasibility of measuring financial performance for construction
contractors were examined. Such measures are useful in financial
control and targeting. The financial accounts for the companies
Interviewed were examined. Significant variations were found
between different construction divisions and regional offices wtthin
these divisions.
Turnover did not always correspond to the size of the contracting
office nor to the amount of profit generated. Contractors
subcontract different portions of their work. The amount of work-
force employed in a contracting firm varies independently from
turnover. Different types of contracts attract different levels of
profit margins. Management and cost plus contracts usually have
relatively low rates of markup. Design and build contracts attract
higher profit margins than traditional contracts. Therefore, an
operating office which conducts only management contracts, as one
contractor claimed, may attract £30m turnover with probably the
same profit as another which generates £12m turnover of
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traditional building contracts. Also, some offices try to "buy" work
by tendering with low rates, the fact that increases their turnover.
Gross profit as an absolute figure is never used as a measure of
performance. It is always related to other parameters like turnover,
working capital, shareholders' capital, etc. Contractors may operate
the same types of contracts but still vary in their profit margins due
to differences in risk and involvements. A contractor executing a
commercial building with his own resources, faces higher risk than
subcontracting most of It.
Working capital In particular was found to vary significantly. Many
of the contractors Interviewed operated with an overall negative
working capital. Others, operated with a low level of positive
working capital. Construction divisions may have some offices
operating with positive working capital and others with negative.
There was also some differences between the years for some
contractors (as previously shown in Table 4.2).
The main criterion was found to be the level of contractors
involvement in the work. Contractors which have a substantial
labour force have higher levels of working capital (generally
positive). Subcontractors are usually paid after receiving money
from the client. Materials in some forms of contracts are paid for
when stocked on site. These and other factors (like front end
loading, over-measure) enable the contractor to operate with
negative working capital. In large construction companies, the
negative working capital may generate significant amounts of cash
that can be invested to generate considerable profit. In other
words, some contractors use others' money to make more profit.
Some contractors think that negative working capital is difficult to
sustain and could have adverse consequences to them.
Relationships with subcontractors and suppliers are very important
especially in high market demand. Suppliers' discounts are also
attractive and could save considerable cost. In certain regions such
as Scotland, subcontractors are not as common as England.
Therefore, contractors having operating offices there, provide their
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own labour force, and hence operate with positive working capital.
Some contractors operate as main contractors and at the same time
conduct special activities with their own resources.
These two schools of thought indicate that different contractors are
bound to have different levels of working capital. Therefore,
contractors cannot compare their levels of working capital with
others or with previous years, as each contractor in each year
should have his own measure of performance. That measure is
strongly related to the current strategies.
Capital employed also varies significantly, due to different levels of
fixed assets (plant, buildings, etc). Finally, it can be concluded that
contractors are Individually unique. Comparisons between
companies and years are meaningless, unless they are incorporated
with strategies. In the construction industry, the cyclic nature of
the market necessitates the modification of strategies every year.
Financial position is therefore changed every year.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 4 discusses the industrial interviews and the problems
associated with medium to large construction companies. The
objectives of this chapter are to: summarise the problems faced by
the construction industry; discuss why the CFMCC is proposed;
provide a complete description of the system specifications: discuss
the experience of using LOTUS 123; outline the limitations
associated with the system; and provide suggestions on the effective
way of using the system.
5.2 THE CONCEPT OF THE CFMCC
Previous chapters discuss the financial problems that construction
contractors can have and which can often lead to "bankruptcy".
The cash flow forecasting methodology at the pre-tendering stage
has not found its way into contractors' practical application.
Contractors cannot afford to invest too much time antI money Into
cash flow forecasting and planning of a construction project before
they have been awarded the contract. The idea of using the cash
flow forecast In the decision to tender seems not to be competitive.
Most small contractors operate with cash flow difficulties;
contracts' single net cash flows have wide varieties of proffles some
of which fluctuate greatly. The overall cash flow of a small
contractor is particularly sensitive to an Individual contract's cash
flow. Therefore, the contractor has to deal with cash flow
fluctuations by delaying payments to suppliers and subcontractors,
or negotiating further amounts of overdraft. If the contractor
cannot raise the required cash, bankruptcy is the alternative action.
Medium to large construction companies usually have their
contracting activities linked to other activities such as property
development, housing or construction products. Each of these
activities operates as a separate division. The low level of capital
needed to finance a contracting division is therefore balanced by
the capital intensive divisions outlined above. This enables large
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construction companies to withstand the daily fluctuations
associated with construction projects. The high number of
contracts executed in a period of time reduces the risk and
fluctuation caused by individual contracts.
These advantages and those discussed earlier should help large
construction companies to dominate the construction market, just
like their counterparts in other industries. The advantage of the
small local contractor being close to the site and hence very
competitive, is diminishing as large contractors are recently
operating with many regional offices.
However, large contractors have so far failed to do what other
Industries achieved by building large companies to dominate a high
share of the market. The construction output (by number and value
of contracts) is still dominated by the small contractor.
It is always the large companies which invest money In marketing,
planning, research and development in both management and
technology. Also, it is always the large companies which improve
the standard of the industry and the economy in general.
Therefore, an Industry which is dominated by small and vulnerable
contracting firms is not healthy. This is a serious problem
especially when considering the importance of the construction
Industry to the economy as a whole.
Interviews of medium and large construction companies (see
Chapter 4) showed that there are several problems associated with
corporate planning, budgeting, marketing and other management
systems. In addition to problems linked with the nature of the
construction industry, several issues were identified to have
significant defect on the success and growth of construction
companies. These issues were discussed earlier and are
summarised into four main points.
(I) Corporate planning in construction divisions is unstructured
and involves very narrow issues.
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(ii) The industry lacks effective and comprehensive ways of
measuring performance.
(iii) Budgeting systems are based on simplified, but poor
assumptions. Hence they are not flexible to the divisions'
strategies.
(iv) Circulation of Information and plans including the budget is
done from bottom to top. The role of central management in
the strategic decisions of the overal activities is limited.
5.2.1 Why Build a Corporate Financial Model?
After ldentilring the problems which can prevent the growth of
large construction divisions and achieve what was achieved In other
industries, it Is necessary now to develop a methodology wb1vh
solves these problems. This methodology can then be used to
develop a structured idea or a system to help contractors plan and
reach their goals.
The answer to the aforementioned problems lies in involving
central management more into strategic management of the
business. Here central management does not necessarily mean the
managing director of the construction division. It entails all people
working in divisions' head offices and subdivisions' head offices (in
the case of more complicated company structure). It can also be
regional office management which control various areas within that
office.
Central management has the advantage of looking at things from
above. They can measure the performance of different areas of the
business, compare them with each other and draw strategic
decisions on where and which activities should grow. Central
management has also the access to marketing, research and
development, and other corporate planning departments, thus
enabling them to study the environment and conduct the feasible
strategies accordingly.
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Irculate plans
down to be studied
and confirmed
The unique nature of the construction industry and the wide variety
of construction market, makes centralised management very
difficult but essential to operate. Centralised management is the
effective participation of central management into the strategic
decisions of the business. The most effective way of involving
management in strategic planning is to ensure their effective
participation In the process outlined in Figure 5.1.
3	 assess and
forecast enviroment	 try many
strategies
2
study strength
central management
_____ of group of areas
circuiate back
circulate effective ( the final agreed
,,jnforrnallon .,'	 plan
7 choose best'(	 strategies
\ and plans
FIgure 5.1 The methodology of getting central management to be more
Involved In the strategic mpnagement of their areas.
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When targets and plans are set from above, they are always taken
more seriously. Obviously these targets and strategies have to be
realistic and reachable. The accuracy of circulating upwards
effective information (Step 1) and with the help of the simulation
process of different strategies (Step 4), central management will be
able to foresee realistic targets and plan effective strategies to reach
these targets.
The criterion of implementing this process in practice lies in how
accurate central management can simulate alternative strategies.
The high number of contracts executed every year and the
variability of these within different types and areas of the business,
makes the task of predicting many possible outcomes very difficult.
Existing budgeting systems cannot cope with the strategic
simulation of the activities. Moreover, when implementing the
aforementioned process, there will be more strategic plans and
actions within the division, thus leaving the exlstng cgig
systems inaccurate even for their own purpose.
Therefore, a computer model is required to simulates_contractors'
various activities and produce the output for different strategies.
The model was developed In this research and was called the
Corporate Financial Model for Construction Contractors.
5.2.2 FormulatIng The Concept Of The CFMCC
The CFMCC is built to assist central management of a typical
contractor to formulate its strategies. At the same time the model
simulates cash flow and other financial output for different
strategies, hence developing simultaneously financial plans (or
budgets as will be explained later). Those can then be used as a
yard stick to control the contractor's actual performance.
The input to the model is a combination of strategic plans and
decisions, together with information representing measures of
actual performance and environments. The output from the model
is a comprehensive financial report representing the behaviour of
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the company to the simulated strategies. The process within the
model is the mechanism of interpreting the strategic decisions and
environmental factors associated with the input data. This
simulates the business activities starting with Individual contract up
to the consolidated division level. The model also simulates other
activities Including plant hire, fixed assets, Investments and debts.
Most previous corporate financial models are deterministic (see
Chapter 3). The CFMCC is also a deterministic model, however it
involves some stochastic nature. This is due to some ranges and
randomness controlled by the user at the input stage. When
running the model several times with the same set of input, the
results will not be Identical.
The CFMCC is designed and based on a very important concept.
The idea first is to distinguish between systematic errors and
random errors. For example, when forecasting the cash flow of
several contracts, the user is expected to provide an average rate of
mark-up to be implemented in the next year's contracts. The
contractor may use the average mark-up implemented to all
contracts executed last year. This rate can be adjusted to expected
changes in environmental and strategic variables.
The contractor in using past years' average rate of mark-up may
well generate a systematic error. In practice, if a contractor
conducts corporate and strategic planning, it is usually done
separately from the budget. The contractor, due to a strategic
change, environmental change or both, may increase the number of
bids for civil engineering projects and reduce those for building.
Assume that the contractor last year implemented higher mark-up
rates for civil engineering projects than building. Therefore, the
change of mix of the type of projects to be expected in the
following year will deviate the average rate of mark-up to be
implemented. In addition to the random error associated In
averaging any group there will be a systematic error.
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The random error occurs when the actual values are randomly
distributed In both sides of the estimated average, hence the actual
average should be close to the estimated one.
Therefore In conducting a financial plan or a budget, the following
aspects should be borne In mind:
(I) corporate and strategic planning should be carried out
simultaneously with the budget; and
(Ii) the average values used In any forecast should represent
groups carefully selected, to incur random error only, no
matter what changes are likely to happen In the strategic and
environmental variables.
5.2.3 Features which had to be Considered when Designing the
CFMcC
The following features were considered when designing the system:
(1) the system has to operate with the limited Information
available to the contractor;
(II) the main objective of the system is to enable contractors to
simulate many alternative strategies and environments,
therefore it has to be simple and fast to use;
(iii) with this simplicity the model has to be accurate enough to
contractors financIal positions; and
(lv) the period simulated by the system has to be longer than one
year, In order to realise the effects of different strategies on
the outcome of the company; however, not too long to have
meaningless results.
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5.2.4 The Design and Development of the CFMCC
The CFMCC was based on information collected from the
construction industry and litrature. This included various
accountancy logic and relationships. The process of designing the
model involved listing all the variables associated with the
mechanism. The feasibility of linking those variables was studied in
terms of simplicity and practicality. The classification of the
construction market (as will be seen later) with respect to the
proposed criteria generated an enormous number of groups.
Interviews with contractors showed how these groups can be
rationalised without effecting the overall reliability of the model.
The output of the model was defined using practical budgets for
several construction companies. Most of these followed a similar
format, but varied in the extent of detail. The most comprehensive
one was selected as it enabled the model to be effectively tested.
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5.3 THE PROPOSED CFMCC
At any point in time, every contractor has financial resources which
have their own cost (cost of capital). These resources are invested
in fixed assets, Investments, and working capital which is used to
fmance the daily activities of the business. The contractor usually
generates profit on which he has to pay tax. All the system operates
within an environment. When time moves on, the environment
changes and the contractors' financial status changes either due to
the environment or to changes in the contractor's strategies (see
Figure 5.2).
The CFMCC Is divided into two main parts:
(I) the capital employed In the business which consists of
equity and reserved capital, and debt capital; and
(ii) the use of capital, which Is, the fixed (tangible) assets, the
working capital, and other Investments (bank deposits for
example).
Income and profit are generated by three functions:
(i) executing contracts;
(ii) plant hire; and
(iii) investments in banks and other institutions.
This Implies that the contractor operates with two subdivisions,
construction and plant. When the contractor does not provide hire
facilities for outsiders, the internal income generated from Internal
hire will be shown but eliminated In the consolidated company's
turnover. The model will also relate the construction activities (by
value measures) to the plant investments, in order to give
indications on the level of investment required to sustain the
required rate of internal plant hire.
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time
FIgure 5.2 The hierachy of the CFMCC
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Fixed assets consist of the following:
(I) Land and buildings for, offices, repairs, depots and others
except those for Investments and developments. The system
simulates new Investments and disposal of these assets. Two
methods of acquisitions are Included, outright purchase and
lease. The system simulates capital allowance, depreciation,
lease charges and all the relevant variables.
(ii) Plant and machinery which are not used for hire activities.
These are mainly head office's machinery and mobiles. The
system allows three types of acquisition: outright purchase,
hire purchase and lease.	 All the relevant variables
(depreciation, capital allowance, ownership cost, direct cost,
etc.) are simulated and computed by the system.
(iii) Plant and machinery which are used for hire activities
(internal, external, or both) all the variables referred to In (ii)
are simulated, In addition to the hire income.
Investments can be divided Into the following.
(I) Investments repaid in full at the maturity date; these attract
monthly interest for the construction division.
(ii) Investment repaid in monthly instalments; these attract
monthly Interest plus principal.
Working capital is used to finance:
(1) different types of contracts generated by the system, through
environmental and strategic variables;
(ii) plant divisions direct and ownership cost (insurance,
maintenance, etc);
(iii) other machinery and mobiles direct and ownership cost;
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(iv) total administrative cost (overhead);
(v) tax payments; and
(vi) cost of capital (interest payments and dividends).
Debt is simulated in the same manner to investments. Acquisitions
of new loans and disposals of matured ones are also allowed.
Finally, share capital can be Increased through the provision of new
right issues. The system simulates financial contributions and
commitments of the business in addition to the monthly cash flow.
The projected duration of the system is three years. A series of
menus are provided to help the user move between different files of
the system.
The system consists of seven models with a total number of files
exceeding 160. It was developed on LOTUS 123, release 2, and
installed on IBM computer, series 2, model 50. Figure 5.3
illustrates the general data flow of the system.
5.4 ENTERING INFORMATION TO TkIE CFMCC
The CFMCC is divided according to the entry of data Into two main
parts.
(I) Variables which are actively starting and finishing throughout
the year. These include:
a	 contracts;
b. plant used for hire; and
c. other plant and machinery.
The system simulates these items starting with the time of
acquisition (or commencing work in the case of contracts),
throughout the life of the item, up to the disposal (or end of
construction) of it. The system generates for each year the
expected number of items that will be started. The starting
dates will be distributed randomly (uniformly) throughout the
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year. Therefore, every year there will be some items starting,
others ending and the rest operating. This implies that when
forecasting the following three years financial plan, there will
be current items (current contracts for Instance) which have
started some time in the past and extend within the
simulated period. The system simulates these items by going
back to prevIous years' entry files and extracting only Items
with lives extending within the simulated period.
PrevIous years' entry files should always be adjusted for
variation between the expected and actual performance.
When using the system for the first time, the user should
select PAST In each of the entry menus. The system will then
lead the user to the relevant files.
(Ii) Items which are not actively acquired and disposed
throughout the year. These include:
a land and buildings;
b. share capital issued;
c. loans; and
d. investments.
Movements in these items are relatively slow. The system
simulates these items through the average current values and
the changes the user expects to happen. Environmental
variables (namely different types of Inflation and interest
rates) are entered into each model for every year, thus
simulating changes In these rates.
The data entry to the CFMCC Is arranged so that each model
has its own files. A menu is used to input and modify data
into these files. Also in each data entry file, the cursor is
controlled so that it only moves within the required cells.
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5.4.1 EnterIng Data To The Construction Model
The construction model simulates future work by combining all the
different types of current and future contracts. For each single
contract the model calculates the monthly value and cost
commitment in addition to the cash in and out. It also calculates
the value of material stock held, the cost of Internal plant hire, and
many other intermediate output.
When forecasting future work, the contractor does not know what
contracts will be available for tenders, which ones will be awarded
to him and when they will be executed. However, In order to obtain
relatively accurate results, the assumptions have to be based on
facts.
Interviews with contractors (Chapter 4) concluded that starting
dates of contracts are generally randomly distributed over the year.
No preference for seasons was found as contracts in general pass
through cold and warm seasons. Therefore, when generating a
number of contracts for a particular year, the starting date of these
contracts is randomly distributed over the year.
The numbers and types of contracts to be generated depend on
many strategic and environmental factors. The model divides the
construction market into many groups according to different
criteria. Each group has Its own share of the market output. The
contractor has his share of the groups, and both the groups and the
performance of the contractor are combined to produce the
characteristics of these groups. These relationships were modelled
to simulate the construction market and the contractor's share of
that market.
5.4.1.1 ClassifyIng the Construction Market
The behaviour of the construction market is first identified In
general terms. The user should enter the expected number of
orders to be issued in each of the following three years. An
expected growth In the construction market should be represented
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by a higher number of orders. This figure may be interpreted
differently for different contractors. A large construction division
operating in the whole of the U.K. will enter the number of orders
expected to be issued in the U.K. Others, which operate only in the
southern part of the country and do not have any interest in
exploring other locations, will enter the expected number in that
location. It is really up to the contractor how he views his market.
The market may be classified according to the following criteria.
(1) Location: This is really the subdivisions'/areas' locations.
Different locations may have different competition, resources,
clients and many other variables. Therefore, the contractor
should separate the characteristics of contracts according to
locations.
(ii) Size: The size of contract can be represented either by the
value or the duration. There is a strong relationship between
the two variables as a model was built (see Chapter 8) to
estimate the corresponding values of contracts for different
durations. The size is therefore divided according to the
duration into three categories: (a) from zero to six months
contracts (0-6); (b) from seven to twelve months (7-12); and
(C) from thirteen to thirty-six months (13-36). The size of
contract effects the characteristics of the contract in many
ways (markup, front end loading, retention, etc.).
(iii) Type of Project. Type of project is classified according to
three criteria:
a) new or refurbishment;
b) public or private work; and
c) civil engineering (roads, others) or building projects
(commercial building, industrial buildings, public
buildings, housing).
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These types are obviously critical In their effect on the
characteristics of contracts. Also, they are affected differently
by the market.
(lv) Type of contract. This criterion considers the role of the
firm in the project, which consists of:
a) contractor;
b) subcontractor;
c) management contractor (construction management);
and
d) design and build contractor.
The criteria of operating within these markets are different.
For example, a design and build contractor usually has a
design team in addition to construction. A management
contractor manages only the contract without parUctpatlng, tn
construction. A subeontractoT has to b sptX\s n a
particular type of job which he executes entirely. Finally, the
contractor is committed to execute the project either
through his resources or subcontractors. All these different
acts require different resources and different managers.
The way these projects are awarded is also different.
Management and design and build contracts are more into
the regulations and quality of the firm. Typical contracts are
usually awarded to the lowest bidder.
(v) Type of Tender. Type of tender includes:
a) open tender;
b) selected tender; and
c) negotiated tender.
Certain types of project are more likely to be tendered for
openly like civil engineering projects. Management contracts
and design and build are mainly through negotiated tenders.
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Therefore, the strategy to increase the market share of civil
engineering projects differs to that of design and build.
Because of the different relationships introduced by different
types of tenders, others variables are affected considerably.
For instance, profit margins and delays in client's payments
are usually more favourable in selected and negotiated tenders
to those in open tenders. On the contrary, the client may use
his good relationship with the contractor (in the case of
negotiated and selected tenders) to reduce certain issues like
front end loading.
(vi) Form of Tender. The form of tender is divided into three
main categories:
a) fixed price tender;
b) adjusted price tender (index price tender); and
c) cost plus tender.
The different levels of risk incorporated with different forms
of tender affect the rates of markup Implemented. In fixed
price tenders the contractor has the chance of front end
loading and overmeasure without facing the risk of
deprivation of higher payments In the case of adjusted price
contracts. In cost plus tenders, the risk of estimating is
limited but the chance of front end loading and overmeasure
Is very poor.
5.4.1.1.1 Using the above Criteria to Generate Contracts
It is important to realise that the six aforementioned criteria have
significant effects on contractors and their strategies. Although
contractors may not use these criteria in their long-term strategic
planning and budgeting, they experience the effect of them each
time they execute a contract.
It is the author's belief that it is extremely important to use these
criteria in long-term corporate and fInancial planning of any
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construction division. The data used to generate different types of
contracts should be related to groups classified according to these
criteria.
Two methods can be used to simulate those classifications. The
first method is to treat each criterion independently. This is
shown in Figure 5.4A. This method requires limited amounts of
data entry. The second method is to treat the six criteria as a tree
(i.e. dependenfly), as illustrated In Figure 5.4B, thereby showing the
relationship between types of contracts and sizes of contracts.
In order to relate the characteristics of different contracts to
different groups of the market, the tree classification has to be
used. For each free end of the tree a set of characteristics can be
identified, using past averages of contracts within each group.
These sets can then be adjusted to include strategic actions.
However, a problem arises when conducting the tree classification.
A vast number of groups is the result when all the aforementioned
criteria (approximately 3500 groups of contracts) are included.
When relating the characteristics of contracts to each of those
groups, the figure increases dramatically (15 fold). Therefore,
assumptions had to be made.
A detailed investigation was conducted in order to find what
assumptions could be made to reduce the number of groups in the
tree. Contacts with the industry were resumed to find which of the
above criteria have the strongest effect on the characteristics of
contracts. Also, there was some effort to eliminate criteria which
were irrelevant in certain cases. Many trees were drawn in the
process and each time a reduction was made. The final
consolidated results were put forward to the model and are shown
in Figure 5.5.
The number of contracts to be issued for each group (each free end
of the tree) is the product of multiplying all percentages entered
throughout the root of that group, with the total number of orders.
This is shown in Figure 5.6.
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MARKET
PUBLIC PRIVATE (0-6) (7-12)	 (13-36)
30%	 70%	 60% 30%	 10%
(A) Independent relationship
MARKET
PUBLIC	 PRIVATE
30%	 70%
(0-6)	 (7-12)	 (13-36)	 (0-6)	 (7-12) (13-36)
80%	 15%	 5%	 50%	 30%	 20%.:
(B) Dependent relationship (tree) 	 '.
Figure 5.4 The difference between independent and
dependent classifications
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MARKET
LOCATION
(06)	 (7.12)	 (13-36)/I\
	NEW	 REFURBISH SUBONTRACTS NEW
	
REFURBISH MANAGEMENT DESIGN 1
	
SAMEAS	 SAMEAS	 END	 SAMEAS	 'END	 BUILD
	
t712)	 FIXED PRICE ØØØ,,II$ _/	 FIXED PRICE	 END
	
PUB1.IC	 PRIVATE
CIVIL	 BUILDING	 COMMERCIAL	 INDUSTRIAL
	
SAME AS
	 BUILDING	 BUILDING
COMMERCIAL. 	
IN:.,_,#%	
COMMERCIAL BUILDING
FIXED PRICE	 ADJUSTED PRICE
	
//^"NN	
*COSTPWS
OPEN TENDER	 SELECTED
& NEGOCIATED TENDERS
Figure 5.5 The hierachical tree used to classify the
construction market
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MARKET
50,000 coztr&cth
1
LOCAT0H
	
(0-3)	 (7.12)	 (13.31)
	
55%	 30%	 15%
NEW	 REFURBISH MANA0EIIT D€DIOH &
40%	 BUILD40%
PUBUC	 PRIVATE
40%	 60%
COMMERCIAl.	 INDUSTAI.
BUILDING	 BUILDING
70%	 30%
J9XED PRICE ADJUSTED PCB
80%	 & COST PLUS
OPEN TENDER	 SELECTED
& NEGOCIATED TENDERS30%
70%
calculating the No. of contracts issued as:( (7-12), new, private, commercial building, fixed price, open tenders
30%x40%x60x70%x80%x30%x50,000= 605 contracts
Figure 5.6 An example which explains the way to calculate
the No. of contracts issued per a particular
group
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5.4.1.1.2 Consolidating Contracts Issued To Contracts Awarded
The number of contracts issued in each group of the market is
consolidated into the number of contracts won, through these three
stages.
(I) Contracts available
These are the contracts which can be tendered for by the
contractor. Obviously all contracts generated by the model
according to the user input should be relevant to the contractor's
market. However, not all contracts are available to the contractor
unless there is an invitation.
Negotiated arid selected tenders usually start by the client inviting a
small number of contractors to bid for the project. Therefore, of all
contracts issued by this type of tender, a percentage of them is
available to the contractor.
In the case of open tenders, all contracts can be bid for and are
available to the contractor. The user of the model should be able to
assess the percentage of contracts available for different groups of
the market.
(ii) Selected contracts
Contractors usually select part of the available contracts for bidding.
This is generally due to two reasons:
a) contractors have limited resources and capacity and cannot
bid for more than a reasonable number of contracts; and
b) some contracts are likely to be more desirable for a particular
contractor than others, for many reasons; therefore, the
contractor selects the best and most favourable ones.
The user should determine the likely percentages of contracts to be
bid for. These percentages will vary between different groups of
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the market. One of the most important factors affecting them is
the type of tender. Contractors are likely to bid more for the
selected/negotiated tenders than open ones.
(111) Contracts won
The rate of winning different types of contracts may differ
considerably. The number of bidders and the contractor's
efficiency in different types of contracts are two of the most
Important factors affecting this rate. The user determines the rates
of winning from past performance, adjusting those for future
targets.
The process (the three stages) introduced above Is very important
for the strategic planning of the contractor. The contractor should
realise, for example, why his share of the commercial buildings
market is low. Is it due to the contracts available stage, selecting
stage, or winning stage? It could well be due to all the stages plus
other factors relating to his efficiency. Strategic policies can then
be planned to mend the cause of the failure.
The process of reducing the number of contracts issued to those
won is conducted by entering the expected rate of each of the three
stages for each group.
5.4.1.1.3 Relating and Entering the Characteristics of Contracts
The characteristics of contracts are the variables used to calculate
the single net cash flow. Some of these variables are controlled to
some extent by the contractor (like markup and front end loading).
These may be referred to as strategic variables. Others are
associated with the nature of the contract or the client (like client
payments delay and percentage of material cost to total).
Each group is fitted with a set of these variables. This set
represents the average characteristics of contracts within this
group. The difference between the characteristics of separate
contracts in each group should not be considerable, and more
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Al (7)
Al (8)
Al (9)
Al (10)
Al (11)
Al (12)
Al (13)
Al (14)
Al (15)
importantly random. The characteristics of each group are
represented by fifteen variables, which are listed below.
Percentage of premium cost to total cost
Rate of markup added to total cost
Rate of retention deducted from project evaluation
Percentage of total value, retention is applied for
Maintenance period (months)
Unbalance factor (front end loading and over measure)
Percentage of labour cost to total
Percentage of material cost to total
Percentage of plant cost to total
Percentage of subcontractor cost to total
Percentage of site overhead total
Percentage of internal plant cost to total plant cost
Client payments delay (as a percentage or probability) in
months; 1, 2, 3.
Material stock purchased by contractor (percentage and
probability) In months; -2, -1, 0.
Percentage of materials paid on site to total materials
purchased.
Note that the value of the contract and the rate of schedule
(cumulative cost curve) are not Included in the data entry. The
value of the contract Is estimated from the duration of the contract,
using the value versus duration model developed In Chapter 8. The
schedule of work are also modelled using different types of actual
cost commitment curves (see Chapter 7).
The duration of the contract lies within the range specified by the
group (0-6, 7-12, or 13-36). The user controls the probability of
the random generator in each duration category for each year. The
process of controlling the probability distribution will be discussed
later. The basic principle of the process Is modifying the uniform
distribution available in the model to a trapezoidal or triangular,
using "Tan a" (where a Is entered by the user and could have any
value between 45° and -45°). An "a" of zero would indicate that a
contract has the same probability of having any duration within the
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group range. While 45° and -45° indIcate that all contracts will
have higher or lower probability of longer duration In the range.
The entry sheet for contracts with durations one to six months are
listed in Figure 5.7. This is similar to the entry sheets of (7-12)
and (13-36) months contracts except for substituting subcontracts
by management contracts and design and build contracts.
It should be realised that some of the variables shown in the entry
sheets of Figure 5.7 are not entered by the user (only empty cells
are the entry ones). These are installed with the model according
to actual Industrial data. These variables are namely k and b which
are the constants of the relationships between value and durations
of different groups of contracts, a and 13 are constants for the cost
commitment curves, and the 0 or 1 represents the form of tender
in a digital format. The ERR signs shown in the hierarchical tree
are functions representing percentages of contracts avaflab'Ie,
selected and won in a higher level of the hierarchy. The entry
sheets were designed so that the cursor would not pass through any
installed cell.
5.4.1.2	 Entering Independent Variables
These variables do not depend on the types of contract or the group
of the market. They are entered independently to represent the
environment and trade credits.
Environmental factors here include the cost Index (inflation) and
the tender price index. The cost index is used to determine the
effect of inflation on contracts, while the tender price Index goes
into the value/duration relationship to adjust for variations due to
Inflation and the rate of markup.
Two types of cost index are entered Into the model: the expected
one and the simulated actual one. The expected cost index affects
the process of computing the cumulative value curve for the single
contract. The contractor estimates the cost of the contract taking
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into account Inflation. Therefore, the actual value curve will be
affected by the expected rate of Inflation. However, the actual
cumulative cost curve will be affected by the actual Inflation rate.
This will be discussed further in Chapter 6. The user has the
chance to simulate the effect of errors in predicting the rate of
inflation. The sheet for entering the environmental variables for
the construction model is listed in Figure 5.8. The user should
enter the aforementioned rates annually in order to simulate trends
in these variables.
INFLATIOI	 -3	 -2	 -1	 0	 1	 2
IIPKCTKO
SINULATID ACTUAL
T FRIC IDEI
Figure 5.8 Entry sheet for environmental variables In the
construction model.
Payment delays to creditors and suppliers are entered through the
creditors entry sheet, listed in Figure 5.9. The user has to input
the percentages or probabilities of each cost category that will
likely be delayed by 0, 1, 2 and 3 months. This range is believed to
cover a wide period of actual delays.
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Figure 5.9 Entry sheet for creditors & suppliers in the
construction model.
5.4.1.3	 The Construction Model Menu
The data entry to the construction model is arranged so that for
each year and each range of durations a separate entry file was
developed. This entails that for the three years duration of the
model, nine files have to be input in addition to current contracts
which have started In the past. Obviously data entry has to be saved
in order to have the chance to edit and modify when desired.
Therefore, fourteen entry ifies were created to include the entry for
current and future work. Current work is defined by three entry
files for the previous year (one for each group of durations), and one
entry file for each of the past two and three years (only contracts
that take 13-36 months would be In progress).
In order to assist the user in moving between the files, a
hierarchical menu was developed. The menu starts when retrieving
the CFMCC. By selecting one of the seven models, the user is taken
to the selected model's menu.
The menu of the construction model Is shown in FIgure 5.10. The
selection of the menu items should be carried out from left to right.
When selecting an item in the menu, the model carries out
whatever is written in the description viewed when highlighting
that particular item. When the model completes that task, It
returns to the same level in the menu, except for the fact that It
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eliminates that Item and all items to its left. Thus, only items to
the right will be shown. This helps the user to stop going back to
files already entered. If an error is committed and the user wants
to go back to a particular file, a QUIT option is used to go back to
the previous menu.
When completing the data entry, only the RUN facilities will be left.
Two types of run are available in the menu; the RUN ALL and the
SELECTED RUN. When the data entry is conducted for a new run
(i.e. when choosing the NEW INPUT menu), the RUN ALL option
should be selected. In this case the model will use all the fourteen
entry ifies to generate a new output.
The CFMCC is designed to simulate many alternative strategies in
order to determine the most suitable. Thus, the EDIT facility was
Introduced to let the user modify parts of the data entry. The EDIT
facility marks the files where modification was committed. Then
using the SELECTED RUN command, the model runs only the parts
that are related to the modified data. The unaffected output is
added to the new modified ones to determine the overall results.
This facility considerably reduces the time taken for a
comprehensive run, thus allowing the user to simulate faster
alternative strategies.
5.4.2 Entering Data to the Plant Hire Model
The plant hire model simulates plant acquisition, operations,
disposal and many other activities through the separate plant. For
each plant, the model calculates the cost of acquisition, the income
expected to be earned from hiring it and the cost of owning and
operating it. Basically all the relevant variables are calculated for
that plant upto the disposal of it. This is a similar approach to the
construction where it calculates separate contracts from the start
up to the end.
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Three types of plant are generated by the model:
1)	 plant which lasts averagely three years;
11) lant which lasts averagely five years; and
ill) plant which lasts averagely ten years
The life of the plant hire represents the duration which the
contractor intends to keep the plant. Contractors may sell plant
despite the fact that the useful life of it is not over. The duration of
the plant the contractor intends to keep, depends partly but not
solely on the useful life of it. Each company has its own policy on
how long to keep different types of plant. Contractors claimed that
average plant life varies between 3, 5 and 10 years.
In each life category, plant is divided into three categories: small,
medium and large. For each category, the maximum and minimum
limits of plant acquisition prices are entered to generate prices for
Individual plant within that category. The price of the plant is
generated using a uniform distribution modified to trapezoidal or
triangular, through the use of Tan "a" (the same approach used to
generate contracts' durations).
The number of plant acquired for each life category is entered
directly to the model, unlike the construction model where the
number of contracts won in each group is generated from several
marketing stages. A percentage is then entered for each category
(small, medium and large) indicating the number oc plant to be.
acquired. Therefore, construction plant hire is divided into nine
groups (according to size and life criteria).
Plant characteristics are entered for each group. These include all
data required to generate turnover, direct cost, ownership cost,
depreciation, cash flow, cost of capital and others. These
characteristics are listed below.
B! (1)	 MaxImum value.
B! (2)	 MinImum value.
B! (3)	 Current scrap value as a percentage of current new
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BI (4)
BI (5)
BI (6)
BI (7)
BI (8)
BI (9)
BI (10)
BI (11)
BI (12)
B! (13)
price.
Percentage of annual ownership cost to total value.
Expected number of hours to be hired per month.
Simulated actual number of hours per month.
Hourly direct cost as a percentage of total value.
Profit margins in years, 0, 1, 2, 3 etc. depending on the
life of the group.
Percentages of plant acquired by:
a) outright purchase
b) hire purchase
C)	 lease
Hire purchase deposit as a percentage of total value.
Cost of capital on hire purchase as a percentage of
increase to annual interest rate.
Lease mark-up rate.
Value of the controlling angle "a" (45° to -45°).
Two variables are used to represent the number of hours for
monthly plant hire. The expected number of hours is the market
expectaUon of the number of hours the plant is on average hired
per month. This value is used to calculate hire charges. The
simulated actual number of hours is used to simulate alternative
actual numbers of hours, which are required to calculate turnover.
Hire purchase and lease charges are actually calculated by the
model. This is done to relate these charges to changes in
environmental factors like interest rates and markup. The sheet
used for data entry to each life category Is listed in Figure 5.11.
The three life categories adopt a similar entry sheet except for the
number of annual markup rates.
A menu is also provided to direct the user into the different entry
files. The menu is illustrated in Figure 5.12 and it is basically
similar to that in the construction model. The number of entry files
Including past and future work is 27.
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year0	 siall	 iediui	 large
No.
probability
0
angle
sax value
sin value
scrap 8
owner 8
expected No. of hours
sisulated No. of hours
direct cost 8 per hour
sargin
-2
type of aqulsition
outright purchase
higher purchase
lease
1	 (.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%
2	 (.00%	 0.00%	 0.008
3	 (.00%	 0.008	 0.00%
higher purchase dpst
increase in intrst hp
lease sargin
Figure 5.11 Entry sheet for the plant hire model
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The EDIT facility used with the SELECTED RUN, permits the user
to simulate many alternative entries without the model running the
unaltered parts of the data.
The process of entering the data is similar to that in the
construction model as each selected item in the menu ends up by
hiding itself and showing only the unselected parts of the menu to
its right.
The entry sheet for environmental variables (interest and inflation
rates) is listed in Figure 5.13.
-I,	 -,	 -,	 -7	 -.	 -	 -4	 -3	 -1	 -1	 I	 I	 2
I,?3.tI,.
Isterist
FIgure 5.13 Entry sheet for environmental variables In the
plant hire model.
Payment delays are entered through the creditors' entry sheet
listed in Figure 5.14. Both environmental variables and payment
delays are entered to represent the entire plant hire activities.
CREDITS OF COST AND SALES FOR PLAN RIRING DIVISION
MONTH	 0	 1	 2	 3
SALE CREDIT
D COST CREDIT
THESE CREDITS DURATIONS SBOOLD REPHSENT ALL TYPES 01 PLANTS
Figure 5.14 Entry sheet for creditors & debtors In the
plant hire model.
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5.4.3 Entering Data to the Other Plant and Machinery Model
Other plant and machinery are used in the head offices (like
mobiles, photocopying machines, computers, etc.). These assets do
not contribute to the direct cost of contracts, they simply are
overhead. The model generates these machines In a similar
manner as in the plant hire model. The only difference Is that
these types of machines do not generate turnover.
The life of these machines Is divided Into two categories: 3 and 5
years. Companies usually keep cars for an average of 3 years. Other
head office machinery is often replaced with advanced technology.
Therefore, the ten years category introduced In plant hire assets Is
not often applicable in this type of asset.
Each life category is divided into three parts: small, medium and
large values. The maximum and minimum limits of these groups
are entered in the same process as in the plant hire model. The
data entry needed to generate these assets and all the relevant
costs, is shown In FIgure 5.15.
The other plant and machinery model uses the same interest and
inflation rates entered to the plant hire model. Creditors are
limited to cost creditors, as sale debtors are not applicable in this
model. The entry sheet for creditors time delays is listed in Figure
5.16. A menu Is used to assist the user In the data entry. This
menu Is listed in Figure 5.17.
CRKOI?S OF COST FOR OTllR PLAI iSSETS
OTR	 0	 1	 2	 3
D COST CRKDIT
TRKSK CPKPITS DURATIONS SBOULD HPRKSNNT ALL TYPES 07 PLANTS
AND MACHINERY
Figure 5.16 Entry sheet for creditors in the other plant &
machinery model.
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yearO (3)
	
aull	 iediui	 large
Ro.
probability	 ERR	 ERR	 HR
	
0	 ERR	 ERR
angle
•az value
am value
scrap %
oRDer %
direct cost	 er hour
type of aquisition
outright purchase
higher purchase
lease
	
I	 0.008	 0.00%	 0.008
	
2	 0.008	 0.008	 0.00%
	
3	 0.008	 0.008	 0.008
higher purchase dpst
increase in intrat hp
lease aargin
FIgure 5.15 Entry sheet for the other machinery model
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5.4.4 Entering Data to the Land and BuIIdln.g Model
The land and building model simulates activities through the entry
of current variables and the expected changes In these variables.
These assets include all types of land and buildings except those for
investment and development. Contractors usually sell or buy these
assets when expanding or reducing their market areas. The rate of
change In these assets depends significantly on the rate of the
growth. However, these assets do not change often, they are
namely long term activities.
The model allows ten separate changes throughout the simulated
three years duration. These are divided Into five acquisitions and
five disposals. These changes and the total average current values
are entered according to the following variables.
DI (1)	 Total value of purchased buildings which are liable for
capital allowances.
DI (2)	 Total value of purchased buildings which are not liable
for capital allowances.
DI (3)	 Total value of leased buildings.
DI (4)	 Total value of purchased land.
DI (5)	 Total value of leased land.
DI (6)	 Total depreciation per month.
Dl (7)	 Total interest payments for finance lease.
DI (8)	 Total lease charges.
DI (9)	 Total annual capital allowances.
Disposals:
Dl (10)
DI (11)
DI (12)
DI (13)
DI (14)
DI (15)
DI (16)
DI (17)
Disposal profit.
Disposal value.
Type of item and the method of acquisition.
Original lease charges of the item disposed.
Original interest charges of the item disposed.
Original monthly depreciation.
The number of months this item will be disposed.
Annual capital allowance.
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Acquisition:
DI (18)
DI (19)
DI (20)
DI (21)
DI (22)
DI (23)
DI (24)
Price of the item acquired.
Type of Item and type of acquisition.
Lease charges.
Monthly depreciation of the item.
Monthly Interest payments for finance lease.
The number of the month of acquisition.
Annual capital allowance.
The type of Item and acquisition Implies one of the following five
points:
1. purchased buildings liable for capital allowance (these
include stock depots and buildings used for repairs);
2. purchased buildings not liable for capital allowance (head
office buildings, etc.);
3. leased buildings, all types of these assets are not liable for
capital allowance. However, they are depreciated and held
with fixed assets;
4. freehold land, these are neither liable for capital allowance,
nor are depreciated; they are simply fixed assets; and
5. leasehold land; these assets incur lease charges.
The type of asset is therefore entered using one of the five
numbers. When Identifying the type of asset to be disposed or
acquired, some of the other variables may be Irrelevant (like lease
and Interest charges when purchasing the Item). Therefore, the
model skips these cells whether empty or not.
The land and building model entry sheet is listed In FIgure 5.18.
The expected disposals and acquisitions should be entered from
left to right. The model is designed so that any empty column or
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UPI 110 801LD1CS ISSS
purchase liable
purchase not liable
leased buildings
purcheed land
leased land
depreciation
istereet payment
lease charges
capital allovances
D15?0SI.15
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
profit
disposal alne
type
lease charges
interest payment
capital allomance
depreciation
time
IQUISITIDI
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
cost
type
lease charges
depreciation
interest payment
capital allomances
time
FIgure 5.18 Entry sheet for the land & building model
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zero value in the type of asset cells will be interpreted as no further
acquisition (or disposals) are expected.
The land and building model requires only one entry sheet, hence
no menu is provided.
5.4.5 Entering Data to the Debt and Investment Models:
Data is entered to these models on the same basis as that In the
land and building model. Current values and changes in these
values are entered through the following variables.
El (1)	 Total value of investments/loans paid back by
instalments.
El (2)	 Total value of investments/loans paid back in full on
maturity date.
El (3)	 Average annual interest rate for year -1, year 0, year 1,
year 2 (where year -1 is the previous year).
El (4)	 Total monthly instalment.
New Investments/Loans
El (5)	 Value.
El (6)	 Duration.
El (7)	 Type.
El (8)	 Time of acquisition.
Matured Investments/Loans
El (9)	 Value.
El (10)	 Type.
El (11)	 Installments.
El (12)	 Time of maturity.
The type of Investment/loan takes either figure one, which is an
investment/loan that Is paid back through monthly installment, or
figure two, which is an investment/loan that is paid in full at
maturity date. One entry file is required for each of the two
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models, hence no menu Is provided. The entry sheet for the debt
model Is listed in Figure 5.19 and it is similar to that of the
Investment model.
5.4.6 EnterIng Data to the Consolidation Model
The consolidation model consolidates all the other models' output
and converts them to the company level reports. Other variables
are required at this stage to determine:
a	 current values that cannot be calculated by the other models.
b. taxation payments;
c. dividend payments;
d. share Issues; and
e. general overheads.
The amount of current values that has to be entered to the model
depends on how the user intends to use the model. When using the
model for the strategic simulation, the contractor generates most
current values through the computer. Current values which are not
generated by the system are listed below.
GI (1)
GI (5)
GI (6)
GI (7)
GI (8)
Value of shares Issued.
Current value of deferred tax on capital allowances.
Current value of deferred tax on cash payment.
Current value of deferred dividend on cash payment.
Value of reserves currently held.
When the contractor uses the system for budgeting future work, he
should enter the opening accounts of the balance sheet, together
with projected current variables. The entry for these variables Is
not provided by the model, as the budgeting process Is expected to
extract results from the system Into the budget. The remaining
calculations (b to e) are simulated on a yearly basis. The data
required for these variables are listed In Figure 5.20.
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TEE DIVISION DEBT NODEL; CONSISTING OF INSTALNET
LOANS AND REPAYABLE IN FULL ON MATURITY
total value
inatal,ent bane
full repay bane
year	 :	 pant	 year0	 yearl	 yearl
anual Intereet rate
•onthly intereet rate : 	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%
ionthly Instalient
LOAN AQUISITIONS
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
value
duration
type
tue
ionthly interent rate	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.002
inetallient	 ERR	 ERR	 ERR	 ERR	 ERR
LOAN DISPOSAL
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
type
value
Inetalient
the
Figure 5.19 Entry sheet for the debt model
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CONSOLIDATION NODEL ENTRY SHEET
TEAR	 0	 1	 2
O.B. SHARE CAPITAL
SHARE ISSUE
DIVIDEND AS 2 OF PAT
TAX RATE 2
O B DEFERRED TAX (CAP)
O B DEFERRED TAX (PAY)
O.B. DEFERRED DIVIDEND
0]. RESERVES
I?ERKST ON BALANCE 2
OVERHEADS (NONTELT) 2
Figure 5.20 Entry sheet for the consolidation modeL
Overheads are related to total turnover which includes external and
internal income. Tax and dividend payments are calculated
annually. They have to be distributed manually by the user on the
output sheet for the purpose of cash flow.
5.5 OUTPUT AND REPORTS OF THE CFMCC
The output of the system is a combination of profit and loss
statement, balance sheet, and cash flow forecast. The profit and
loss statement shows the contractor the results of the activities
simulated throughout each year of the three year period. These
results are demonstrated in terms of turnover, cost of sales, cost of
capital, taxation, profit, etc.
A balance sheet focusses on the contractor's status at a point in
time, telling him, according to the simulated environment and
strategies, the value of fixed assets, investments, share capital,
reserves, working capital etc., at the end of that particular year.
Usually the balance sheet Is presented by one at the beginning of
the year (opening balance sheet), and another at the end (closing
balance sheet).
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The cash flow forecast Is the most Important one to contractors.
Given the low working capital required (can be negative) and the
high fluctuations associated with the construction industry, the
cash flow forecast Is essential to financial planning and control.
The statement of cash flow forecast is presented monthly.
A method was sought to combine the three statements into one
report. One report can be handled and circulated easily within the
organisation. Several budget formats were reviewed for several
large construction divisions. The most compatible and
comprehensive format was chosen. This format was modified
slightly and was used for the consolidated output report of the
system. Another report was developed from the consolidated
report, to produce the detailed output report. This report Is quite
large as it was intended to cover all the separate output of the other
six models.
There was no need to create reports for these models separately.
Both the consolidated and the detailed reports are shown in Figures
5.21 and 5.22 respectively. These reports are printed annually as
the width of the paper sheet Is not wide enough to cover the thirty-
six month period. It can be shown that In the two reports, most of
the cells contain either zero or the sign ERR This implies that the
reports were printed when there were no results to support It.
The detailed output report is used In the strategic evaluation of
detailed activities. It is also useful in the validation and verification
of the model where the results of the model are checked
thoroughly. The consolidated output report is the final financial
forecast or budget which is used to plan and control the contractors
overall performance.
The data for the model are usually prepared first and then entered
into the computer. As the entry data represent strategic and
financial plans, it Is very Important to circulate these plans back to
the areas. A facility was introduced to enable the user to print data
entry into separate reports. The print facility is controlled by the
main menu as shown In Figure 5.23.
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FIgure 5.21 Consolidated output report of the CFMCC
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As the system was programmed using LOTUS 123, graphs can be
plotted within seconds for any required variable in the output
reports. One of the most revealing plots is the cumulative net cash
flow versus time. It is suggested here that after Identif r1ng the
feasible strategies and plans, the system should be run several times
(due to the stochastic nature) with those identified strategies.
Hence, a series of plots can be produced to develop an envelope of
net cash flow curves. This envelope can be used to control the
contractor's progress.
5.6 PROGRAMMING ON LOTUS 123
Although the early spreadsheets were a major break-through in the
use of personal computers, they were in fact little more than visible
calculators. As such, these spreadsheets were extremely good for
the production of business plans and any other task which required
tedious or repetitive calculation.
It was not until the arrival of LOTUS 123 that the spreadsheet
became the basis with which a personal computer system could be
developed. LOTUS 123 provided several extra facilities which
made it more than just a visible calculator. The most important of
these is the powerful set of commands that handle a wide range of
data-processing activities. These macro commands are In fact a
computer language with which quite sophisticated systems may be
developed.
Macro commands alone, however, are not sufficient to develop
viable systems in LOTUS 123. In addition, it Is necessary to use the
facilities Inherent in the comprehensive menu system of
commands, together with the wide range of functions designed to
aid the development of complex formulae. Furthermore, sound
business systems require careful planning and use of the matrix.
LOTUS 123 has found its way into budgeting, financial planning and
cash flow forecasting. The industrial review showed that most
contractors use the software for their annual budget. Gilleard, J.
(1987) and Oliver, J. (1984) used it for their projects' cash flow
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models. Conger, J. (1988) suggested the use of the software in non
financial simulations. Several text books are available on the use of
LOTUS 123 for financial management In general and construction
management In particular (Remenyl and Nugus, 1988; Compton J.,
1987).
The CFMCC being a model combining financial management and
simulation application, the choice of the software (or language) to
be used was straightforward. At the time of programming the
model, the latest version of LOTUS 123 was the release 2. This was
satisfactory and sufficient for the modelling process.
The overall model includes over one hundred and sixty files (see
Figure 5.3). The vast number of files resulted from the limited
capacity each sheet contained and the ability of the system to run
more quickly with the designed structure.
The CFMCC conducts two types of travelling; the actual movement
of the system between different files. This is done when the macro
command In a particular file retrieve another file. The macro
commands written in the retrieved file will then be accessed
directly. The second type of travel Is the export and Import of data
from one file to another. This Is conducted while remaining in a
particular file.
The system Includes five types of file:
1.	 menu files;
2. processing files;
3. data entry ifies;
4. data files; and
5. date entry and processing files.
Figure 5.24 outhnes the main task each type of these ifies performs.
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5.6.1 The Flow Structure of the Construction Model
The construction model includes 34 files. Figure 5.25 outlines the
flow structure within the model files. This model is designed so
that each group of durations is processed separately. The model
accesses each processor once to simulate all the corresponding
annual data files, one after the other. When the task is completed,
the model returns back to the menu file, and the process is then
repeated with another group of durations. This type of flow
dramatically reduces the time taken In retrieving each processor.
In the case of data entry the user inputs data on a yearly basis as
shown In the menu (Figure 5.10). The two stages (entry and run)
are conducted separately, as the run of the model is performed
when all the data files are ready.
5.6.2 The Flow Structure of the Plant Hire Model
Figure 5.26 shows the general flow of the plant hire model.
Basically, this flow is similar to the construction model flow.
However, there are two differences.
I) The data entry files are directly accessed by the processors
(i.e. without the use of data files). This is due to the more
simple structure inhibited in these entry ifies, compared with
the complicated marketing stages In the construction entry
files.
ii) The consolidation of the output is more complicated in this
model, as the ten years and five years processors generate
vast volumes of results that cannot be consolidated In one file.
5.6.3 The Flow Structure of the Other Plant and Machinery Model
This model is very similar to the plant hire model (see Figure 5.27).
However, It is slightly less complicated. The omitted ten years life
category reduces the number of consolidation ifies required.
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FIgure 5.25 The flow structure between the construction
model files
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Figure 5.26 The flow structure between the plant hire model ifies
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Figure 5.27 The flow structure between the other plant & machinery
model files
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5.6.4 The Flow Structure of the Land and Building, Debt,
Investment and Consolidation Models
The flow of these models is similar and can be shown In one flow
chart (Figure 5.28).
startup
menu
file
data entry
and pocessing
file
output(J
movement of system
movement of data
Figure 5.28 The flow structure between, land and building,
investment, debt and consolidation models files
5.7 LIMITATION OF THE CFMCC
Although the CFMCC was designed to be comprehensive and
inclusive, there are some ilinitations. The results of the Industrial
interviews suggest that these limitations are negligible. These
limitations are listed below:
I) the maximum duration of contracts simulated by the system
is 36 months;
ii) The maximum premium period (transportation and site
preparation) derived from the cost Is 5 months;
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iii) The maximum maintenance period Is 16 months;
iv) Client payments delays lie between one to three months;
v) Creditors and suppliers payments delays lie between zero to
three months'
vi) Material stock period lies between two to zero months;
vii) Plant hire assets may have either 3, 5 or 10 years life; and
viii) Other plant and machinery assets may have 3 or 5 years life.
5.7.1 LImitations Faced when Programming on LOTUS 123
Although LOTUS 123 was considered satisfactory for the purpose of
building this system, some limitations were faced that should be
revealed. These limitations are as follows.
I) Each file (sheet) can only take a limited amount of data. The
main obstacle was the RAM occupied when retrieving a
LOTUS 123 sheet. The software Itself occupies part of the
RAM leaving only limited capacity. The inefficiency of the
software Is demonstrated when the entire file has to be
loaded to the RAM.
II) The software takes a long time in retrieving large ifies. This
necessitates the splitting of them into several small ones.
lii) The software (release 2) shows and prints currency format in
dollars and not sterling.
iv) It cannot export data from one ifie to another without erasing
the existing information In the receiving ifie.
v) The sheet hides only columns (not rows).
vi) Printing graphs cannot be controlled by a macro, as the graph
print facility is separated from the spreadsheet. Therefore
graphs can only be printed manually.
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5.8 USING THE SYSTEM FOR STRATEGIC DECISIONS AND
FINANCIAL BUDGETING
After outlining the basic specifications of the system, we need to
know how the contractor can use this system to assist him in
reaching his goals. A full case study of the system Is listed In
Chapter 9 and Appendix E. A hypothetical contracting company
was introduced and the system was used to prepare a three years
strategic and financial plan. The full demo report (Appendix E) was
shown to companies participating In providing data for the research
to be validated.
As mentioned earlier, the process of getting central management to
participate In strategic planning and budgeting starts by preparing
Information for the operational areas' performance for the past year
(see Figure 5.1). This information involves data required to operate
the system.
Central management uses this data to analyse the weaknesses and
strengths of their areas. The analysis involves putting questions
such as the following.
*	 Why did commercial contracts achieve a limited profit margin
of 3%?
*	 Why couldn't civil engineering contracts Implement higher
levels of front end loading and overmeasure?
Why the share of available management contracts reduced last
year by 20%?
*	 Why the rate of running Industrial buildings, fixed price
contracts was low?
* What was the reason behind the increased rate of winning
design and build contracts?
* Why civil engineering plant hire was mainly external?
*	 Etc.
Although some of these questions may remain unanswered, central
management will be able to take these facts into account when
planning their future strategies and budgeting their cash flow. The
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market and environmental study will provide useful predictions
including.
*	 How many orders will be issued next year and what is the
share of each type of these orders?
*	 How many newcomers (newly established contractors) will
there be sharing our market, and how many leaving it?
*	 What is the rate of growth our major competitors are
achieving and how does that affect competition and markup
for different types of contract?
*	 What is the expected rate of interest and Inflation?
* What Is expected from the plant hire market and how new tax
laws affect It?
*	 Etc.
The following stage is where the CFMCC comes into action. The
contractor has to predict how different areas should perform. This
prediction Involves a combination of behaviours and strategies.
Examples of these are shown below.
*	 To Increase the rate of markup In public building contracts.
*	 To reduce our share of bidding for commercial buildings,
fixed price, open tender contracts.
* To take Into account the fact that the high competition will
reduce the delay for payments to suppliers and
subcontractors.
* To Invest more In earth moving plant to satisfy higher
requirements for plant as a result of the expected growth in
the civil engineering market.
* To acquire more loans or reduce capital investment, in order
to provide the required working capital to finance the
expected increase In subcontracting activities.
* To boost the efficiency in management contracts, through the
recruitment of more efficient managers and improvement of
reputation.
*	 Etc.
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The output reports generated by the system are checked and
compared with company goals. Several runs for one or different
sets of data are needed to simulate alternative strategies and
environments. Central management may contact operational areas
for consultation on the practicality of certain strategies.
The final set of strategies is then chosen according to the
satisfactory output. This output represents the budget for current
and future work. Some contractors budget current work seperately
through individual contracts. In this case the model can be
operated omitting all past data files to produce the budget for future
work only. This can be added with current work to produce the
overall budget. The final budget is then used to control the
contractor's activities.
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C1HAPTIR	 (6
DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE
CFMCC PROCESS
6.1 IntroductIon
6.2 The process within the construction model
6.3 The process within the plant hire model
6.4 The process within the other plant and
machinery model
6.5 The process within the land and building model
6.6 The process within the debt and (nvestntent
models
6.7 The process within the consolidation model
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter Five reviews the specification of the CFMCC and the
justification for developing it. Recommendations are outlined on
how management should use the system for their strategic and
financial planning. The variables required at the entry stage are
listed and so are the results obtained from the output.
This chapter explains how the system uses the data entry to
produce the two output reports referred to earlier. Each model is
presented separately, starting with the most important of all the
construction models. The most critical part of this model is the
single net cash flow module. A detailed review was performed on
previous cash flow forecasting models and existing techniques were
found to be Inaccurate.
Considering the importance of cash flow forecasts in the
development of CFMCC and for the use by contractors at the pre-
tendering stage, a new module is required. This chapter pays
special attention to the theory and technique developed to forecast
single contracts cash flow (Chapter 2).
6.2 THE PROCESS WITHIN THE CONSTRUCTION MODEL
The construction model uses previously outlined data entry to
generate monthly turnover, direct cost committed, net cash flow,
material stock, and internal plant hire cost. The contracting
working capital is determined using these results at a later stage in
the consolidation model.
Data entry is carried out on a group basis using the market module.
1-lowever, simulation is performed on single contracts basis.
Therefore, the construction model is divided conceptually into two
main parts: the single contract module and the overall construction
module.
The single contract module (which is the single net cash flow
model) is used to generate a specified number of contracts. The
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overall construction module translates the data entry from the
group format Into the single contract format. Then at the other
end of the process It combines the output produced by the single
contract modules into the total company level.
6.2.1 Single Net Cash Flow Modules
The main aim of this module Is to forecast net cash flow of a single
contract, taking into account all the effective variables. The basic
concept of the module is that an ideal cost commitment curve can
be developed more accurately than value curve. The cost
commitment curve is used to generate the value and cash out
curves. Cash In Is developed from the value curve, and the net cash
flow is the result of subtracting cash out from cash In curves.
Within these processes there are many other variables that are not
included In previous models. These variables add to the flexibility
of the model and different shapes of net cash flows can be
produced. The basic structure of the module is explatued below ard
Illustrated in Figure 6.1.
(a) Cost Commitment Curve
The module uses cost commitment curves to predict cash
flows for Individual projects. The philosophy behind this is
that an ideal curve could be developed more accurately for
cost commitment than value or any other curves.
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Figure 6.1 Flow chart for the single net cashflow module
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The value curve for a particular contract may differ due to
different estimates and loadings. Any estimating errors are
also reflected In the actual value curve. Cash out curves are
also variable within the same contract due to the effect of
different portions of subcontracting by different contractors.
Chapter Seven explains In detail the stages In formulating this
philosophy and the technique used to model different types of
actual contracts. In order to simulate a cost commitment
curve for a particular contract, a representative standard
curve is used together with values of project cost and
duration.
(b) Adjusted Cost Curve
The cost commitment model developed in Chapter Seven was
based on past cost data of contracts after adjusting for
Inflation using cost indices. When using these curves In the
net cash flow calculation, they have to be readjusted to
Include Inflation. The module simulates two types of Inflation
rates, the expected one, and the simulated actual one.
The expected rate of Inflation represents the rate expected
by the contractor when estimating the total cost of the
contract. In fixed price contracts, the module uses this rate
to calculate the value curve. The simulated actual inflation
rate Is entered by the user to simulate the effect of errors In
predicting Inflation. This rate affects the simulated actual
cost curve and is used to adjust valuations In index price
contracts (adjusted price contracts).
(C) Simulated Actual Cost Curve
The data used to model standard cost commitment curves
represents cost contributions to the progress of contracts.
Therefore, cost of materials Is added when they are installed
on the project. Contractors purchase materials some time
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before Installation. The period between acquiring them and
installing them is referred to as the stock period. The
module adds the cost of stock to the adjusted cost
commitment curve as shown in Table 6.1. The module also
calculates at this stage the cost of internal plant hire.
Percentage of material cost to total = 25%
Excluding Material stock in months Simulated
Cost curve material	 -2	 -1	 0	 actual cost
cost	 20%	 60% 20% curve
0	 0
2.5	 0	 2.5
	
0	 0	 5	 7.5	 0	 12.5
	
50	 37.5	 8	 15	 2.5	 63
	
100	 75	 11.5	 24	 5	 115.5
	
160	 120	 34.5	 8	 -
	
230	 172.5	 11.5	 -
Table 6.1 - Example explaining the process of including the
material stock In the cost curve
(d) Cash out
The simulated actual cost commitment curve is converted to
cash out by selected time delays. Time delays differ between
the different cost categories. The time lag for each cost
category is entered in the model as a probability or
percentage of the cost in that month, as shown In Table 6.2.
When a delay falls between the months' Increment (e.g. five
weeks) It will be shown as the following month (I.e. two
months). The total cost lags at the bottom of Table 6.2 are
used for delaying the cost curve. Table 6.3 shows how a cost
curve is delayed through the selected time lags in Table 6.2.
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Cost type
	
No. of months delay	 percentage
0	 1	 2	 3	 of total
cost
1bour	 100% 0	 0	 0	 15%
Plant	 0 20% 60% 20°/	 5%
Sub-contractor	 0 50% 50% 0	 45%
MaterIals	 20% 70% 10% 0
	
25%
Site over-heads 100% 0
	 0	 0	 10%
Total cost
delay	 30% 41% 28%	 1%
Table 6.2 - Time lags for each cost category
	Cost	 No. of months delay	 Total cash-out
curve	 0	 1	 2	 3	 curve
£	 Cash-outs	 ________________
	
0	 0	 0
	
50	 15	 0	 15
	
100	 30 20	 0	 50
	
160	 48 41 14 0	 103
	
230	 69 65 28 1	 163
	
1	 94 45 1
	
1	 642
2
* These figures were rounded to no decimal places.
Table 6.3 - Converting cost curve to cash out curve using total time
lags
(e) Value Curve
The value curve Is calculated from the adjusted cost
commitment curve and contribute to the turnover of the
contractor. In the case of fixed price contracts, the cost
curve Is adjusted for the expected inflation rate and hence
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converted to the value curve. This represents the estimate of
the contract for these forms of contracts. In fixed adjusted
and cost plus forms, where the valuations are adjusted for
actual inflation by a formula, the cost curve Is adjusted by the
simulated actual rate.
The process of converting the cost curve to the value curve
depends on the premium cost and the mark-up. The value
curve starts some time after the progress of the contract,
since contractors usually incur transportation and site
preparation cost at the start of the contract. The value of this
cost is entered as a percentage of the total cost. The duration
of it Is calculated by the module from the cost curve profile.
Some contracts cover such payments at the start of the
contract, therefore the user Is expected to input zero cost.
The remaining cost schedule is multiplied by an adjusted
mark-up rate. The adjusted rate Is:
adjM= M x (C-Pr.)
where	 M is the entered markup rate;
C is the total cost of contract; and
Pr. Is the premium cost.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the process of converting an adjusted
cost curve Into a value curve.
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Figure 6.2 Converting the cost commitment curve to
value curve
(f) Simulated Actual Value Curve
The process of converting a value curve Into a simulated
actual curve, involves the embracing of two factors:
1. Unbalanclng and Overmeasure
Unbalancing of a bid occurs when a contractor raises the
prices on certain bid items and reduces the prices of others
so that the bid for the total job remains unaffected. There are
normally three reasons for unbalancing a bid. These are:
(1) to shift the project financing from the contractor to the
owner by increasing the unit prices on early items and
decreasing the unit prices on later ones; this technique
Is commonly referred to as Front End Loading;
(ii) to properly distribute the fixed costs of the project when
an error in the owner's quantities is detected; and
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(ill) to increase the total profit of the project by planning
higher unit prices on items expected to exceed the
owner's estimate of work quantities.
in fixed price contracts certain Items may take a long time to
execute. The cost of accomplishing these items vary within
the period due to inflation. The contractor estimates the
average cost of accomplishing each Item and hence adds the
required rate of mark-up.
In doing so, the contractor is deviating the value curve In the
same respect to unbalancing It. Over-measure Is the device
whereby the amount of work certified in the early months of a
contract is greater than the amount of work done. This is
compensated for in later measurements. Thus, the over-
measurement has the same effect as front end loading.
Two people simulated the effect of unbalancing and
overmeasure on value curves (Kerr. 1973 and Ashley and
Telcholz, 1977). The two techniques (reviewed in Appendix
C) produced a good simulation for front end loading and
overmeasure. Both of them remain faithful to the
requirements of (I) shifting the project payments to an earlier
time in a smooth manner and (Ii) having the total earnings of
the project remain the same.
However, these techniques take a relatively long time to
perform. The curve fitting (and zero transformation) involved
In the first model and the binary search In the other takes a
long time when considering a high number of contracts. The
procedure used in this module was based on the Ashley and
TeichoLz technique but modified to eradicate the time taken
in the binary search. Figure 6.3 describes the concept of this
approach.
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FIgure 6.3 TechnIque used to simulate front end loading
and overmeasure
The unbalancing factor "d" is entered by the user. A line is
connected between the "d 9 coordinate at the start of the
project to the zero coordinate at the point T/2, where T is
the total duration of project. All monthly valuations at the
first half of the contract duration are multiplied by the
corresponding rate of unbalancing. In the second half, the
differences between the shifted curve and the original one
incurred In the first half of the contract are subtracted from
the original second half. This procedure is further explained
in Table 6.4.
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	Vn	 dn	 V	 uVn	 dl	 uVn
Month Cumulative Unbalance 	 Monthly	 UnbaIared	 duff	 Cumulative
	
Original	 Factor	 Val.	 Valuations	 Unbal.
Value	 d = 1.2	 Value
Curve	 Curve
0	 0	 0.000	 0	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00
1	 0	 1.200	 0	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00
2	 80	 1.139	 80	 91.12	 11.12	 91.12
3	 170	 1.108	 80	 99.72	 9.72	 190.84
4	 270	 1.077	 100	 107.70	 7.70	 298.54
5	 370	 1.046	 100	 104.60	 4.60	 403.14
6	 480	 1.015	 110	 111.65	 1.65	 514.79
7	 590	 0.985	 110	 -	 -1.65	 623.14
8	 700	 0.954	 110	 -	 -4.60	 728.54
9	 800	 0.923	 100	 -	 -7.70	 820.84
10	 880	 0.892	 80	 -	 9.72	 891.12
11	 930	 0.862	 50	 -	 -11.12	 930.00
12	 970	 0.831	 40	 -	 0.00	 970.00
13	 1000	 0.800	 30	 -	 0.00	 100.00
Table 6.4 - Example illustrating the process of simulating front end
loading ( "d" = 1.2)
2.	 Materials on Site
In some forms of contract, clients pay the contractor for
materials delivered to site which helps to improve the cash
flow. These payments are deducted when valuating any work
these materials are Installed In. In practice, when a stock of
materials has been Installed In the project, there will be
others bought and stocked. The difference In the stock value
is evaluated monthly. If the stock has Increased, then there
will be payment to the contractor equal to that Increase and
vice versa.
The module compares the cumulative value of materials
delivered to site with that installed to find the value of stock
at any month. The client does not usually pay for all types of
materials on site. Therefore, an Input was introduced to
represent the percentage of materials paid on delivery to site
to the total materials delivered. This percentage Is multiplied
by the total monthly stock value to determine the value of
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materials stock paid by the client. The differences between
the monthly paid stock values are added or subtracted off the
Interim valuations.
g)	 Cash In
The resultant value curve is converted to the cash in curve by
deducting retention and delaying for the time taken for the
client to pay the monthly valuation. The module assumes that
the contractor holds retention off subcontractors at the same
rate It is held on him. Hence, the effective retention rate is
calculated as follows:
(	 S.C.
eff. ret. = ret.	 l - ____
Where:
ret is the contractual retention rate;
S	 the percentage of sub-contract cost to total cost;
C	 is total cost; and
V is total value of contract.
The repayment of retention held is simulated in two steps.
First at the completion of the contract and second at the end
of the maintenance period. The retention Is usually deducted
up to a certain level (e.g. 50% of the contract value). This is
simulated by the model by an entry of the percentage of total
value throughout the period the retention is applied.
Delays of payments are entered in the same manner as the
cash out curve. Although the delay is fixed in the contractual
agreement, it may well vary due to disputes, claims, etc. The
model assumes the delay period lies between 0 to 3 months.
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(h) Net Cash Flow
The cumulative cash-out is deducted from the cash In to
determine the net cash flow of the contract. Interest and
present value could then be calculated for financial appraisal If
required, in single net cash flow forcasting.
6.2.2 The Overall Construction Module
This module can be divided Into two main parts:
(i) the part which converts the data entry from the group format
into the Individual contract; and
(ii) the part which combines the results generated from the
single contract modules into the overall construction level.
Within the two stages the overall construction module participates
in several calculations which were omitted from the single contract
level into the overall construction level.
(a) The module with respect to data entry
The process of converting the data entry from the group level into
the single contract, starts in the market module. The number of
contracts listed is converted Into contracts awarded, through the
three stages referred to earlier. Figure 6.4 ifiustrates how these
stages are used to calculate the total number of contracts to be
awarded, and the share of each group of contracts of that number.
In each processing file there are twelve single contract modules.
These modules generate twelve single contracts each one starting
one month following the other. The processing file Is run for a
specific number of times to generate the required number of
contracts awarded. This does not entail that the number of
contracts awarded should be twelvefold, some modules may have
zero values Indicating no contract starting in that particular month.
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FIgure 6.4 Example Illustrating the process of calculating group
probabilities within the construction market
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A random number is generated uniformly (between 0 to 1) for each
single module. This number is compared (using look-up table) with
the groups shares of the awarded contracts. This results in the
contract reading the characteristics of the related group. The
overall generated contracts represent different types and
classifications of the market according to the specified
probabilities. The characteristics read by each single contract
module include all the required data entry except for the value and
duration. The relationship modelled in Chapter 8 is used to
estimate the value of the contract for a specified duration. Contract
durations are generated by the processing files randomly. For each
of the three processing files there is an applied range of duration
limits. The module generates durations according to these ranges
and the specified controlling angle "a".
This angle was introduced in order to deform the uniform
distribution available in LOTUS 123. The user is able to control to
some extent the size of contracts generated. Figure 6.5 illustrates
the process of using the specified angle to build a look-up table.
The look-up table is then used to compare generated random
numbers and determine the corresponding durations. The value of
"a" may vary between 450 arid 450•
(b) The module with respect to the consolidated output
The process of adding all the generated single contracts involves
four stages as shown in Figure 6.6. The last three stages are purely
the summation of results generated, taking into consideration the
starting time of each. However, the first stage is slightly more
complicated.
The process of simulating the single cash-out curve involves
creating four columns next to the original one (see Table 6.3). For
the twelve modules available in each processing file, the number of
columns required for this particular operation is 48. A similar
process Is repeated when calculating the client payment delays, and
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duration cumulativ	 lookup table
limits	 x axis
13 7 0	 0.00	 (1/2 (x-y) * 0.00 + y) * 0.00::'.'.
0.05	 (1/2 (x-y) * 0.05 + y) *
0.10	 (1/2 (x-y) * 0.10 + y) 0.10
015	 (1/2 (x-y) * 0.15 + ) * 0.15:
0.20	 (1/2 (x-y) * 0.20 + y
	
0.20
0.25	 (1/2 (x-v) * 0.25 + y) 0.25.
36 12 C'	 1.00	 too
FIgure 6.5 Example Illustrating the process of deforming a
uniform distribution
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year X year x+1
FIgure 6.6 The process of consolidating the construction model output
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materials stock. Assumptions have to be made in order to eliminate
the vast number of columns required. Some of the operations
conducted on the single contract level were removed Into the
overall construction level. The relevant
characteristics associated with each single contract were averaged
and adopted on the total construction level. These operations are
listed below:
(1) the total cumulative cost curve is adjusted for the simulated
actual Inflation rate;
(11) the total materials stock Is determined from the total
adjusted cost curve, using the average materials stock periods
arid the average percentage of material cost;
(iii) the total material stock is added to the adjusted cost curve to
produce the total simulated actual cost curve;
(iv) Internal plant hire cost Is estimated from the total adjusted
cost curve using the average percentage of plant internal hire
cost;
(v) the total simulated actual cost curve Is converted to the total
cash-out curve using the average monthly delays;
(vi) the total material stock movement paid is determined from
the total material stock using the average percentage of
material stock paid;
(vii) the total simulated actual value curve is converted to the total
cash-in curve using the average delays of client payments; and
(viii) total net cash flow Is determined by subtracting the total
cash-out from the total cash-In.
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6.3 TIlE PROCESS WITHIN THE PLANT HIRE MODEL
The plant hire model Is also divided into the single plant hire
modules and the overall plant hire module. The single plant hire
modules simulate acquisitions, plant hire, direct cost, ownership
cost, disposal and other variables for separate plant. For each
processing file twelve single plant hire modules are distributed so
that each one starts one month following the other.
The overall plant hire module supplies the characteristics of each
plant according to the probabilities of the groups. The value of the
plant is generated by randomly using the specified limits and the
controlling angle "a". The life of the plant Is fixed in each
processing file. The type of acquisition is determined by comparing
a generated random number with the probability of each type of
acquisition.
The simulated output of all plant is then integrated taking into
consideration the year of acquisition. The process of consolidating
the plant hire output is similar to that of the construction model.
Direct cost and client's payments are delayed on total basis using
the overall creditors entry sheet. Other operations involve
calculating the monthly value of plant assets and the annual value of
capital allowance and pool (see Figure 6.7). Figure 6.17 explains
some of the symbols involved In operation type diagrams.
The operations involved in simulating each plant are shown in
Figure 6.8. In this module, the turnover Is generated from the
simulated actual number of hours regardless if they are internal or
external. The internal turnover is determined using the
construction model. This value is then compared with the total
turnover.
Three types of acquisition are simulated by the module as shown in
Figure 6.9. The differences between these types affect the balance
sheet and the cash flow of the contractor.
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1)	 Outright purchase
Outright purchase is simply payment of the purchase price by the
contractor to the supplier. This involves the acquiring company In
a large cash payment very early, before the equipment acquired has
earned any revenue. However outright purchase provides the
contractor with a capital allowance. This is demonstrated by adding
the price of the plant to the capital allowance "pool". Each year 25
percent of the total value of the "pooi" is extracted and put against
the profit before tax (capital allowance).
Outright purchase places the title of the equipment immediately
with the contractor. This means that it becomes an asset over
which the company has full control, can use it in negotiating
finance, use the equipment anywhere including overseas, and
dispose of It to produce cash from its resale value. The value of
disposal Is subtracted from the total values of assets and the "pool".
(11) Hire purchase
Hire purchase Is a contract whereby the contractor pays a regular
hire charge and at some predetermined point after payment of a
proportion of the agreed hire charge, the contractor buys the plant
Item for a nominal sum. The module assumes that the nominal sum
Is approximately equal to the resale value of the asset. Therefore, in
cash flow the module eliminates this value from both sides of the
equation.
Hire purchase also attracts capital allowance as if the plant item
were purchased outright. Thus, in terms of tax savings, hire
purchase has the same advantage as outright purchase. Hire
purchase often requires a deposit at the start of the agreement.
However, the deposit Is much less than the whole purchase price
and therefore in cash-flow considerations this form of acquisition is
less demanding than outright purchase. Interest charges are likely
to be greater than the contractor would pay on an overdraft.
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The plant in hire purchase becomes immediately an asset.
However, the liability of this asset is balanced by a loan. The value
of the loan at the purchase date is equal to the price of the asset
minus the deposit paid by the contractor. The deposit payment Is
shown In the cash flow together with the hire charges. These
charges are calculated as shown In Figure 6.9(B).
(111) LeasIng
The leasing method of acquisition is different in concept from the
previous methods outlined. The difference is that the ownership or
title of the plant item remains the property of the leasing company
(the leasor), and the contractor (the leasee) only acquires the use of
the plant item in return for payments. However, the contractor
shows these as assets In the annual reports, but balancing them
with loan liabilities. Figure 6.9(c) illustrates the process of
calculating lease charges. The value of the leased asset is not added
to the "pooi" as leased assets are not liable for capital allowance.
Lease charges affect cash flow directly, but divided into two parts in
the profit and loss account. The monthly interest payments are
added to the monthly depreciation of the asset to come with the
lease charges per month. The balancing loan acts like the
instalment loan where the payment of principal is equal to the asset
depreciation. The resale value goes out (directly or indirectly) to
the lesser and is not shown in the cash flow.
6.4 THE PROCESS WITHIN THE OTHER PLANT AND
MACHINERY MODEL
The operations involved in this model are similar to those
explained in the plant hire model. However, this type of asset does
not attract income. Therefore, the output of this model includes all
the aforementioned variables except for turnover. The codes for
the output parameters are similar to those in the previous model
except for having C instead of B and the attached numbers were
reduced by one for the missing turnover.
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6.5 THE PROCESS WITHIN THE LAND AND BUILDING MODEL
The process within the land and building model is based on a
different concept. The opening values of various parameters are
applied at the start of the simulation period. In the case where no
new acquisition or disposal occur, the effective variables associated
with the output of the model remain fixed. Depreciation of
buildings is calculated on a straight line basis. Capital allowances
are offset against profit and are equal to four percent of the original
cost of the building.
In the case of new acquisitions or disposals, the total values of these
variables change. The land and building model uses the opening
values together with the expected changes to determine the closing
values for each month. All variables apart from the capital
allowances are simulated monthly. Five acquisitions and five
disposals are permitted by the model. The operations of the model
are shown in Figure 6.10.
The disposal price Is subtracted from the total value of assets.
Disposal profit/loss is the difference between the disposal value and
the "pool" value of the asset. The profit is added to the operating
profit and taxed.
6.6 THE PROCESS WITHIN THE DEBT AND INVESTMENT
MODELS
These models are based on a similar concept to that of the land and
building model. Figure 6.11 explains the operations Involved in the
debt model. The investment model has similar tree and the codes
for the output parameters are the same except for having F Instead
of E.
Interest rates are entered annually and used to calculate interest
charges, instalments and principal payments according to the
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specified month. For example, a loan to be issued next year will
attract next year's expected interest rate, whereas loans which are
to be issued after two years will attract the corresponding rate.
6.7 THE PROCESS WITHIN THE CONSOLIDATION MODEL
The consolidation model uses all the Intermediate output generated
from the other models to produce the contractor's financial
consolidated reports. The consolidation model Is divided into:
(I) the profit forecast module;
(ii) the cash flow forecast module;
(ill) the retained profit forecast module;
(iv) the net assets module; and
(v) the capital employed module.
The profit forecast module estimates monthly contractor's
consolidated profit and loss account. Figure 6.12 shows the
detailed process of the module. Internal plant hire Is not included
in the consolidated turnover. The module compares the total plant
hire turnover with the Internal hire generated from contracting
work to determine the income generated from external hire. This
value may have negative sale which Indicates that the level of
investment (or the number of hours hired per month) is not
adequate to support the required internal rate of hire. In this case
the contractor should either increase the level of investment in
plant, or decrease his internal rate of hire by hiring his plant
requirements from external sources. In all cases the user is
expected to try alternative strategies to determine the most
suitable.
The cash flow forecast module uses the consolidated profit forecast
together with other Intermediate output, to determine the
contractor's overall net cash flow. Figure 6.13 illustrates the
process performed by this module. Total depreciation Is added
back to the profit before tax to convert the profit and loss result
into cash flow. Depreciation on leased and hire purchased assets
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represent part of nominated changes and hence they are included
In cash flow calculations.
Working capital Is the difference between commitments and actual
cash flow. It is the net value of debtors, stocks and work in
progress, and creditors. Construction contractors' working capital
may be negative as creditors (generated from payment delays to
suppliers and subcontractors) exceed debtors (clients payment
delay).
The monthly movements in working capital are shown in the
consolidated output reports for contracting and hiring activities.
These values are determined by comparing movements in the
potential cash flows with movements In the actual cash flows. In
practice, some budgeting systems estimate these movements
directly from monthly sales using models developed from past
years' data (see Chapter 4). The actual cash flow is developed
subsequently.
The retained profit forecast module calculates annually tax
payments and dividends. These payments are subtracted off the
taxable profit to determine the retained profit. This profit is added
to contractor's reserves. Figure 6.14 illustrates the operations
performed by this module. In practice contractor's payments for
tax liabifity can be different to the following year and therefore
provides a cheap source of short term funds to aid cash flow.
However, some tax liability has to be provided early as payments of
advanced corporation tax. Tax payments are therefore distributed
manually by the user into the cash flow forecasting output sheet.
Dividends may also be deferred for a few months and hence the
user allocates these payments manually. In each year some of these
payments (tax and dividends) represent a portion of past years' and
others a portion of this years' liabilities.
Capital allowances are applied to outright and hire purchased assets
only (all land assets are not liable). These are calculated by the
previous models and totalled in this model, lease charges are offset
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gainst profit and so is the Interest (only interest) payments on hire
purchased assets.
The net assets module involves adding working capital with all the
available fixed assets and investments (see Figure 6.15). The value
of material stock is shown separately from the working capital. The
total value of net assets has to be balanced by the capital employed.
The operation tree for the capital employed module is shown in
Figure 6.16.
Share capital represents funds generated from past share issues.
New share issues may be added to the capital. Reserves are the
combination of revaluation of assets and the cumulating retained
profit. The capital employed module does not involve any
calculation concerning revaluation of assets. Debt capital Is divided
into the actual cash loans acquired by the contractor and the values
of leased and hire purchased assets. These values may change due
to Installments, disposals or new acquisitions. Deferred tax
includes delayed tax payments In addition to the difference
between depreciation of assets and capital allowances. The
difference between the total value of the aforementioned capital and
the value of net assets is equal to the cash available to the
contractor.
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Fl gure 6.15 Operation tree for the net assets consolidation module
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A 
IIEIJ_.. A + B
1 /2
A 
IEIJ' 
1/2 'A * B
A
®-- 
IJBA
I'. A _-.- summaUon of Items (plant or contracts)
for that month
()!L. Z m B	
-a- summation of year
P movement In B
value of plant Is generated from the specified
range and the controling angle
life of plant Is fixed In three catigories
P ((St t4+B1l 1)(1+BI 14+Bt 1 1) A03/((I+B114+BI1 1}Ao3l3bS2(1- BI1O-2'(I-B11O)/O3
E15'E13/(HEIS+1)M-E16))
a- tax payment Is entered manualy to the
cashflow sheet	 .,
a- dividend payment Is entered manualy to the
cashflow sheet	 . :
(3	 a- share Issue cashin Is entered manualyto the
cashflow sheet	 .
a- net cash flow calculated by delaying sale & cost for.:
plant & machinery
fixed percentage of capital allowances for plant and
machinery	 . ..:
Figure 6.17 Legend for the operation trees of the system
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MODELLING STANDARD COST
COMMITMENT CURVES
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7.2 The cause of variability in value curves
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7.6 Measuring the accuracy of t
7.7 Exclusion of data at the extremes
7.8 Analysis
7.9 Results and discussions
7.10 Comparison of the cost commitment model
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
Previous work as discussed in Chapter 2 has demonstrated that
cash flow forecasting based on typical value curves is a well
developed concept. The cumbersome task involved in estimating
the value vs. time curve for a particular contract is eliminated in
such technique. In the CFMCC, with the generation of contracts
through defined strategies, such an approach is most suitable.
However, value curves were found to vary considerably, thus
reducing the accuracy of this approach.
In the absence of accurate standard value curves, the contractor
should rely on another variable which can be used to derive the
value curve and hence the cash flow forecast. The variable was
chosen and modelled in the following steps:
(1) the reasons behind the variabilities of actual value curves were
Identified;
(ii) a variable which is not effected by the above reasons was
selected;
(iii) different criteria amongst the data to be collected were
proposed;
(iv) a simple technique to fit the S-curves nomothetically and
Idiographically was chosen;
(v) the fitting technique was used to model a series of S-curves
within effective groups;
(vi) the accuracy and feasibility of the model was tested; and
(vii) The results were then compared with a previous value model
(Kenley and Wilson, 1986).
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7.2 THE CAUSE OF VARIABILITY IN VALUE CURVES
The variability In value curves was studied on a logical basis and not
a numerical one. Four factors were Identified as contributing to the
failure of previous research to develop standard value curves, the
extent of which is unknown and possibly differs from one factor to
another. The four factors are listed below
(I) construction projects are unique and the progress of work
varies from one project to another;
(ii) In previous work the choice of data groups was poor;
(iii) unbalaricing (front end loading) and overmeasure distort the
shape of the value curve. This can be shown by comparing the
bills of quantities of several tenders for the same contract
(Stark 1974); and
(iv) errors in estimating affect the shape of the value curve, and
lead contractors to submit different tenders for the same
project.
7.3 COST COMMITMENT CURVES
After Identifying the possible causes of variability in value curves, It
is interesting to note that, for the same project and the same
schedule of work, two contractors are likely to produce two
different value curves. This is due to estimating errors and
unbalancing implemented by different contractors. These two
factors have no effect on the actual cost flow curve of a contract.
Therefore, actual cost commitment curves may vary only due to the
first two factors outlined before.
To the author's knowledge, only two people have attempted to
model cost flow curves for construction projects (Berdicevsky 1978
and Zolner 1974). Berdicevsky selected three university projects of
different sizes to examine the feasibility of developing a general
formula for public construction. Zoiner selected four typical
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housing projects of different sizes and rates of progress. They
estimated the cost flow of all these projects by preparing the
detailed construction schedules and compiling and itemizing the
relevant construction costs. Prediction curves were obtained using
polynomial regression. Peer (1982) derIved a common cost
function prediction curve from the estimated data of all the
aforementioned housing and public projects. He concluded that the
accuracy achieved in combining all projects was still within
acceptable limits.
The number of projects used and the errors caused by estimating
and scheduling the activities of the contractors, undermines the
reliability of these curves. The difficulty in obtaining actual data
could be the only justification for the attempted estimate. As
outlined before, poor classification of projects could be one of the
causes of the failure of previous models. It is important to note that
there are two disadvantages when classifying projects In more
detail.
(i) The user, before winning the contract, knows little of the
detailed activities of the project; moreover, f these curves are
to be used In the corporate financial model, the contractor
needs to supply the number of projects he expects to win
over a year, arid, clearly he can only do this if the categories
are broad (such as commercial buildings) and not too narrow
(such as, say, four-storey commercial buildings).
(ii) When further classifying the sample of projects to be
analysed, the number of projects within these groups will
reduce to levels where the groups will not be statistically
representative.
Four general criteria were proposed for the classification of the
collected projects:
(I) type of project: which is divided into the following ten
subdivisions:
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a private commercial buildings new;
b. private Industrial buildings new
C. private commercial buildings refurbishment;
d. private industrial buildings refurbishment;
e. public buildings new;
f. public buildings refurbishment;
g. housing refurbishment;
h. civil roads;
1. civil other; and
J. small.
(Ii) size of contracts: these were classified according to duration;
there are three sub-divisions:
a from zero to six months (0-6);
b. from seven to twelve months (7-12); and
c. from thirteen to thirty six months (13-36).
(iii) company each company Is analysed separately.
(lv) type of contract: there are three sub-divisions:
a traditional contractor (trad);
b. design and build contractor (d&b); and
c. management contractor (man).
The sample of projects was classified under each of the four main
criteria. If the variability achieved in the proposed model is high
then it means that construction projects are unique and the
progress of work varies significantly from one project to another
(the first cause proposed earlier).
7.4 THE LOGIT-TRANSFORMATION
In order to model different groupings and individual actual cost
curves, a simple and reliable method of S-curve fitting is needed.
Investigations have shown that specific transformations of sigmoid
curves can produce linear functions. The parameters of the
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sigmoid function are provided by the parameters of the linear
equation, which in turn are found through linear regression. The
equation of the curve of best fit for data which approximates to one
of the S-curve growth functions, can be found by linear regression
of suitably transformed data and then substitution of the linear
parameters into the S-curve function.
The selection of an appropriate S-curve function was examined by
Ashton (1972), who outlined four of the best known S-curves and
their transformations (the Integrated normal curve, the logistic
curve, the sine curve and Urban's curve). Ashton found the above
curves to be very similar In shape, with most variation found at the
extremes. He concluded that the selection of an appropriate S-
curve was more a matter of application than anything else.
Kenley and Wilson (1986) showed that value curves, cash in and
cash out curves approximate the S-curves listed above and hence
used the logit transformation successfully. The actual cost flow
model developed in this chapter also adopted the logit model as it
is the simplest of the transformation techniques and most easily
allows the change to double transformation necessary in the model
analysis. The linear equation Is found by a logit transformation of
both the Independent and dependent variables:
Logit=Ln
where Z is the variable to be transformed
and Logit is the transformation.
The logistic equation for cost flows can be expressed as
Ln= a + j3 X
where (c) is the actual cost (dependent variable) in a
particular time (t) (the dependent variable).
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X=Lnj
It can also be expressed as:
c=e (..)t/[l+ea(.!_)l
or
F	 cLt
c=—whereF=e (-j--)H-F
The logit actual cost flow model given above uses scales from 0.0 to
1.0 where the ratio (on the abscissa or ordinate) 1.0 is equivalent to
100 percent. As percentage scales are to be used with convention,
the equations should be expressed as follows:
Ln 10	=a+3(Ln10)
or
lOOxF	 t1+F whereF=ea(1)
(1)
The practical application of the logit transformation actual cost flow
model implies that construction project cost flow curves
approximate the s-curve yielded by Equation (1). This being so, a
transformation of the data should approximate to a line described
by Equation (2) and with parameters a and J3.
Y=a+13X	 (2)
C
where Y = Ln 100-c
t
and X = Ln TO
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In order to transform data from a particular project, X and Y must
be calculated for each value of t and c respectively. Deriving the
constants cx and 13 is then simply a matter of linear regression of the
transformed data, where
13 = c (x -) (y -
e (x - _)2
and cL=y-13k
7.5 THE INDUSTRIAL DATA
The data required for the model were the monthly actual cost
commitment for Individual contracts. The data were usually
available to the company's quantity surveyor and accountant. The
surveyor collects the cost commitment values for individual
contracts, and then passes them to the accountant.
Several companies were approached for the provision of the data
during Industrial interviews. Five British companies showed a
special interest In the work and were ready to provide the data. All
five companies expressed the importance of confidentiality.
Table 7.1 presents the types of companies providing the data, with
the number of contracts provided by each. The term "large" was
used to describe companies which had a contracting annual
turnover greater than £150 million, while "medium" denotes
turnover between £10 to £150 million.
The last column in Table 7.1 indicates the number of projects used
in the analysis. Projects that were either too short (i.e. below three
months) or those that were irregular, in that they were stopped for
a considerable length of time and restarted, were not used in the
analysis. Company C provided the data from their computerised
data base. The data involved all contracts completed and current
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No of projects
Company Name Size of type of Company
	 provided Used
A	 Construction division In a
large construction company 60	 57
B	 Construction division In a
large construction company 50
	 47
C	 Medium building Contracting
Company	 38	 20
D	 Medium building Contracting
Company	 24	 24
E	 Medium road contractor	 11	 2
Total	 150
Table 7.1 Types of companies proviiilng the data.
since 1987. The figures for the current contracts included an up to
date actual cost flow plus the monthly cost predictions for the
months up to the expected completion date. Taking into account
the reliability of the model In analysing actual cost values and the
fact that many current contracts were due to be completed In one
or two months, It was decided to reject contracts less than 80
percent complete. This was thought to have a negligible effect on
the reliability of the model since the last 10% of the Individual
contracts are excluded when fitting the S-curve.
Several contracts involved small payments of a month or two after
the end of the cumulative cost flow. An enquiry Into the source of
these payments revealed that repairs or clearing may arise during
the maintenance period which requires the attendance of the
contractor. These values were omitted from a few contracts as they
were small and Insignificant. The contracts were classified
according to the criteria specified before. The number of contracts
In each category provided by each company is shown in Tables 7.2
and 7.3.
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The provided cost figures included all direct cost and site
overheads. They cost also included the design cost for design and
build contracts.
Company	 According to type of contract
	 According to size
(months)
raditional design demolition management
& build & build	 (0-6)	 (7-12) (13-36)
A	 55	 2	 0	 0	 11	 33	 13
B	 37	 7	 0	 3	 7	 28	 12
C	 8	 10	 0	 2	 0	 11	 9
D	 18	 4	 2	 0	 2	 11	 11
E	 2	 0	 0	 0	 0	 2	 0
Table 7.2. GroupIng the data into size and type of contract
All of the above projects were constructed between 1986 and 1989.
The data was provided with the commencing dates, and were
adjusted for inflation. The general cost indices were used to adjust
the monthly cost.
Company	 Private Buildings	 Public
Commercial 	 Industrial	 Buildings Housing	 Civil Small
new refurb	 new refurb new refurb refurb roads other
A	 15	 15	 5	 3	 0	 0	 11	 0	 4	 4
B	 19	 7	 9	 4	 3	 1	 1	 1	 2	 0
C	 11	 3	 5	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0
D	 12	 1	 5	 1	 1	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0
E	 0	 0	 00	 00	 0	 20	 0
Table 7.3. Grouping the data into types of projects
The base figure of 100 percent was taken to be the practical
completion on site; the equivalent figure for time was taken to be at
the time at which 100 percent cost was committed. The origin was
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taken to be the commencement of work on site, a convenient and
easily identified point in time.
7.6 MEASURING THE ACCURACY OF FIT
In order to draw comparisons between this and other models, It
was necessary to measure the accuracy of the fit. The measure
chosen, put forward as a risk Index by Jepson (1969) and given the
acronym "SD?' by Berney and Howes (1982), is the standard
deviation about the estimate of Y. This measure was also used by
Kenley and Wilson (1986) in their idiographic value model. SDY
adopts the common measure of dispersion.
SDY = J(XY YE)2/N)
where	 Y is the actual value at any accounttn period
YE is the estimated (or fitted) value
N is the number of observation (accounting periods)
This measure can also be used to compare the forecasted net cash
flow with the actual. When Y and YE are both positive or negative
the formula holds, but when one is positive and the other negative
then they would have to be added. This measure permits models to
be compared. The model with the lowest SDY value has the best fit
and is therefore the most desirable.
7.7 EXCLUSION OF DATA AT THE EXTREMES
The nature of the logit transformation is such that as the data
approaches either 0% or 1 00%, then the logit will approach - or +
Infinity respectively. One of the limitations of linear regression is
that extreme values dominate the analysis, to the extent that a and
3 values can be unduly influenced by a small number of extreme
values rather than by the bulk of the data. Within cash flow analysis,
the extreme data points are arguably the least significant but they
can be the most dominant in the regression analysis. A simple
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method for countering the problem is to exclude the data points
outside an acceptable range from the anaiysis.
Kenley and Wilson (1986) performed a systematic trial and error
process to locate the optimum exclusion range in their value curves.
Results showed that approxImately 10% exclusion of both ends
would yield the lowest mean SDY value. It was decided to adopt the
same exclusion range for the analysis of the cost commitment
model.
7.8 ANALYSIS
The procedure of building and testing the model involved first
fitting an S-curve through each individual contract. Values of a and
[, were calculated and the SDY measure was used to determine the
accuracy of the individual fits. The next step was to distribute the
contracts amongst the proposed criteria and hence identify which
of these criteria affected the shape of the S-curves. A method was
required to determine whether the shapes of Individual S-curves in
different groups belonged to the same group. The values of a and j3
could not be used for this purpose since both values were related
and had to be analysed together.
The method used to compare the shapes of the S-curves was
developed especially for this purpose. It started by using the values
of a and 3 obtained for individual fits to regenerate the curves in
twelve time intervals. The cost values were extracted from the
individual fit In three stages: the first quarter (3 tIme interval); the
second (6 time interval); and the 3rd quarter (9 time interval); this
is shown In Figure 7.1. Each criterion was analysed separately and
the individual contracts were distributed into the relevant groups.
Three sets of cost values were extracted for each group and were
compared 'with those of the other groups.
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Figure 7.1 ExtractIng values from data sample
The technique used In the comparisons was the One Way Analysis of
Variance (One Way ANOVA). Each level was tested with all the
groups being Involved. The ANOVA test is able to confirm whether
one of the groups differs from the rest. The most Important
assumption in conducting the ANOVA test is that the samples are
randomly selected. Contractors were requested to select the data
randomly and then classify them. Thus, the condition of
randomness was fulfilled and the test was conceptually applicable.
The test was conducted three times for each criterion and the
whole process was repeated four times for the proposed criteria.
In order to assimilate the varlabifity of the S-curves within different
groups the effect of the other criteria has to be eliminated. An Ideal
way of achieving this is to fix three criteria and analyse the
remaining one. However, this results in a reduction of the number
of contracts to a level where the sample becomes statistically
unreliable. Alternatively, a procedure was developed to "filter" the
data In each test. The procedure is not a standard process which
can be easily explained. It involves simply eliminating groups with
small numbers of observations to establish the homogeneous
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distribution of other criteria. This Is illustrated In Tables 7.4 to 7.7
which list the number and types of contracts used in each test.
When a criterion was proved to have no effect on the shape of the
S-curve, it was Ignored In the following test. Therefore, the
procedure of "filtering" will be simpler and the number of
observations Increased. The four criteria were tested by starting
with the one expected to have the least effect to the one expected
to have the highest. The order Is given below:
(i) company name;
(ii) size of contract;
(iii) type of contract; arid
(iv) type of project.
A difference between the groups In one level is sufficient to confirm
that the data differs between the groups. After identifying the
criteria that affects the shape of the S-curves, seven groups were
selected to have different shapes. An average curve was fitted
through each of the groups using the actual cost commitment values
(adjusted for Inflation) for the Individual contracts. Values of cx and
13 for each curve were calculated and the SDY values were measured
between each average curve and the relevant individual fits. This
enabled the variability of the S-curve within each group to be
evaluated and also served as an Indication of the systematic error
involved in the nomothetic regression.
The systematic error was compared with the random error
incurred when fitting the individual S-curves. A non-parametric
test (Box plot test available on "statgraf' - see Hoaglin, Mosteller
and Tukey, 1983; Velleman and Hoaglin, 1981) was used to
compare the two errors and identify possible outlines.
In order to evaluate the effect of the selected criteria on the shape
of the S-curves, a visual test was implemented. The average curves
for the seven groups were plotted together and inspected for the
difference in profiles. In addition, the varlabifity of the individual
fits for each group were examined by plotting together randomly
selected contracts. The shapes of the individual fits were studied
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and compared with the corresponding average curve. The objective
of the test was to evaluate the range of variability within each group
and determine the degree of randomness of these shapes within
this range. A limited range of variability In each group enhanced
the application of the model.
A similar test was conducted but on a numerical basis. SDY
measures were estimated amongst the average curves themselves.
These values were compared with the SDYs for the average and
the individual curves. This enabled an empirical evaluation of the
variability of individual profiles within each group and between
different groups. Results obtained in this test supported the
ANOVA test applied earlier.
To summarise, four experiments were carried out in the following
order:
Test 1
the criteria that had signfficant effect on the shape of the S-
curve, were Identified and selected (using the One Way
ANOVA);
Test 2
the systematic errors involved In group regression were
evaluated using the box plot test and the SDY measures for
Individual fits were compared with average fits;
Test3
the effect of the selected groups on the shape of the S-curves
was visually Inspected, and the variability of the Individual fits
Within each group were examined; and
Test 4
the difference between the average curves was compared with
the variability of individual fits within each group using the
SDY measure.
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7.9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A curve was fitted for each project and values of cx, 3 and SDY were
determined. These values are not listed in this chapter because of
space restrictions. Alternatively, SDY values are shown in the
boxplot (Figure 7.2). The actual a, J3, and SDY values are listed in
incflvidua
average
I	 I	 I
0	 10	 20	 30
FIgure 7.2 Boxplot of Individual and average errors
Appendix D. The ANOVA test was first performed on the data
classified by companies. Four companies and sixty-four contracts
were analysed. The types of project used are listed in Table 7.4.
Company	 Duration of contract	 Type of project
commercial	 commercial industrial
_____________ (7-12)	 (13-36)	 new	 refurb	 new
A	 20	 6	 11	 11	 4
B	 17	 5	 10	 5	 7
C	 3	 2	 2	 2	 1
D	 7	 4	 6	 0	 5
Table 7.4 Number and type of projects used In Test 1 (A)
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The ANOVA test was performed on the Open Access spread sheet.
F ratios achieved for the three levels are shown in Table 7.8. The
value of F has to exceed the F limit in order to confirm that groups
are different. The F limits for a degree of freedom (numerator) of
three (N-i) and a degree of freedom (denominator) of sixty (n-N)
with a confidence of interval of 5% and 1% are 2.76 and 4.13
respectively. This leads to the conclusion that companies do not
affect the shape of the S-curves.
The second test involved grouping the data in three sizes
(durations). The overall number of contracts used in the test was
seventy six, as shown with the types of projects in Table 7.5. The F
ratios for the three levels significantly exceeded the F limits for 5%
and 1% confidence intervals. The values of F confirm that S-curves
for different contract sizes possess significantly different shapes.
Duration	 Traditional contracts(months)	 commercial	 commercial industrial 	 housing
______________	 new	 refurb	 new	 refurb
(1-6)	 3	 1	 1	 2
(7-12)	 19	 8	 12	 7
(13-36)	 11	 3	 5	 4
Table 7.5 Number and types of projects used in Test 1 (B)
The third test was conducted on the type of contracts and Involved
three types. A total of fifty six contracts were used in the test
(Table 7.6) and the F ratios achieved are listed in Table 7.8. The
three levels confirmed that the difference in the S-curves is
considerable even when working with 1% confidence.
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Type of contract
	
	 Type of Project	 Duration (months)
(private, new)
^^^^^^^^^^	 industrial	 (7-12)	 (13-36)
Traditional	 19	 9	 12	 16
Design build	 17	 6	 10	 13
Management	 5	 0	 2	 3
Table 7.6 Number and types of contracts used In Test 1 (C)
The fourth test compared the type of projects in live groups. The
number of contracts analysed was eighty nine, all of which were
traditional (Table 7.7). Results showed that F ratios are less than
the F limits for 1% and 5% confidence. This confirmed that the
type of project does not have an influence on the shape of the S-
curve.
Type of project	 Size of contract (months)
______________	 (1-6)	 (7-12)	 (13-36)
Pen	 3	 19	 11
Per	 2	 14	 3
Pin	 1	 12	 5
hsr	 2	 7	 4
Civlletc	 0	 5	 1
Table 7.7 Number and type of projects used In Test 1 CD)
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Test 1	 F values	 F Limits
______________	 (at 1st, 2nd, 3rd quarter)	 (confidence of interval)
____________	 1	 2	 3	 5%	 1%
A	 1.11	 0.14	 0.94	 2.76	 4.13
B	 42.39	 40.34	 17.51	 3.13	 4.92
C	 18.22	 22.74	 16.32	 3.17	 5.01
D	 1.17	 1.14	 0.89	 2.48	 3.56
Table 7.8 Results of the ANOVA tests.
These four tests Identified two classifications that had an effect on
the shape of the S-curves. The following step was to establish new
groups according to the type of contract and the duration of the
project. Seven groups were collected and an average ive 'was
fitted into each of the groups. a and fi values for the seven groups
are listed in Table 7.9.
Effective Groups	 a	 13
(traditional) (0-6) 	 1.151	 1.388(traditional) (7-12)	 0.213	 1.223(traditional) (13-36)
	 -0.243	 1.303
(d & b) (7-12)	 0.407	 0.926(d & b) (13-36)	 0.029	 1.034(Man) (7-12)	 -0.948	 1.696(Man) (13-36) 	 -1.372	 1.328
Table 7.9 a and j3 values for the effective groups
To determine the level of the systematic error Involved in
modelllng average curves, SDY was measured for each average curve
and the Individual fits which belong to that group. The results of
the box plot test (FIgure 7.2) shows that the systematic error varies
widely from 0.2 to 15.8. However, the bulk of the data varies within
the range 3.2 to 8.4 with a median of 5.5. The random error is
shown to be within the range 0.5 to 6.5. The bulk of the data varies
from 1.9 to 3.75, with a median of 2.75. Five outliers were found in
the random error, while only one was found in the systematic error.
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It can be concluded, from the box plot results, that the systematic
error is higher than the random error represented by the SDY
values of the average fits. This coincides with Keneley and Wilson's
results which showed even higher values of SDY's for the average
curves.
Test 3 was conducted on a visual basis to Inspect the effect of the
groups on the shape of the average curves (Figures 7.3 & 7.4). The
effect of contract size on the shape of the S-curve is significant.
The smaller the size of the contract, the more convex the shape of
the curve is. For contracts wIth (13-36) groups the shape turns to
concave.
Results were sent back to the contractors who provided the data for
practical explanation of these effects. The explanation behind the
effect of the size of the contract suggested that the cost build up at
the start of the contract in smaller contracts tends to be higher, as
the contractor is expected to finish the job in a short period, hence
the work Is started with all the resources. The effect of the size is
illustrated In Figure 7.5.
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FIgure 7.5 IllustratIng the effect of size on the cost
curves of traditional contracts
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The type of contract affected the S-profile considerably. Traditional
contracts take the usual S-shape especially in medium to large
contracts. Design and build contracts were shown to have a
significant build up at the start of the contract, due to the design
process and professional fees which generate higher costs at the
start of the projects. Management contracts have a considerably
slow start for a few months. The reason behind this Is the planning
phase and subcontractor selection which occurs at the start of the
contract. Moreover, the premium cost which is usually incurred by
the normal contractor at the start of a contract is often canied over
to the subcontractors. Therefore, subcontractors start to be paid
after a few months from the start of a contract. The following
period of these contracts accelerates with significantly high growth.
As the planning phase is over and all activities have been distributed
to subcontractors, the job has to progress rapidly especially as most
of these contracts tend to be located in London areas with
restricted spaces and fast progress should be committed in order
to avoid disruption. Figure 7.6 demonstrate the effect of the type of
contractor on several stages of the contract.
100
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FIgure 7.6 IllustratIng the effect of the type of contract
on cost curves of (7-12) contracts
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The aforementioned average curves seem to occupy a wide range of
area within the graph and include various shapes of S-curves. This
Is strong support to the data sample and feasible process used to
identify the effective criteria. Variation within each group Is shown
in Figure 7.4. The plots show that Individual curves vary within a
certain range. An envelope can be drawn to cover the boundaries of
each group. The shape of the envelope can be closely related to the
shape of the average curve. The spread of the envelope Is small
compared to previous specified envelopes (Mackay 1971, Slngh and
Woon 1984). The shapes of the individual fits within each envelope
vary considerably and randomly, showing the reliability of the
model.
It can be shown that by combining all the groups In one graph, a
high variability of profiles can result, with all sorts of shapes. The
selected criteria separate the individual curves into less variable
envelopes. The shapes of the envelopes are closely related to the
shapes of the average curves. The variability between the average
curves Is significant although some of the average curves tend to be
close. Finally, the Individual fits within each group take on random
shapes, which reduces the effective systematic error involved in a
group regression to levels below the SDY measures. The results of
the empirical test (4) are listed in Table 7.10.
The SDY measures between the average curves are generally
higher than the SDY values for the difference between the average
and the Individual curves. In some cases the average curves are
close to each other (design and build (13-36) and traditional (7-
12)} as demonstrated by the lower SDY.
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trad	 trad	 trad	 d+b	 d+b	 man	 man
0-6	 7-12	 13-36 7-12	 13-36 7-12
	 13-36
trad	 0
0-6
trad	 14.19
7-12
trad	 21.90 7.71
13-36
d+b	 10.79	 6.33 12.96
7-12
d+b	 18.25	 4.87	 4.97 8.42
13-36
man	 31.65 17.50	 9.86 22.44 14.22
7-12
man	 38.75 24.93 17.69 28.56 20.53 10.31 0
13-36 ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ______
Table 7.10 - SDY values measuring the difference between the
standard average cost curves
7.10 COMPARISON OF THE COST COMMITMENT MODEL
WITH KENLETS VALUE MODEL
In order to evaluate the advantages of using the proposed cost flow
model, a comparison was made with a previous value model. The
causes of the variability of the value curves were evaluated. A true
comparison revealed whether the two causes outlined have a
significant effect on the variability of the value curve.
The Idiographic value model developed by Kenley and Wilson
(1986) was selected for comparison, since It the most
comprehensive. The data used for their value curve analysis
included two samples. The first sample Involved 32 medium to
large scale commercial and industrial projects provided by a
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construction company. The second sample comprised data for
projects provided by a quantity surveying firm. This sample
included 40 projects and covered a wide range of contractors, using
different contractual arrangements. The two samples contained
projects constructed in Australia during the period between the
late 60's to late 70's.
Kenley compared the two samples to determine whether the
different sorts of categories in the second sample affected the
accuracy of the fitted curves. The comparison was only conducted
on the individual curves, and results showed that no difference can
be identified between the two samples.
One of the major steps used to formulate the cost commitment
model was the identification of the effective criteria In order to
reduce the variability of the individual fits within a classified group.
Thus, an evaluation of the variability in the individual value curves
was required. Fortunately, the SDY measure for the average curve
and the corresponding individual curves were available for the two
samples. A comparative test was conducted on a sample containing
one group of projects and another containing different sorts of
groups. No difference between the SDY measures would emphasise
that value curves are variable and unique even when classifying
them into specific groups. A non parametric test (the box plot test)
was used for its ability to compare and identify different types of
data. Results of the test are shown in Figure 7.7. The median of
sample 1 is significantly smaller than that of sample 2 (6.8 as
opposed to 12.5). The bulk of the data is shown in the box range of
the plot. Sample 1 varies from approximately 4.7 to 11.5, while
sample 2 varies from approximately 8.5 to 15.5. Moreover, the first
sample has a left bias distribution while the second has an almost
uniform distribution. These confirm that the two samples are
different and the sample with one type of group (sample 1) has
smaller variability of the project S-curves.
The above test suggests that a better value model could be achieved
by classifying the data into different groups. A further test was
required to compare the performance of the cost commitment
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model with the value model. The same test was used to compare
sample 1 of the value model with the SDY values of the average cost
commitment model. Figure 7.7 shows the plots of the two groups
of data. The median of the cost group Is smaller than that of the
value model (approximately 5.5 to 6.8). The bulk of the data for the
cost model lies within the approximate range of 3.1 to 8.2, whIle
the range for the value model lies approximately withIn 4.8 to 11.5.
These results confirm that the variability (also systematic error)
achieved in the cost commitment model is smaller than that In the
value model. This supports the methodology formed at the start of
the work that the actual cost commitment flow can be modelled
more accurately than the actual value flow.
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FIgure 7.7 Boxplot test, comparing SDY for
two samples of value curves with the cost
commitment model
It Is Important to realise that the tails associated in the box plot
cannot be taken as a considerable factor in the comparison of the
two groups. The tails extend to the extreme data point In the
group which is within the outliers cut-off. The tall extends In the
cost and value models to 15.5 and 14.5 respectively. The small
number of data In the value model could be the reason behind the
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shorter length of tail. The outlier cut off can be used as a
consideration for how the tail can extend with a higher number of
observations.
7.11 SUMMARY
A cost commitment model has been developed and successfully
tested. Four main causes were Identified to have contributions to
the variability and failure of previous value curves forecasting
models. Two of those could be eliminated by using the actual cost
commitment Instead. The actual cost flow of 150 construction
projects from five construction companies were used in the
analysis. Projects were classified according to four different
strategic criteria. A method was developed to Identify which of the
criteria affected the S-shape. Two categories were Identified and
148 projects were distributed within seven groups. Seven average
curves were developed for the seven groups using the logit
transformation of the groups data. The average curves were plotted
together for comparison and were shown to cover a wide area and
various profiles. Results were sent back to the five companies for
practical explanations. Comments confirmed that the modelled
profiles were closely related to the characteristics of these
contracts.
The degree of accuracy produced by the model covered a major
part of the work. The varlabifity of the individual fits within a group
were evaluated using the SDY measures to find the difference
between the average and the individual fits. The bulk of the SDY
measures ranged from 3.2 to 8.4 wIth a median of approximately
5.5. The difference between the groups was evaluated using the
SDY measures between the average fits. The results confirmed that
the difference between the groups are generally higher from the
variabifity within the groups. This was further supported by a visual
test showing randomly selected Individual fits within the separate
groups. The profiles of the envelopes were closely related to the
average curves.
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Results of the cost commitment model were compared with a
previous value model. Although the effect of the groupings on the
variability of the value curves was shown to be significant, the
variability In the value curves was determined to be within the wide
range of 4.8 to 11.6, with a median of 6.8. ThIs confirmed that
better results were achieved in the cost commitment model.
In addition to the evaluation of the model with respect to accuracy,
there was a need to test it in relation with the concept of the
regression analysis. The idiographic argument of the high
systematic error involved in the group regression was tested in the
cost commitment model. Test 2 compared the systematic error
with the random error evolved from the individual fit. Results
confirmed that the random error is restricted in SDY values ranging
from 1.8 to 3.75 with a median of 2.75. This was smaller than the
systematic error which was still relatively high. However, the visual
test used to plot randomly selected Individual fit within different
groups showed that these fits had various random profiles Within
relatively thin envelops. This randomness reduced the actual
systematic error to value below the SDY measures. Moreover, the
degree of the systematic error Involved In the analysis is closely
related to the application of the model.
In the case of using the S-curve for projects cost control, the
systematic error measured by the SDY values could be of significant
Importance. In the case of higher systematic error, the difference
between the average curve and the individual project can be hardly
attributed to a uniform random error.
In cash flow forecasting, the systematic and random errors involved
In the cost commitment forecast will be consolidated and reduced
in the final single net cash flow curve (Kk and Price 1990). The
errors will consolidate further when formulating the total Company
net cash flow. The contractor usually executes several projects at
the same time (the number varies considerably according to the
size of the firm). Thus, when combining many cost commitment
curves together in a particular group, the average curve would be an
excellent approximation of the sum. Therefore, as far as the
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corporate financial model Is concerned, the cost commitment
model developed produces good results. The systematic error only
occurs when the group of projects used to derive the average curve
includes further strategic sub categories. However, this Is unlikely
to happen since the groupings were established according to the
outlined technique which was evaluated for reliability.
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MODELLING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
PROJECT VALUE AND DURATION
8.1 Introduction
8.2 Previous work
8.3 New information
8.4 AnalysIs
8.5 Results and discussions
8.6 General discussions
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8.1 INTRODUCTION
The corporate financial model predicts future cash flow by
simulating the number of contracts expected to be won during the
coming years. The contracts are defined through several criteria
including the total value arid duration.
A strong relationship exists between the cost and the duration of a
construction project. This relationship has been Investigated and Is
used In the corporate financial model. The relationship Is also
useful for the budgeting system of any construction company. The
contractor can classify projects based on value and the model will
evaluate duration based upon the corresponding factor.
There are other potential applications for the relationship between
the cost and duration of construction projects. Investors can utilise
this relationship In their financial appraisal and budgeting. Also,
estimates of project cost could be used to derive the expected
duration and vice versa. These can then be compared with
proposed durations and used as a basis for negotiations.
Finally, It is Interesting to compare the duration performance of
different types of projects and possibly identify the causes of delays.
8.2 PREVIOUS WORK
The need for evaluating the performance of building contracts arose
in the late 60's. In 1967, the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisatlon undertook a pilot study on
performance of building contracts. This was the first step In a
larger programme of research Into the structure of the building
industry. The results published In the Annual Report of the Division
of Building Research (1968) showed that the extent of change, as
measured by construction duration, cost, number and value of
variations, was in fact larger than had previously been supposed. A
fuller Investigation, using a larger number of projects, was
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subsequently performed. In 1969, Bromiow published the results
and the first relationship between cost and duration of building
contracts appeared. A total of 329 building projects with total value
exceeding 270 million Australian dollars were analysed. These
projects were conducted in Australia during the period between
June 1964 and June 1967. First the expected duration of each
project was compared with the actual. Projects were classified
according to the type of building and the area they were executed.
Results showed that only one contract in eight was completed on or
before the duration originally expected and the overall average extra
time taken exceeded forty percent of the original. This was far
worse than expected. The second part of the work was the build up
of the relationship between the actual construction cost of the
building and the duration taken. The equation describing the
average construction duration as a function of project value was
found to be:
T=KCB
where	 T	 =	 duration of construction period from
possession of site to practical completion
measured In working days;
C	 =	 final project value in millions of dollars
adjusted to a cost index;
K	 =	 a constant describing the general level of
duration performance for a A$ one million
project: and
B	 =	 a constant describing how the duration
performance is affected by project size as
measured by value.
All the projects were analysed together and K was found to have a
value of 350 working days. B had a value of 0.30.
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A measure of the extent to which the performance of individual
projects has departed from the mean trend was shown in the form
of quartile limits. By definition, fifty percent of projects fall within
this band. Of the remaining fifty percent, twenty five took less than
0.8 of the average duration and twenty five percent took 1.3 longer
than the average duration. The effect of the type of building or the
location of the buildings were evaluated by analysing the results in
more detail. It was concluded that the duration actually taken to
construct buildings of a given value did not depend very strongly on
the type of building or Its location.
Bromilow, Hinds and Moody (1980) restudied the relationship
between value and duration performance of building contracts In
order to determine whether the above relationship held. The
survey was conducted by the Australian Institute of Quantity
Surveyors on building projects completed in the period 1970-1976.
The number of projects analysed was 406 of which 290 were
government projects and 118 were private ones. The results
showed that the relationship between construction duration and
project cost In the 1960's still holds.
General levels of duration required, as measured by values of K,
increased markedly from an average of 248 workIng days before
1969 to 288 during 1970-1976, when C is measured in millions of
dollars at 1979 prices. The duration required for government
projects as a whole averaged twenty two percent longer than
expected and private projects averaged ten percent longer.
Values of B did not change significantly, indicating that the rate of
change of duration as projects got bigger was stifi much the same as
it was previously. The extent to which projects varied above and
below the trend lines did not change significantly, although there
was some suggestion of greater variability than before.
They concluded that the industry should take note of the reported
changes, but the high degree of industrial instability over the
observed period suggests that their practical use calls for some care
In their interpretation.
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8.3 NEW INFORMATION
In order to build the corporate financial model to a standard that
could be applied and tested in a present British construction
company, a new relationship was required. The outdated
information Involved in the aforementioned work and the problem
of different countries and currencies, undermine the use of these
models.
In order to reduce the possibility of systematic errors in the model,
other criteria were proposed to classify projects into several
groups. The effect of these criteria on the relationship was
evaluated and several relationships were modelled. Four criteria
were proposed:
1.	 type of client:	 a - public
b - private
2. type of project: a - building
b - civil engineering
(no further classifications were needed as previous work proved
that the type of building did not have an effect on the relationship)
3. type of tender: a - open competition
b - selected competition
c - negotiated competition
4. form of tender: a - fixed price tender
b - fixed adjusted tender
(no data was available on cost plus tenders).
The decision on where to collect the data from took some time.
There was a large and tempting source of data available through the
Building Cost Information Service produced by the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors. More than six hundred different building
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projects were available and classified according to several criteria
Including the four proposed above. However, this data were based
on the stipulated and the agreed durations of the contracts but not
the actual. All the figures presented were based on tender values.
Further study was required in order to decide whether to use this
data or to choose another source that could take more effort while
achieving smaller samples and possibly similar results.
Investigations of the two previous studies showed that the major
cause of the high variation between actual and expected duration
performance was associated with clients failing to make up their
minds quickly enough. Obviously most variations involved time
delays, in addition to higher cost. Thus, as time Increases the other
side of the equation (value) will also increase.
Consultation with quantity surveyors indicated that the agreed
duration of a contract will not change unless there are significant
variations to the project. Time delays which are caused by the
contractor or the subcontractors are usually liable to penalties.
There were also suggestions that time delays (such as those caused
by claims and disputes) associated in the past are not present at the
same extent in this time.
It was decided to use this source of data but at the same time
collect another sample which included the actual and the agreed
(tender) values. As the present sample included only building
projects, civil engineering projects were collected for the second
sample. A test on the difference between actual and estimated V3
values for civil engineering projects should not be far off that
difference for building projects.
The survey was conducted on projects starting within the period
1984 to 1989. Actual values may not reflect the true total cost of
some projects due to outstanding claims etc. Hence, only contracts
completed without major outstanding claims were collected. This
reduced the size of the sample as the collected projects were all
recent.
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Ten County Council Offices participated in providing the required
data. A total of 140 projects were collected from their departments k
of Highways and Planning or Planning and Transportation with a
total value exceeding £120 million.
The first sample contained 661 building projects with a total value
exceeding £695 million which included all types of commercial,
Industrial, residential and public works. Projects starting before
January 1984 were rejected. The structure of the two samples in
terms of value and number of projects by type of client and type of
tender Is shown In Table 8.1. They are also shown in percentage
form In Table 8.2 and Figure 8.1. Negotiated tenders also included
the two stage tenders as the processes are similar and the number
was too small to be considered separately.
The adjusted forms of contract included all types of formulae of full
arid single Indices. Comparing this with a survey published in 1975
as 'The public client and the construction industries" (Table 8.3)
reveals that In both periods the most common way for tender is the
selected tender, especially for civil engineering projects. The
negotiated and the two stage tenders are shown to be more
common in the seventies than in the eighties.
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Figure 8.1 (A) Proportions of form of tender
in samples 1 & 2
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Figure 8.1 (B) Proportions of type of tender
in samples 1 & 2
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Type of	 value (million)	 number of projects
client_______________ ________________________ _______________ _______________________
form of	 type of tender	 form of	 type of tender
tender	 tender
________ Fixed index open select negot Fixed index open select negot
public	 162	 121.3 74.5 200.1 8.7 240	 73	 93	 211	 9
buildings
private	 118.2 16
	
41.2	 54.3 38.8	 102	 3	 30	 64	 11
commercial
private	 43.2 0
	 11.1	 26	 6.1	 68	 0	 20	 44 4
industrial
public	 57.2 35.1 29.1	 59.8 3.1	 98	 29	 46	 77	 4
housing
private	 21.5	 6.4 7.7
	
18.5	 1.6	 39	 9	 10	 36	 2
housing
public civil 114	 6.0 7.2 109.2 3.6	 136	 4	 9	 127	 4
(roads)	 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ _______ ______ ______ _______ _______
Table 8.1 Values and numbers of projects for different forms and
types of tender
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Type of	 value %	 number %
client_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________
________ Fixe index open select negot Fixec index open select negot
public	 57.2 42.8 26.3 70.6	 3.1 76.7 23.3 29.7 67.4 	 2.9
buildings
private	 87.9 11.9 30.7 40.5 28.9 97.1
	
2.9 28.6 61	 10.5
commercia
private	 100	 0	 25.7 60.2 14.1 100	 0	 29.4 64.7	 5.9
industrial
public	 62	 38	 31.9 64.8	 3.4 77.2 22.8 36.2 60.6
	
3.2
housing
private	 77.1 22.9 27.6 66.3
	 5.7 81.3 18.8 20.8 75
	
4.2
housing
publiccivil 95.0
	 5.0	 6.0 91.0	 3.0 97.1	 2.9	 6.4 90.7	 2.9
(roads)	 _______ _______ ______ ______ _______ _______ ______ ______ _______ _______
Table 8.2 Values and numbers of projects (percentages) for
different forms and types of tender.
The value of the projects investigated has been totalled for each
type and the results compared with the value of all orders for that
type over the same period (Building Cost Information Services
1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988). Table 8.4 shows that sample one
includes a higher proportion of public projects than private. The
survey conducted on sample 2 achieved a reasonable portion of the
industry. Although the total number of projects investigated
represents approximately 0.8 1% of the total contractors orders, the
samples are random and considered to represent a wide variety of
types and locations throughout the U.K.
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Type of	 Value	 Number
project_____ ______ ______ _____ _____ ______
Tjipe of tender: opei selec nego oper selec negot
Education 11 61 28 15 65 20
Public housing 12 47 41 22 55 23
Other building 10 78 12 12 77 11
Roads	 3 95	 2 19 77 4
Other civil	 10 81	 9 14 79 7
Table 8.3 Values and numbers (in percentage form) of different
types of projects for different forms of contracts (source
NEDO 1975).
Type of Project 	 Total value	 Total value of	 %
_______________ of projects 	 projects surveyed	 ____________
Public buildings 	 8,235.0	 283.3	 3.44
Private commercial	 28,090.0	 134.2	 0.48
Private industrial	 13,133.0	 43.2	 0.33
Public housing	 4,167.0	 92.3	 2.22
Privatehousing	 28,312.0	 27.8	 0.10
Civil roads
	 4,427.0	 120.9	 2.73
Table 8.4 Value of projects Investigated compared with total value
of projects of the same type ordered (January 1984 to
January 1989 only)
8.4 ANALYSIS
As the projects analysed were all tendered for during the period
1984 to 1988, the effect of inflation and competition had to be
eliminated. The tender price Index available in the Building Cost
Information Service manual was used to adjust the values of
contracts to 1988 prices.
The first stage of the analysis was to evaluate the difference
between the agreed and actual construction duration. The test was
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conducted on sample two which involved calculating the ratio of the
actual duration over the agreed one regardless of the value of the
contract. The objective of this test was to determine the accuracy
of the forecasted duration performance and the reliability of the
figures in sample one.
The second test examined the relationships of duration against
actual cost and agreed values. The possibility of a time delay in a
contract associated with an increase in cost was evaluated. The
second sample was used to determine the consistency of this
increase. A limited difference between the two relationships would
open the way to a comprehensive analysis for all the building
projects available in sample one.
The third step was the evaluation of relationships used within the
model application. Previous work showed that neither the type of
project nor the location had a significant effect on the relationship,
therefore only the four criteria proposed earlier were considered
for the analysis. A test was required to establish whether these
criteria had a significant effect on the relationship. A visual test was
considered to be the simplest and most desirable, as the number of
criteria was small and could be compared easily. Seven groups
were established and plotted in a unified scale. These were.
1. Public buildings fixed prices.
2. Public buildings adjusted prices.
3. Public buildings open competition.
4. Public buildings selected competition.
5. Public buildings negotiated competition.
6. Private buildings fixed prices.
7. Civil roads fixed prices.
These groups were used to Identify the effect of each of the four
criteria on the relationship between the value and duration of
construction projects. The first test was conducted on the first two
groups In order to determine whether the form of tender affects
the relationship. The process of "filtering" the data (eliminate the
effect of type of tender from the analysis) was not required in this
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case, as there was no correlation between the form of tender and
the type of tender. This Is shown in Table 8.5.
Form of Tender	 Type of Competition
___________________ Open	 Selected Negotiated
Public fixed price
	 1 10	 216	 12
Public adjusted	 29	 72	 1
Table 8.5 Distribution of type of competition in different forms of
tender.
The visual test involved plotting the scatter points of the agreed
duration (y axis) against value of contracts (x axis). The most
revealing way of plotting construction duration against value Is to
use logarithmic scales. This avoids a crowding of the relatively
large number of 10,000 to 1,000,000 contracts in the lower left-
hand corner of the figure, and shows the mean trend line to have
linear shape. The actual form of the trend line is:
T = K.CB (as presented earlier)
The two constants are determined by the following process:
logT = log K.CB
which is also equal to
logT = logK+BlogC
This is a linear equation from which K and B can be determined
through linear regression of the transformed (logarithmic
transformation) data. Alternatively, some software performs this
process directly, for example "cricket graph" on the Macintosh.
Hence, comparison can be conducted between the trend lines in
order to identify the differences in the levels and sensitivities
(slopes) of the relationships. The scatter points were used to
determine the variability of points within each group and between
groups themselves.
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Comparisons were also undertaken between groups 3. 4 and 5.
Results showed that no significant difference was found and hence
the type of competition was Ignored. Groups 1, 6 and 7 were also
compared In the same manner. The type of client and type of
project were tested together. The following step In the analysis
involved grouping the data Into several categories according to the
effective criteria. Two groups were added to the four groups
remaining from the analysis. These were: private adjusted prices
contracts and civil adjusted prices contracts. A line was fitted
through each of the two groups and plotted with the scatter (see
Figures 8.6 and 8.7).
8.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The difference between the actual and the agreed durations are
presented in ratio terms. The average ratio of the actual duration to
the agreed duration Is 1.0351. The estimated ratio varies between
a maximum value of two and a minimum of a third. If a comparison
Is made between these values and the duration performance of
Australian building contracts in the late sixties, the average ratio
was 1.478 and the range varied between 3.93 and 0.73. Since
sample one Included only tendered and agreed values, no
comparison was made on the performance of building contracts.
However, the results obtained from the road contracts confirm
strongly that the trend has changed and delays associated with
contracts executed In the past are not present at this point In time.
The results of the second test are shown In Figure 8.2. The values
of the constants B and K of the fitted lines are listed in Table 8.6.
The two fitted lines can be shown to have almost the same shape.
The scatter points for the two groups are similar and the whole
data came from one group. This is strong support for the
ypothesis that even when there is a significant variation in the
duration performance of estimated and actual values, the
relationship between value and duration remains the same.
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Civil (roads)	 B	 K
Tendered	 0.469	 258.1
Actual	 0.432	 245.0
Table 8.6 B and K values for tendered and actual road contracts.
Results of the third test are shown in Figures 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5. The
constants of the fitted lines were calculated and are listed In Table
8.7. The first comparison between fixed price contracts and
adjusted price contracts is shown in Figure 8.3. The value/duration
relationship for the two forms of contract are significantly different.
The difference Is recognised in both the shape and the level of the
lines. Fixed price contracts have a more sensitive relationship and
the level of the line is lower. The scatter points of the two forms of
tenders are located differently, therefore, the data should be
treated separately.
The second comparison is shown in Figure 8.4. The trend lines of
the three types of competition have close shapes especially for open
and selected competition. Negotiated tenders are less sensitive.
However, more detailed observation of the scatter points shows that
the three groups are similar and can be related to one group. It was
therefore, concluded that the type of competition did not affect the
considered relationship.
The two remaining criteria (type of client and type of project) were
compared as shown In Figure 8.5. Only fixed contracts were
Included in the test. Results showed that the three graphs are
significantly different. Private buildings have the lowest slope, with
almost the same starting level as the public buildings. Civil
Engineering contracts (roads) are shown to have a significantly
lower starting level whilst maintaining the highest sensitive
relationship. Thus, it can be concluded that both the type of client
and the type of project influence the value/duration relationship.
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The following stage of the analysis was to establish the final groups
of the model upon which the relationships are significantly
different. Six groups were modelled.
1. Public buildings fixed price.
2. Public buildings adjusted price.
3. Private buildings fixed price.
4. Private buildings adjusted price.
5. Civil Engineering fixed price.
6. Civil Engineering adjusted price.
The final modelling Involved fitting the function through the private
buildings and the civil engineering projects, both of which are
adjusted price contracts. The two plots and the fitted trends are
shown in Figures 8.6 and 8.7.
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Figure 8.6 Standards of duration performance realised
In Private building projects (Adjusted price)
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In Civil engineering projects (Adjusted price)
The constants for the fitted functions for all the groups are listed in
Table 8.7. Although the number of projects used is limited, the
effect of the form of contract is consistent with the previous tests.
The level of the adjusted contracts is higher than that of the fixed
contracts. Also, the sensitivity (slope) can be shown to be lower.
The differences between the types of clients and types of projects
are also consistent with previous comparisons.
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Effective groups	 B	 K
Public fixed	 0.3178	 398.8
Public index	 0.205	 486.7
Private fixed	 0.212	 274.4
Private Index	 0.08 17	 491.22
Civil fixed	 0.4693	 258.1
Civil Index	 0.437	 436.3
Table 8.7 B and K values for the final six groups
8.6 GENERAL DISCUSSION
The analytical side of the results showed a significant variation
within certain groups. The fitted function proved to be a good
average of the trend. However, a practical explanation of the results
is required to draw conclusions on the reliability of the analysis.
The difference between actual and tender values for civil
engineering (road) contracts was limited. The duration
performance varied between the ratio of 2 and 0.333 with an
average of 1.0351. The significant variation in the duration
performance Is attributed to the high uncertainty in civil
engineering projects. However, the average assessment of these
factors was accurate.
Comparisons of these values with a study on building work in the
late 60's reveals that duration expectations in the past were
significantly under-estimated and variation from the expected
duration reached three times. No data were available on the actual
duration performance for building work, however the trend is
expected to be more accurate with smaller variations. This is due
to the less uncertainty involved in building works as opposed to
civil engineering.
The form of contract, type of client and the type of project were
shown to have an effect on the investigated relationship. Adjusted
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price contracts tended to be the larger ones. They generally took
longer than fixed price contracts as shown from the previous plots.
The durations were less sensitive to the values of the contracts. For
a public building fixed price contract, the average duration taken to
execute a one million fixed price contract was 399 days. The
corresponding figure for adjusted price contract was 487 days. The
logic behind this is that adjusted price contracts are used for
projects which are expected to take a relatively long duration, thus
eliminating the risk incorporated in assessing future inflation. In
other words, contracts which cost between £50,000 to £1000,000
and expected to take longer are likely to pursue the adjusted price
formula. Note that some of the scatter points within the fixed price
plot intersect with that of the adjusted price plot. This shows that
larger and more time consuming projects are not solely adjusted
price contracts. They could well be fixed especiafly In low inflation
periods like the one Investigated.
The type of client within building works does Influence the
duration/value relationship. The results showed that public
buildings take on average a longer duration than private buildings.
The construction period for public buildings was generally more
sensitive to the contract value than the private ones. Projects with
values less than £100,000 took similar durations for both types. It
was the larger ones which differed noticeably. The practical
explanation behind this is that private clients are more concerned
with time than public organisations. Private clients, like retailers,
hotel companies or manufacturing firms have to complete their
projects as soon as possible in order to start operating that part of
the business and get returns on their investments. Moreover,
private clients tend to leave the contract duration open for
competition, hence, the contractor with the shortest submitted
duration is likely to be considered In the priority list.
Results also showed that private projects had a wider scatter of
points than public projects. This was due to the fact that private
clients include a wider range of types of sophistication. A five star
hotel which contains one hundred and fifty rooms with all sorts of
luxurious furniture and fittings could well cost more than five
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million pounds. At the other extreme, a similar sized three star
hotel may cost considerably less but the duration of these two
projects should not differ considerably.
Public clients are significantly controlled by government spending,
therefore the class of the finishing does not vary considerably.
Whatever the type of building, it will Include floors, walls, columns
and a consistent level of finishing.
The type of building has not been considered in the analysis.
Previous work suggested that the type of work did not have a
significant effect on the relationship. However, this was not the
case for buildings and civil engineering projects. Civil engineering
contracts do not involve the proportion of walls and floors that the
building projects have. They are more involved in earthworks and
heavy plant. The sample of data analysed contains all sorts of roads
and bridge contracts. Results showed that civil work differed
significantly from the building work. The duration taken for a civil
engineering contract to be executed was, generally less than that
for a building project of similar value. The difference increases
when contracts are below one mifilon pounds.
The reason behind this is that most civil engineering contracts
involve high transportation costs for heavy plant and equipment.
The premium cost of transportation for small works is considerably
higher with respect to the actual direct cost. Moreover, once the
plant are operating the actual work can be conducted quickly. For
higher values of contracts with long durations, the cost of
transporting plant and operating them Is relatively small compared
to the value of the contract. Hence the difference between building
and civil engineering projects decreases.
In all cases, the fitted function was shown to have an accurate
average of the scatter points, although the scatter points are shown
to have a wide range especially in private buildings and roads. This
Is to be expected in such a highly volatile and unpredictable
industry. The most important point was identifying the
significantly different relationships within different groups.
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Therefore, as far as the scatter points are randomly distributed over
the fitted functions, the application of such functions are reliable
especially when it is used on a company level.
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9.1 INTRODUCTION
If numerical information Is to be used to support decision making
and control, It Is essential that the decision maker has confidence
in the numbers used. In contracting simulation the situation is
more complicated. Budgeting in construction contracting is
commonly known to be inaccurate (see Chapter 4), however, It
remains the only tool for planning and controlling activities.
It is erroneous to assume that the CFMCC will produce 100 percent
accurate results or to even aim at this when designing the model.
It is the objective of the research to develop a sufficiently precise
model which can be used reliably for the aforementioned purposes.
The model was logically designed to satis1 r this goal. In order to
evaluate the CFMCC, the model has undergone three stages:
1. verification and debugging;
2. validation; and
3. evaluation.
9.2 VERIFICATION AND DEBUGGING OF CFMCC
In order to evaluate the reliability of the modeL it is essential first
to ensure that the model is working as designed. During the
development of any computer model, it is inevitable that errors will
occur.
The process of debugging the model (checking and removing
errors) was performed in two stages. The first stage was conducted
simultaneously with the coding of the model. This involved
checking the typed formulae, testing the logic of the results,
performing manual calculations, etc. The second stage was carried
out after the development and completion of the model. This stage
Involved the following steps.
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I) All the macros written In the model were checked thoroughly
using the debugging facility available in LOTUS 123. This
feature allows the user to examine a macro one keystroke at a
time, until location of error.
Ii) The model was designed so that, cash flow calculations were
performed separately from the valuations (e.g. capital
expenditures and receivables were not deduced from current
values of assets). Therefore, when compifing the consolidated
output, the overall cash flow movements have to be balanced
by movements in current values. The model accomplished
this after a considerable effort of debugging.
Ill) Each input variable was varied In turn to examine the effect
on the overall output. The detailed output report was used to
show variations fri output. An increase in the rate of inflation
for example should result in a subsequent surge In future
turnover. If the model does not react as expected, a further
investigation is conducted to find possible errors in that
particular logic.
lv) The output of the model was checked to see if it was
reasonable. For example, the simulated number of contracts
were multiplied by an average value and distributed over an
average duration. The result was compared with the output of
the model to identify unjustified values.
9.3 VALIDATION OF THE CFMCC
Once the model has been debugged, tests were performed to
ensure that the model really does simulate the contracting activities
and other company operations adequately. This process Is
commonly known as 'model validation" (Grinyer and Wooller,
1978). There are four approaches to model validation:
I) the model may be run with historic data to see If the model
produces actual past results with sufficient accuracy;
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jj) the model may be run with variations in input data, and
management can be asked if It responds In the way to be
expected:
jji) particular relationships may be discussed with informed
managers and technical specialists; and
lv) relationships based on observed data rather than accountancy
logic are used, it is often possible to test their validity
statistically.
Because no single one can guarantee the validity of the model, all
four were followed. The detailed mechanism of the model was
explained to several contractors. Few participants showed concern
regarding the use of standard S-curves in cash flow calculations.
When explaining the concept of random and systematic errors wIth
respect to company level, the model attracted substantial support.
Large contractors when explaining their techniques of budgeting
(Chapter 4), could justifr most of their assumptions with high
number of contracts they execute. Only when the author argued on
the concept of systematic errors associated with the change of mix,
they admitted the inadequacy of their systems to cope with
changes. Finally, contractors confirmed their satisfaction with the
logic behind the proposed model.
The CFMCC was then run with variations in input data in order to
validate the behaviour of the output to those variations. This
process goes further than the debugging stage, where the model
was checked for directions in movements (such as a decrease in
clients payments delays should reduce the working capital). In the
validation process, the data entry was varied within practical limits.
Variations in entry data and output results were measured and
directed to contractors to comment.
Due to the stochastic nature of the model, a problem arose during
the generation of these tests. Variations in output were affected by
variations in data entry in addition to variations In timings, types
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and values of contracts generated, therefore, the stochastic nature
of the model had to be eliminated. A modified copy of the model
was developed by changing the random functions inhibited in the
model Into fixed values. This copy was used to test the variations.
Contractors using experience were able to confirm that results of
the tests were reasonable.
The model included two types of relationships derived from actual
data: value versus duration; and cumulative cost commitment curves
versus time. The statistical accuracy of modelling the standard cost
commitment curves was tested thoroughly (see Chapter 7). The
level of accuracy was compared with a previous value curve model
and was proved to be encouraging. The following section shows
how the concept of using a standard cost curve was evaluated and
proved to be reliable.
The value versus duration relationship was modelled after
identifring the effective criteria. The spread of the actual data over
the fitted model was shown to be wide particularly in certain
groups. This is to be expected in an industry like the construction
industry. Again the concept of random and systematic errors
applied to company levels Is expected to enhance the accuracy of
this relationship. The interviewed contractors predicted turnover
by projections and experience. There was only one contractor who
predicted turnover on Individual contracts. In his calculation a
duration of eight months was assumed for all contracts. The value
of each contract was distributed equally over the eight months, thus
neglecting the S-curves.
9.4 VALIDATION THROUGH CASE STUDIES
One of the four approaches to model testing is running the model
with historical data to see whether It is producing actual past
results with sufficient accuracy (case study). Having said that,
unless the number of case studies is statistically representative, a
conclusion cannot be confirmed on the level of accuracy.
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Obviously, the data needed to run a case study in the CFMCC is
strategic and strictly confidential. None of the interviewed
companies were ready to provide such Information, even the
outdated ones were considered confidential. Alternatively, two
approaches were proposed which may substitute the actual case
study. Five contractors agreed to participate in one or two of the
proposed approaches. The two approaches are listed below:
I) perform a series of actual case studies on the most critical
part of the model (the single net cash flow module); and
ii) develop an imaginary case study which evolves through
several modfficatlons suggested by contractors; the case study
is then to be used to validate the output.
9.4.1 ValIdating the Single Net Cash Flow Module
Two levels of tests were conducted on the single net cash flow
module. Firstly, the accuracy of the calculated net cash flows, were
tested. This was done by analysing past projects where all the
required input data was provided by the managers involved in these
projects. The output results were then compared with the actual
net cash flow. The second test examined the possibility of using an
ideal cost curve to be used for cash flow forecasting. An average
cost curve was built from all projects analysed. This curve was then
used in the module to determine the net cash flow for each project.
The results were then compared with the actual data.
a Collecting the Data
The following data were required for the tests:
cost commitments;
net cash flows;
percentages of cost categories; and
indications of the rest of the input data including mark-up, time
lags, front end loading, retention, etc.
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Fifteen construction companies were requested to provide data.
Ten companies showed a strong Interest in the research but stated
that such data was confidential. Five companies participated In the
research and provided data on cost commitment curves. Three of
these companies didn't have separate listings of their cash flow.
The remaining two provided the required data for five major
projects. Details on the types of projects were not revealed for
confidentiality.
Table 9.1 presents the required input for the five projects. All
these data were estimates provided by the companies' financial
accountants, apart from the cost contributions which were
calculated from the contract accounts.
Project number
Input	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
duration (mth) 15.00	 17.00	 17.00	 12.00	 16.00
mark-up (%)	 6.00	 8.00	 11.00	 15.00	 9.00
premium (%)
	 2.00	 2.00	 0.00	 4.00	 5.00
retention (%)	 5.00	 5.00	 2.50	 5.00	 5.00
unbalance	 1.15	 1.30	 1.05	 1.20	 1.50
labour cost (%)	 5.15	 4.40	 2.92	 22.26	 21.21
material (%)	 12.15	 23.00	 12.86	 30.95	 41.21
subcontract (%) 68.20	 61.10	 69.93	 20.00	 23.64
plant (%)
	
4.50	 3.50	 5.29	 16.79	 8.94
site overhead(%) 10.00 	 8.00	 9.00	 10.00	 5.00
Table 9.1 - Input data for the five projects
The unbalance factor had to be explained by several plots of value
curves with different d values. The time lag for different cost
categories Is shown in Table 9.2 which shows little variation
between different contracts and different contractors. Table 9.3
and 9.4 shows the client payment delay and the stock period
respectively.
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Time lag (months)
Project	 Cost	 0	 1	 2	 3
number	 category
labour	 100	 0	 0	 0
1	 materials	 10	 50	 30	 10
subcon.	 0	 50	 50	 0
plant	 0	 0	 70	 30
overhead 100
	 0	 0	 0
labour	 100	 0	 0	 0
materials	 10	 50	 30	 10
2, 3
	
subcon.	 0	 70	 30	 0
plant	 0	 0	 70	 30
overhead 100
	 0	 0	 0
labour	 100	 0	 0	 0
materials	 10	 40	 40	 10
4, 5
	
subcon.	 0	 60	 40	 0
plant	 0	 0	 70	 30
overhead 100
	 0	 0	 0
Table 9.2 - Time lag between incuning of cost by contractor and
payment of cost by contractor as percentage of cost, by
category, for all projects.
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Percentage client payments delayed at month:
Project	 1	 2	 3
Number_______________ _______________ ____________________
1	 70	 30	 0
2	 100	 0	 0
3	 100	 0	 0
4	 80	 20	 0
5	 80	 20	 0
Table 9.3 - De1y in payments by client as % of total payments due
Project	 Percentage	 of stock bought In month:
number	 0	 -1	 -2
1,2,3	 50	 40	 10
4,5	 40	 40	 20
Table 9.4 - Age of stock by percentage of total used at any one
month (current month =0)
All the contracts tested involved payments for materials on site.
The values entered in Table 9.1 for the cost of materials refer to
materials supplied by the contractor and not by subcontractors.
Although contractors claimed that valuations were also made on
material supplied by subcontractors, the contractors pass on these
payments to subcontractors and therefore the value of these
payments Is omitted from both sides of the equation.
Concerning the provision of site preparation cost, only one contract
provided early payment as shown by the premium cost category in
Table 9.1. The retention agreements were similar for all the
projects. The agreed retention rate Is deducted from the valuations
of the contract up to the level where the contract reached its half
value. In order to examine the performance of the single net cash
flow model, the SDY measurement was used (see Chapter 7).
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b.	 Results
The cost commitment model was first fitted for each of the five
projects. The data for each project was transformed into the logit.
The nature of the logit transformation is such that when the data
approaches either 0% or 100% then the logit will approach - or +
infinity respectively. Kenley & Wilson simulated many alternative
exclusion ranges and found out that by excluding data within the
ranges 0-10% and 90%-100% a reasonable fit can be obtained (see
Chapter 7). This was used in fitting the cost commitment model.
Table 9.5 shows the a and 13 of each project with the associated
SDY.
Project	 cx	 13	 SDY
number______________ ________________ ________________
1	 0.22	 1.42	 2.36
2	 -0.13	 1.20	 3.08
3	 0.30	 1.53	 2.89
4	 -0.14	 1.22	 3.33
5	 0.31	 1.21	 2.22
Table 9.5 - a and 13 for the five projects, with associated SDY
The SDY values indicate that the model fits the different projects
accurately and the values of SDY are well below the outliers found by
Kenley and Wilson (SDY 6%). The estimated net cash flow profiles
obtained from these curves were compared with the actual ones.
SDY values were measured to evaluate the accuracy of the module
(Table 9.8). Unfortunately, these values cannot be compared with
previous models as this Is the first attempt to test a net cash flow
module with actual data.
The accuracy of the test was further demonstrated by two
alternative methods. First, the estimated profiles were plotted
against the actual data (Figure 9. 1A). The second method Involves
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calculating the monthly difference between the actual and the
estimated values as Indicated in Table 9.6.
These values are presented in percentage form and could be
evaluated In monetary terms by multiplying them with the total cost
of the relevant contract. The error is shown to vary between ± 3%
on the extremes. In construction contracting this range is
considered well within the acceptable limits. This confirmed the
reliability of the module.
ERROR
Month Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Project 4 Project 5
0	 0.046	 0.018	 0.000	 -0.030	 0.000
	
-0.901	 -0.323	 -0.300	 -0.065	 -0.601
2	 1.381	 0.753	 0.846	 -0.930	 -2.334
3	 0.099	 -0.286	 0.629	 0.540	 -0.118
5	 -0.237	 1.845	 0.482	 -1.209	 -0.757
6	 -0.773	 1.330	 -0.147	 0.051	 -0.734
7	 -0.033	 1.125	 0.866	 3.518	 3.597
8	 -2.286	 -0.966	 -3.002	 -1.223	 -1.452
9	 -1.934	 -1.366	 -2.303	 -1.867	 -1.787
10	 -1.120	 -0.802	 -1.075	 -2.580	 -1.502
11	 -1.501	 -0.478	 -0.488	 -1.536	 -0.985
12	 -0.127	 0.681	 -0.091	 0.502	 -0.283
13	 -0.761	 0.191	 0.287	 2.618	 0.310
14	 -0.275	 0.814	 0.228	 0.066	 0.482
15	 0.067	 0.324	 0.699	 -0.152	 1.448
16	 0.015	 0.278	 0.155	 0.025	 0.635
17	 -0.256	 2.004	 0.354	 0.745
18	 -0.340	 -0.107	 -0.405	 0.325
19	 -0.130	 -0.285	 -0.224	 0.110
20	 -0.076	 -0.037	 -0.089
21	 -0.020	 -0.014
Table 9.6 - Measuring the monthly difference between estimated
and actual net cash flows, using the individual cost
Curves.
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The average cost commitment model was based on all the five
projects. The contrast between the average curve and the
individual curve is demonstrated by the results shown In Table 9.7.
SDY
Project number	 Average	 individual
1	 2.49	 2.36
2	 6.86	 3.08
3	 3.69	 2.89
4	 6.26	 3.33
5	 3.14	 2.22
Table 9.7 - Comparison of SDY for Individual and average cost
models.
The SDY values for the individual curve are lower than the average
curve. As the cost curve Is one of the affecting variables of the net
cash flow module, the effect of errors in the average curve should
decrease In the residual module. This is shown in Figure 9. lB. The
net cash flow module is still a good fit to the actual data. A
comparison of standard deviation for the individual and average
model upon which the net cash flow based is shown in Table 9.8.
Finally, the monthly difference between the actual and the
estimated net cash flows were calculated for each project (Table
9.9). A slight increase in error can be noticed, but the module is
considered a reliable tool for forecasting.
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SDY
Project number
	 Individual	 Average
1	 0.96	 0.67
2	 0.90	 1.20
3	 0.97	 0.86
4	 1.58	 2.10
5	 1.30	 2.08
Table 9.8 - Comparison of SDY for Individual and average net
cash flow models
c. Feedback from the test
The validity of the single net cash flow module was tested by
comparing the output of the module with five actual net cash flows.
Cost schedules were collected for five building projects and were
separately modelled using the logit transformation technique.
Contractors seemed to have a good knowledge of the remaining
Input data required, as they did in entering the testing
requirements. The module produced good results as the difference
between the estimated and the actual net cash flows was relatively
small (as Indicated In Tables 9.6 and 9.8).
The possibility of using an ideal cost curve was tested by fitting an
average one through the five projects analysed. The SDY measures
obtained out of these fits were close to the measures obtained in
fitting the standard cost curves (Chapter 7). The average curve was
used to calculate the net cash flow for each project and the results
were compared with actual net cash flows, as presented in Tables
9.8 and 9.9. The SDY values in Table 9.8 and the error calculated in
Table 9.9 are relatively small which Indicates the reliability of the
model as a forecasting tool.
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ERROR
Month Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Project 4 Project 5
0	 0.044	 0.028	 0.000	 -0.023	 0.000
1	 -0.695	 -0.339	 -0.247	 -0.129	 -0.826
2	 1.692	 0.906	 0.556	 -0.827	 -3.101
3	 0.495	 -0.284	 0.279	 0.503	 0.513
5	 0.270	 1.576	 0.218	 -1.599	 1.331
6	 -0.129	 0.761	 -0.249	 0.229	 1.893
7	 0.740	 0.270	 0.969	 2.288	 6.390
8	 -1.410	 -2.059	 2.689	 -3.036	 1.354
9	 0.998	 -2.632	 -1.809	 -3.986	 0.940
10	 -0.173	 -2.285	 -0.444	 -4.680	 1.110
11	 -0.595	 -1.991	 0.209	 -3.392	 1.508
12	 0.688	 -0.747	 0.595	 -0.959	 2.067
13	 -0.075	 -1.052	 0.891	 1.525	 2.449
14	 0.266	 -0.157	 0.694	 0.091	 2.224
15	 0.464	 -0.320	 0.995	 -0.159	 2.662
16	 0.259	 -0.030	 0.274	 -0.069	 0.858
17	 -0.271	 1.982	 0.314	 0.359
18	 -0.335	 0.000	 -0.569	 0.143
19	 -0.120	 0.107	 -0.524	 -0.054
20	 -0.026	 -0.076	 -0.080
21	 -0.033	 -0.024
Table 9.9 - Measuring the monthly difference between estimated
and actual cost cash flows, using the average cost curve.
The analysed actual net cash flows tended to vary and when
previous research findings are also considered the indication Is that
an Ideal net cash flow Is not possible. However, the model was
proven to be highly flexible and adaptive to the profiles of Individual
projects.
Finally, the model proved to be a simple, fast and accurate
forecasting tool to be used by contractors who appreciate the
Importance of cash flow forecasting at the tender stage. '1rpIcal S-
curves were derived (Chapter 7) and can be used by contractors at
that stage. When time moves on arid the contract Is In progress,
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the contractor can use the fitting technique to develop a suitable
curve for that particular contract using the available data. However,
the above test showed that such effort is not necessary as the
average S-curve produced adequate accuracy.
As far as the CFMCC is concerned, the process of adding several
contracts consolidates the error further. Therefore, the CFMCC is
expected to produce overall contracting cash flow forecasting with
encouraging accuracy.
9.4.2 Applying the CFMCC to an Imaginaly Case Study
In the absence of actual data to run a case study on the CFMCC, it
was necessary to develop an equivalent which could be used to
validate and demonstrate the operations of the model. An
Imaginary case study was developed Interactively with experienced
personnel in the contracting industry. The case study involved a
hypothetical company (ABC Construction) which was about to take
efficacious steps toward strategic and budgeting techniques.
Contractors were invited to comment on the case study In general
and the data entry In particular, in order to enhance the reliability
of the validation process. Several modifications were followed until
It was ready to be run.
The CFMCC was used to run the case study, and results were
generated. All participants (five contractors) confirmed the
reliability of the results and supported the effectiveness of the
model.
9.4.2.1 Applying the CFMCC on ABC Construction
ABC Construction was taken to be a contracting company
established in 1963, with three regional offices, operating mainly in
the south east of the United Kingdom. Its annual turnover for 1988
was taken as £85m. The company undertakes civil engineering,
building and recently management contracting.
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The CFMCC was applied on this hypothetical company In order to
validate and demonstrate its effectiveness. A full example of the
steps performed during the strategic planning process is given
below.
I)	 Setting up Objectives
The following objectives were considered for the overall shape of
the company:
a	 Increase or maintain past years' profitabifity;
b. increase the rate of growth in the overall activities;
c. reduce the risk faced by the company and shareholders; and
d. diversify their market.
More attention was to be paid regarding the overall risk faced by
the corporation. The high rate of executing small size contracts
Increased marketing risk in particular. A turning point was to be
taken by the corporation to reduce that risk.
ii) Analysis of Strengths and Weaknesses
Past data representing past years' performance were analysed and
entered Into the model . The data are listed In Appendix D.
The process of analysing performance Involved extracting values
which were considered favourable or unfavourable. Questions were
then asked as to the causes behind these values. Two separate lists
were produced representing weaknesses and strengths. These lists
excluded unfavourable or favourable factors which were not caused
by Inefficiency or efficiency of the company. Weaknesses were
identified to be the folowing:
a the number of large size contracts executed was limited;
b. profit margins for commercial buildings were small;
C. profit margins for design and build contracts were small;
d. delay of client payments for public buildings was relatively
high; and
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e.	 premium cost of civil engineering, commercial buildings, and
refurbishment contracts was high especially for small size
contracts.
The list was taken and examined to identify the reasons behind the
Inefficiency. The following reasons were found respectively.
a Refurbishment contracts contributed to a major sum of the
company's overall activities. These contracts tended to be
small. Most of the company's resources were occupied In
these contracts, the fact that limited the ability to tender for
large size contracts. The reputation of being a major
refurbishment contractor and the limited experience in
executing large contracts, reduced invitations for such
contracts.
b. The efficiency of the workforce Inparucular parts of
commercial buildings (e.g. brickwork) was poor. The
company can probably achieve better performance when
subcontracting such operations to others. In this perspective,
the company can simultaneously improve its cash flow
position.
c. The low rates of mark-up on design and build contracts were
due to the two major competitors operating in the same area.
However, the rate of winning was still poor.
d. A large portion of public buildings contracts was awarded by
the Ministry of Defence. This client is commonly known for
long payments delay. Little can be done to accelerate these
payments.
e. The high cost of plant transportation causes the relatively
high percentage of premium cost. In the case of commercial
buildings and refurbishment contracts, the premium cost is
largely taken by the contractor himself due to the low
percentage of subcontracting.
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The company's strengths for last year were considered to be:
a	 profit margins for Industrial buildings were relatively high;
Ii profit margins for civil engineering contracts were relatively
high; and
c. the availability of refurbishment contracts was high.
The reasons for these strengths were identified to be:
a the company have efficient and reliable subcontractors in
Industrial building contracts.
b. high rates of mark-up were implemented for civil
engineering contracts and this reduced the rate of winning
these contracts; only few selected clients were ready to
accept high tenders for the company's good reputation; arid
c. the good reputation in refurbishment contracts enabled the
company to receive high numbers of invitations; this was due
to the existing efficient workforce and the high number of
successful contracts executed.
iii) Analysis of Intangible Factors
Intangible factors cannot be measured by the performance entry
data. They can be identified according to the experience of
managers. Some of these factors can be favourable or unfavourable.
The the following points were considered.
a a large portion of the company's work was small size
contracts, which is rather risky, since the company often has
to secure new orders;
b. the rates of executing cost plus contracts, adjusted price
contracts and management contracts were low, and this
increased the overall estimating risk;
C. the rates of executing civil engineering, design and build, and
management contracts were low, and this reduced the
diversity of activities, which consequently Increases the
sensitivity to the market; and
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d. the company clients for refurbishment contracts were reliable
in their commitment for payments, arid this makes a large
portion of the overall debtors secure.
iv) Analysing and Forecasting the Market
Looking back at the performance of the market during previous
years and using various marketing forecasts, the market for the
following three years was predicted. An outhne of this prediction is
listed below:
a it is expected that the economy in general will continue to
grow In all sectors, the growth rate In the construction
market being at a peak in the next year, then the rate will
slow slightly for the following two years;
b. there will be reduction in public spending and therefore the
growth will be mainly from the private sector;
c. a considerable part of public spending will be diverted into
refurbishment; and
d. a lot of construction contractors have recently been launched
and thus higher competition in certain sectors of the market
(management and design and build In particular) is expected.
Numbers of orders to be issued and the shares of different groups of
these numbers are listed In Appendix D.
v) Setting up Strategies
The following stage was to analyse all the available information in
order to appoint strategies which can assist the contractor In
reaching his objectives. This stage is performed interactively with
the model, I.e. strategies should be simulated on the computer to
determine whether they will yield suitable results.
Several runs were conducted and the following strategies were
developed (the following list outlines the general behaviour of
strategies, the actual values are shown in Appendix D):
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a	 Increase the share of large size contracts, by improving
reputation and increasing the rate of tender;
h reduce investment in new plant for civil engineering
contracts, which will reduce the capital employed and the
risk of capital lock-up;
c. increase the share of management contracts to diversify
activities and reduce estimating risk;
d. Increase the share of industrial buildings to capitailse on good
performance;
e. reduce the level of activities In commercial buildings and
minimise the workforce In this area by subcontracting some
of the operations, and concentrate also on few clients and
develop a good reputation; and
1.	 increase the rate of mark-up on design arid build contracts,
and concentrate on possible tenders only.
vi) Using the Model to Simulate Strategies
The change in contract size executed was confusing in terms of
turnover and profit. Therefore, it was necessary to use the model
many times in order to determine the number of contracts
required to generate a suitable turnover. After many trials, the
model produced successfully a suitable output using the
implemented strategies.
The number of contracts needed to generate suitable turnover and
profit is presented in Table 9.10. The percentages of contracts
available, tendered, and awarded are presented in Appendix D.
Contractors participated in the model evaluation, Indicating that
such actions do not happen very often, but they did not rule out
their possibility. The change of strategies In the case study was
deliberately shown to be gradual, as increasing the market share
takes time and effort.
Results of the simulation are listed in Appendix D. The annual
turnover predicted for 1989 according to the implemented
strategies was £107,112,000. For 1990 and 1991 the values were
£139,400000 and £148,388,000 respectively. These values
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indicate that an Increase In contract size was not associated with a
considerable Increase In turnover. The high values of contracts are
usually distributed over a longer duration, hence dividing the total
value for example on two or three years.
Year
Size by duratIon	 -1	 0	 1	 2
(0-6)	 75	 41	 37	 6
(7-12)	 26	 39	 54	 71
(13-36)	 2	 24	 35	 45
Table 9.10 - Number of contracts to be awarded In the case study.
Results also show a considerable decrease in working capital. This
was mainly due to the reduction In employed labour in commercial
buildings and refurbishment contracts. The change in contract size
in this case also reduced the required working capital. Large
clients often pay more regularly and pro mpfly as shown in the entry
data. The rate of retention is likely to be lower. The percentages of
premium cost and overheads are lower. Front end loading Is more
effective in large contracts. On the other hand retention is held for
longer times than In small contracts.
9.5 VALIDATING THE STOCHASTIC NATURE OF THE CFMCC
The CFMCC InhIbit some stochastic nature. This can be
demonstrated when running the model several times with the same
Input data and getting different output. This nature is due to the
randomly generated duration and value of contracts, the starting
dates, and types of these contracts.
The model was designed so that it simulates the construction
activities based on Individual contracts. In doing so, the model
became more complicated. It can always be argued that an
alternative model can be built based on average values. At the same
time, the model should take into account changes in strategies and
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does not generate contracts individually. Such models will probably
be smaller in size and faster to use.
The mechanism of combining contracts with different sizes,
durations, types (especially payments of retentions), and starting
dates is very complicated to simulate on an average basis. A lot of
assumptions have to be made and results may become inaccurate.
This possibifity can be tested using the CFMCC to run the validated
case study several times. Hence output is compared in order to
measure the variations produced by the stochastic behaviour.
In doing so the model is being evaluated simultaneously in terms of
its effectiveness as a corporate fmancial model in the construction
industry. A relatively wide variation in the output would indicate
that construction output cannot be forecasted and can only be
simulated.
9.5.1 AnalysIs and Results of Stochastic Testing
The case study was used to run the model (current and future
work) five times with the same input data. Figure 9.2 shows the
results of three cumulative parameters. The cumulative closing
values at the end of the first year (twelve months Interval) were
used to measure the variability of these runs. The following
equation was used to measure variability:
x(i) - avg(x)
var(i)% = abs(	 )xlOO
avg (x)
where x(i) is the cumulative value of paramter (I) at twelve months
Interval.
avg(x) is the average value of all x(i)s
abs is absolute.
Variations In working capital were related to average net cash flow
Instead of the average working capital. This is because working
capital may be reduced to levels where It becomes highly sensitive
to variations.
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Cumulative Parameters 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Turnover	 0.082 1.933 3.927 3.779 1.703
Movement In Cash flow 	 0.877 6.206 7.253 4.547 2.623
Total Working Capital 	 2.65 4.86 1.42 5.38 0.71
Table 9.11 - Evaluating the stochastic nature of the CFMCC applied
to large size contractors
Table 9.11 lists the measured variations. Turnover Is shown to have
limited variability ranging between zero to four percent. Cumulative
movement In contracting cash flow alters more as variations reach a
maximum exceeding seven percent.
The total working capital varied with a maximum value of £858,470
(i.e. 5.38% of the net revenue at the end of the year). Predictions of
working capital are often used to calculate cash flow and plan and
control company performance. It is a very Important factor with
respect to accuracy. Yet It Is often very difficult to forecast with
adequate accuracy.
Actual budgets for a large size construction division showed great
differences between budgeted values and actual ones. The budgeted
value of working capital for 1987 was -25,868,00O, while the
actual one came to -11,766,000, a difference of £14,102,000.
Relating this to the net cash flow of £21,546,000 Is 65.45%. ThIs
Is a huge error that cannot be caused by a random error, but a
systematic one. Therefore it can be concluded that the maximum
variability of 5 percent due to the stochastic nature of the model
was well below the industrial performance.
A second test was conducted to evaluate the stochastic nature on a
smaller size company. The same case study was used, but In this
case the numbers of contracts issued were reduced.
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The company turnover was reduced as a result to approximately
£34m. The model was run four times with the same Input data.
Cumulative Parameters
	 1	 2	 3	 4
Turnover	 3.973 1.272	 7.153 1.908
Movement In Cash flow 	 0.851 3.867	 1.377 6.095
Total Working CapItal 	 1.21	 5.65	 12.41 8.55
Table 9.12 - Evaluating the stochastic nature of the CFMCC applied
to small size contractors.
Table 9.12 and Figure 9.3 show the variations incurred due to the
stochastic nature. The effect of the reduction in company size was
as expected. Turnover varied with a rate exceeding 7%. ThIs Is to
be expected when generating randomly fewer number of contracts.
Working capital was also shown to vary more In smaller size
companies. A maximum percentage of 12.4 was still considered
acceptable to the Industry. However, higher rates will be
unwelcome.
Variability in cash flow did not show an Increase. The only
explanation to that Is the coincidence of different sign of variations
between turnover, profit and working capital.
Some contractors forecast current work separately from future
work. Therefore, contract values, durations, starting dates and
types are no more random. In order to evaluate the feasibility of
this, a third test was conducted. The same case study was used, but
this time only future work was stochastically simulated five times.
Table 9.13 lists the measured variations.
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Cumulative Parameters 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Turnover	 2.47 1.29 1.79 3.30 3.85
Movement in cash flow	 4.45 3.87 1.74 2.31 4.63
Total working capital	 1.53 4.19 4.41 3.77 5.08
Table 9.13 - Evaluating the stochastic nature of the CFMCC applied
to future contracts of a low work-in-progress construction company.
Results Indicate that fixing current work did not reduce variability
significantly. The level of current work In that particular case study
was low. Thus the effort deployed In forecasting separately current
work In such companies is not justified.
Another test was required to evaluate the feasibility of such effort
for a contractor with higher levels of work in progress. The above
case study was modified to produce higher levels of current work.
Table 9.14 shows the number of contracts simulated in different
sizes for the past and current year.
Number of contracts
Year	 (0-6)	 (7-12)	 (13<)
Lastyear	 27	 32	 28
Current year
	
29	 34	 29
Table 9.14 - The number of contracts simulated to evaluate
variations in companies with higher levels of work In
progress
The modified case study was run once to generate current and
future work. Then, the model was run five times in terms of future
contracts only. Variations are measured In Table 9.15. In terms of
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cash flow and turnover, the average measure of variation declined
slightly but not as expected.
Cumulative Parameters
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Turnover	 1.40 0.11 4.01	 0.55	 3.01
Movement In cash flow	 2.88 0.69 2.72	 4.75 3.91
Total working capital
	 2.00 1.55 3.07	 1.34	 1.01
Table 9.15 - Evaluating the stochastic nature of the CFMCC applied
to future contracts of a high work-in-progress
construction company
Further Investigation showed that contractors with higher work in
progress usually execute lower number of contracts. The overall
contracting activities became more sensitive to individual contracts.
Therefore, in such situations contractors face more fluctuating
budgets. This fact reduces the amount of Improved accuracy
expected to be achieved by fixing current contracts.
9.5.2 Feedback From the Stochastic Tests
The above tests indicated that the CFMCC can be used effectively to
forecast and control turnover, cash flow, working capital, etc. The
model can be applied to companies with turnover of £30m and
higher. The variability of turnover and working capital increased
when the company was reduced In size to £34m. It Is believed that
a smaller size of contractor will not be able to forecast turnover
within 10% accuracy unless he deploys some effort In forecasting
current work.
Contractors with similar levels of current work do not need to
consume their time In compiling the current contracts forecast.
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Contractors with higher levels of current work achieve encouraging
accuracy when forecasting current work separately. It is the
author's belief however, that the CFMCC produce relatively accurate
results without a separate forecast for current work. The
improvement in the accuracy as a result of the current work
forecasts has not given sufficient justification for the tedious effort
involved.
Finally, it can be concluded that the stochastic nature of the CFMCC
was justified, and could be used effectively to develop envelops for
financial control.
9.6 EVALUATION OF CFMCC
Alter validating the reliability of the model it is necessary to
evaluate the effectiveness of the model In producing financial plans.
Firstly, a comparison was made between results obtained using the
CFMCC and that of the conventional projection approach. Secondly,
contractors were asked to evaluate the CFMCC and comment on the
effectiveness of the model In their strategic and financial planning.
9.6.1 ComparIson of the Output of CFMCC with the Conventional
Approach
The CFMCC case study was used to generate financial results using
the conventional projection approach. The conventional approach
was using previous financial performance to predict future results.
The CFMCC was used to simulate this approach by using past entry
data for future generation of contracts. This was thought to be a fair
simulation of the projection approach. The numbers of contracts
Issued were adjusted to include market growth. All other data
entry (plant, buildings, etc) remained unaltered (from the previous
case study). The model was run and results were produced.
Figure 9.4 lists the consolidated output report of this run. A
comparison was made between these results and the multiple
output generated by using effectively the CFMCC. Figure 9.5
demonstrates the large differences between the two cases.
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Turnover was forecasd'o be higher. Cash flow was also predicted
to be higher since previous years generated relatively higher profit.
Working capital was significantly higher as the change In strategies
was not simulated by the projection technique.
These results indicate that conventional projection approach may
well produce considerably inaccurate results. Therefore, two
important conclusions have to be borne in mind:
a contractors have to conduct strategic planning together with
budgeting; and
b. they have to use an accurate tool which assists them in
simulating the company results of these strategies Si.e. t'ne
CFMCC).
In all other cases contractors should not rely on their budgets for
planning and controlling their activities.
9.6.2 Evaluation of CFMCC by Contractors
The five contractors who participated in validating the model were
shown the results of the above comparison. They were asked to
comment on the comparison In particular and the effectiveness of
the model in general. Their comments were centered around the
following issues.
1. They confirmed that the difference between the two results
was significant, and in particular situations, has been
experienced.
2. One of the smaller size contractors (3Om) however, argued
that when such a change in strategies is to happen, they will
be considered in the budget. When asked about the way of
simulating such variations, he replied, "by experience".
3. It was agreed. overwhelmingly that the model covers a
comprehensive area of the company activities, and at the
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same time flexible to variations in environmental and
strategic factors.
4. An interesting argument was raised by one of the interviewed
contractors. The data required to run the model was not
readily available. If the model is to be used by that particular
contractor they will use judgement and experience in
entering the data. Therefore, if experience is not accepted in
the conventional approach of budgeting, it will not also be in
the CFMCC.
There are two answers to the above argument; one is that
committing errors in parts of the equation Is not as bad as
committing errors on the whole. In other words, when using
experience to evaluate front end loading, client payment
delays, etc., the errors committed in each will consolidate
when calculating the working capital. In conventional
methods, the contractor uses his experience (plus projecting
past data) to predict directly the working capital.
Secondly, it is the objective of the research to outline the
Importance of this data entry to contractors strategic and
financial budgeting. Thus, contractors should start thinking
on these terms and deploy some effort In providing this data.
5. One of the contractors confirmed that they were working to
develop an information system which will provide data on
these variables.
6. The case study showed the effectiveness of the model in
determining interactively some of the suitable strategies such
as the number of contracts needed to generate a specified
turnover. The model however, is used with the trial and
error procedure to come out with the numbers. Contractors
found such calculations to be very useful and suggested the
inclusion of optimising facilities In order to operate the trial
and error automatically.
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It should be argued however, that the model simulates a
complicated system. If the model is to be modified from a
simulation model into an optimising one, the flexibility in
simulating various strategies will be limited.
7. The results of the stochastic simulation were considered to
be most suitable. Variabilities amongst the repetitive runs of
the model were relatively low. However, it is still useful in
developing envelops for controlling performance.
8. The model was considered to be generic In Its ability to cope
with different types of users. Some contractors thought it
was complicated for small contractors. One contractor
claimed that if the model is to be used In their company, it
should be modified to take into account the effort deployed by
their managers at the end of each year, to collect the standing
accounts. This demonstrates the fact that corporate financial
models are usually developed for individual companies, and
cannot be found commercially on the market. The CFMCC
was developed for research purposes, and if the model Is to
be used by a particular company, some modifications have to
be made.
9. Finally contractors found the results of the research helpful
and it also prompted them with information of which they
were previously unaware.
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10.1 CONCLUSIONS
Construction contractors suffer a great many financial problems
which can often lead them to bankruptcy. Strategic and financial
planning are two essential steps for the contractor's survival and
growth. Current procedures In strategic planning were shown to be
poor in the construction industry. Although some large
construction companies were able to build diverse and stable
organisatlons which were to some extent immune to variations in
market demand and working capital, these companies were
numbered and yet have not achieved the standard performance in
other Industries. Current procedures in financial planning and
budgeting were also shown to be unreliable and did not Incorporate
variations in strategies and environments, thus reducing further
their accuracy. The CFMCC is an attempt to overcome this difficulty
by combing corporate strategies with financial planning and
budgeting. The system highlights the important factors that
organisations should Incorporate in their strategic planning, and
evaluates financially the outcome of the alternative strategies. When
strategies are chosen, the output of the system is then used to plan
and control the corporate activities.
The testing and Implementation of the CFMCC on a case study has
shown that it is possible to apply this idea in contracting
organisations with sufficient accuracy. The research has also
resulted In the following conclusions.
Results of the industrial interviews confirmed that cash flow
and working capital are very important measures of
performance. Top management (especially in large
construction companies) uses them to control the overall
operations. Therefore, the accuracy in forecasting these
parameters is essential.
2. Analysis of contractors' accounts showed that financial
performance varies considerably between companies and
years. This is mainly due to different strategies and
environments. Thus, financial plans and budgets should be
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prepared simultaneously with corporate plans, using a tool
which is able to Incorporate strategies and environments (the
CFMCC).
3. The CFMCC inhibit some stochastic nature. This nature is
due to the randomly generated durations and values of
contracts, the starting dates and types of contract. The
model was designed so that it simulates the construction
output based on individual contracts. In doing so, the model
became more complicated and time consuming. The
feasibility of building a much simpler model which is based on
average or overall values was evaluated. Results confirmed
that the stochastic nature of the CFMCC was justified and
could be used effectively to produce envelops for financial
control.
4. One of the major applications of the CFMCC is to evaluate
alternative strategies and then budget the financial
performance of the chosen ones. The stochastic nature of the
model raises an important question, "Does the model need to
be run several times for each input data?". This was
examined through series of tests. Results indicated that small
contractors (with turnover less than approximately £30m)
have relatively high variability in terms of turnover, cash flow.
working capital, etc. Thus, the model should be run
stochastically even when evaluating strategies. The time
required for such simulation Is considerable even when
generating a small number of contracts. This, plus the fact
that smaller contractors have less strategic applications,
undermines the effectiveness of the CFMCC for small
contractors.
5. Large size contractors can rely on individual runs for strategic
evaluation. The variability of the model output with respect to
the stochastic nature is shown to be relatively limited. It Is
up to the contractor whether to run the model stochastically
at the final budgeting stage. It Is the author's belief that
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contractors with turnover higher than £ lOOm will not require
a stochastic simulation.
6. Next year's turnover is the integration of current, secured and
future contracts. The feasibility of forecasting current work
separately was tested. Contractors with low levels of work in
progress (i.e. executing high numbers of small to medium
contracts) do not require to conduct separate forecasts for
these contracts. Contractors with higher levels may enhance
the accuracy of their budgets slightly in doing so. However,
the improvement gained as a result has not given sufficient
justification for the tedious effort involved.
7. In order to compare the accuracy of the CFMCC with that of
current budgeting techniques, a test was conducted. These
techniques were simulated using the CFMCC to run the same
case study. Results showed that the projection concept of
current budgets is fundamentally Incorrect and may produce
significant errors. It was concluded, therefore, that current
budgets should not be used by contractors to control
activities.
8. Analysis of the construction industry problem through
previous literature resulted in identifying two main causes:
the low level of working capital required to operate
contracting activities; and the cyclic nature of different
sectors of the construction market. Being big, with well
organised diversification, Is a good solution to this problem.
However, this increases the need for extensive strategic and
financial planning. The CFMCC offers a device which assists
contractors in these tasks.
9. One of the major parts of the CFMCC is the forecast of single
net cash flows. Examination of several actual net cash flows
confirmed that contracts are unique in this respect. Hence,
models based on standard single net cash flows are not
feasible.
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10. Previous work showed that standard value vs. time curves are
very useful for contractors' cash flow forecasting. The tedious
task required to compile the contract cost and schedule is
reduced significantly in this approach. However, there was
evidence that standard value curves are not sufficiently
accurate. This research identified and proved four causes of
the variability in these curves. An alternative variable was
chosen which is not affected by two of these causes.
Contracts were classified according to several criteria (thus
eliminating the third cause). Two criteria were found to
affect the shape of the cost commitment vs. time curve. These
were the size and type of contract. Consequently, seven
groups were modelled and the accuracy of the fitted curves
was measured. A comparison was carried out between the
accuracy of standard cost commitment curves with that of a
previous value model. Results confirmed that standard cost
commitment curves are more accurate.
11. One of the four causes identified to contribute to the
variability of value curves is the poor classification of contracts
used to fit the standard curves. Using actual data (taken from
literature), two groups of contracts were compared for the
accuracy of the fitted curves, one containing different types of
contract taken from different sources, and the other
including one type of contract collected from a particular
contractor. Results showed that the accuracy of standard
value curves developed from properly classified contracts Is
more encouraging.
12. The model of single net cash flow forecasting, using standard
cost commitment curves, was tested on five actual case
studies. The model produced excellent results In terms of
accuracy and ease of use. The difference between using
unique cost curves (derived through detailed estimation of
contracts) and standard cost curves, was limited, and
certainly does not justify the cumbersome task involved.
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13. The standard cost commitment vs. time model was fitted for
seven groups of contracts. Analysis of the shapes of these
curves highlighted the unique characteristics of these groups.
The time taken to start small contracts (site preparation and
planning) is short. The slow start and finish associated in
large size contracts were not found in small ones. This is due
to the restricted time span associated with short contracts.
The type of contract (traditional, design and build,
management) affects the cost flow profile considerably. In
design and build contracts, the cost incurred at the beginning
is high, since it includes design fees. Thus, the S-profile
associated with traditional contracts is influenced by the high
cost build up at the front. Management contracts usually start
with a period where subcontractors are being selected and
the schedule of work planned. Therefore, the premium cost
associated with traditional contracts is transferred to sub-
contractors. This considerably reduces the committed cost at
the start.
14. In an attempt to model the relationship between value and
duration of contract, three criteria were identified to affect
the relationship: type of client (private or public); type of
project (building or civil engineering); and form of tender
(fixed price or adjusted price).
15. AnalysIs of data collected from local authorities indicated that
the average ratio of actual duration to the agreed duration for
civil engineering contracts was 1.035. Although the ratio
varied between a maximum value of 2 and a minimum of
0.333, the average value confirms the reliability of the
estimated durations. Comparing these values with those of
building contacts which were executed during the 60s,
reveals that time expectations in the past were significantly
under-estimated.
16. The value vs. duration relationship was fitted for six groups of
contracts. Analysis of these relationships highlights the
unique characteristics of these groups. Adjusted price
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contracts were shown to have high values and more
Importantly long durations. Fixed price contracts varied
more in terms of values and durations. However, on average,
contracts which take longer durations are likely to be
adjusted price. The type of client also Influenced the
relationship. Private contracts are executed faster than public
contracts. Variation within private contracts, however, is
higher. Finally, the type of project showed different
relationships. Civil Engineering contracts (especially small)
were executed faster than building contracts. Discussions of
all these types of behaviour are given in Chapter 8.
17. The industrial Interview (Chapter 4) indIcated that
contractors have two main types of corporate structure:
evolved and established. Established corporate structures are
more flexible in terms of strategies and control. Evolved
structures are easier and faster to build. However, practical
examples have shown how mergers and acquisitions can be
managed and directed successfully to sustain the overall
established structure.
18. Plant and other machinery can be classified according to their
life in the corporation. For construction plant, on average,
there are three groups: 3, 5 and 10 years. For other
machinery, Including cars, they tend to be 3 and 5 years
average life. However, the values of these are not correlated
to the lives.
19. The CFMCC relates contracting activities with the level of
plant investments using hire charges. This method was
tested on the case study and confirmed to be simple and
reliable.
20. The Input variables for strategic and financial planning were
identified in this research. Contractors should use these
variables for analysing strengths and weaknesses, analysing
the market, setting objectives and targets, and controlling
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performance. The lists of these variables are given In Chapter
5 (input to the CFMCC).
21. The CFMCC was developed using a spread sheet (LOTUS 123).
Spread sheets are commonly known for their applications in
financial accounting and control. However, LOTUS 123 has
proved to be an efficient tool for modelling and simulation of
complicated contracting activities. After getting used to the
inhibited functions, commands and macros, the development
of the model was not difficult. Although some limitations
were found during the programming stage (see Chapter 5),
the author also recommends the software for non-financial
simulations.
10.2 CONTRIBUTIONS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The main contribution of the research is the development of
CFMCC. Some parts of the system had other explicit applications In
different levels of the construction Industry. These are, namely, the
single net cash flow model, the cost commitment vs. time model,
and the value vs. duration model. The contribution of the research
with respect to these models Is outlined with some re-
commendations.
10.2.1 The CFMCC
The CFMCC provides a viable tool for contractors to simulate,
evaluate and control strategies. The data entry to the model
highlights the variables that should be used for measuring
performance, assessing the market and setting targets. In practice,
this data Is not all available to contractors in the format given. It is
usually hidden within contracts accounts and requires an
information system to extract them and convey them to strategic
management. During model testing, contractors became aware of
the importance of such Information and how to use it.
It is over optimistic to suggest that the model can be applied to all
types of contractors. Small contractors may claim that It Is too
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complicated for their own operations. Others have different levels
of applications. Contracting firms seem to have strongly devolved
management in the way that each regional office manages its own
operations independently. The CFMCC will help central
management at the head office to be more Involved In the strategic
decisions of the operational activities. Nevertheless, the model can
still be applied at the regional level in established corporate
structures. Each regional office in this structure operates many
types of activities which usually match those of the construction
division. Evolved corporate structures have their regional offices
operating unique businesses. Thus, the CFMCC may be considered
to be complicated for the Individual office. The only application of
the model for this structure is at the head office.
Finally It should be argued that the model was designed to be
generic (I.e. it was not dedicated to a particular company). When
evaluating the model with contractors, It was clear In some cases
that if the model is to be applied In a particular company, a few
modifications have to be made in order to incorporate the unique
characteristics associated with different contractors.
10.2.2 The Single Net Cash Flow Model
Cash flow forecasting for individual projects is necessary to estimate
the financing cost of contracts and ensure the provision of adequate
cash to fmance them. These tasks are predominantly required at
the tendering stage where contractors are most occupied in
preparing the tender within the short period available. Therefore,
a simple and fast to use model is required to forecast cash flow
accurately.
The single net cash flow model developed in this research offers a
simple and accurate solution. The model was tested on five actual
case studies and produced excellent results. The improved
accuracy achieved in modelling standard cost commitment curves
(instead of value curves) enhances the credibility of this model to
others.
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Contractors who participated in the tests agreed overwhelmingly on
the simplicity of the model. The choice of the standard cost
commitment curve is straightforward. Other Input variables are
also known to the contractor at the tendering stage and could be
varied effectively to evaluate different policies.
10.2.3 The Cost Commitment vs. Time Model
Standard cost commitment vs. time curves can be very useful for
contracts cost control. Previous work has shown several attempts
to build standard value curves for clients' cost control and cash flow
forecasting. The standard cost commitment models developed In
this research produced sufficient accuracy for Individual cash flow
forecasting and the CFMCC. However, for the purpose of cost
control, the accuracy achieved may not be satisfactory.
The average fits for different groups of contracts have shown unique
profiles. The Individual fits within each group were closely related
to the average. Although the envelops formed by each group were
smaller than those in previous models, they are still not narrow
enough for the control of Individual contracts.
Unlike cash flow forecasting, the preparation of cost flow for
project control can be done after the winning of a contract and
development of the construction plan. It Is the author's belief that
cost control should be based on detailed estimation of cost and
schedule of contracts.
10.2.4 The Value vs. Duration Model
The value vs. duration model may have other potential applications.
Investors can utilise this relationship in their financial appraisal and
budgeting. It can also be used as a base for negotiations between
clients and contractors. In this research the model was fitted into
six groups of projects. The accuracy of fits varied with respect to
the type of client, type of project and form of tender. Public
buildings In particular and adjusted price tenders In general
produced relatively accurate relationships. These are most useful In
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public authorities and other government establishments which
invest in building projects.
Civil engineering projects and private buildings were shown to be
more variable. However, the average curves together with the
scatter may still be used as guidelines for the applications given
above.
10.3 Recommendations for Further Research
(i) In practice, contractors usually operate within several
divisions. Contracting activities usually generate substantial
amounts of cash, while other divisions (especially housing and
property development) are capital intensive. The CFMCC
simulates only the construction division. This can be
developed further to incorporate other divisions. Such a
model will inevitably be used at the group head office. This
will raise some problems since management of the group have
little knowledge on the operational level. However, the
proposed model will hopefully assist the group to perceive
better strategies than can be done at the divisions. The
advantages of the model in terms of fInancial planning are
demonstrated in that achieved when relating plant hire
activities with contracting (CFMCC).
(ii) One of the major applications of the CFMCC is the evaluation
of strategies by "what If' tests. Some modifications may be
required to enable the model to perform sensitivity analysis
automatically. This would be useful for examining the effect of
variables on the financial output. Having said that, different
contractors have unique financial and operational structures.
Hence, different companies are affected by such analysis
differently. Comprehensive research must incorporate many
companies and perform sensitivity analysis for each. Such
research will be restricted by the long time required to run
the analysis.
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(iii) In modelling value vs. duration relationships, estimated values
were used instead of actuals. For civil engineering projects,
this was proved to be reliable. However, no data were
available on actual values and durations for building contracts.
Suggestions in the construction industry, plus the reliability
of civil engineering data, indicate that these values may be
used confidently. Further research may investigate this by
collecting estimates and actual data for building projects
(refer to Chapter 8).
(iv) The data entry for the CFMCC is not usually all available to
strategic management. The importance of this data was
stressed in this research. An information system can be
developed for a construction company which will ensure
efficient provision of thls data. The author believes that such
research Is critically useful to contractors.
(v) The two corporate structures highlighted in this research
offer wide scope for further research. Companies with
different structures may be evaluated in terms of profitability,
growth, etc. In addition, the advantages and disadvantages In
pursuing one way or another can be identified further.
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE INDUSTRIAL SURVEY
CORPORATE STRUCTURE
1. Explain the corporate structure of the group and the
construction division.
2. What is the turnover of each and what is the working capital?
3. What market do the construction division cover in terms of
types and location?
4. What Is the smallest contract you are able to bid for?
5. Do you execute large projects from a particular subdivision or
from any regional office?
6. Who is your client?
7. How much do you subcontract to others?
OPERATiVE
8. Does each of the construction subdivisions have independent
physical resources as they move between them?
9. How about management resources?
10. What is the percentage of subcontracting in different types of
construction?
11. How much of your plant usage is hired from outside?
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FINANCIAL POSITION
12. Do you have a corporate financial model?
13. Do you do corporate planning? How, how often and who is
involved in that?
14. How do you forecast the environment?
15. How do you forecast market competition?
16. How do you assess your strengths and weaknesses, and what
factors are Involved in that?
17. How do you plan for growth within your division?
18. Do you assess other competitors' progress and how?
19. Is there any strategic decision on the number and types of
contracts to be executed?
20. Do you discuss strategies with the group or the head office?
21. Do you take inflation and interest rates into account when
formulating strategies?
22. How do you evaluate the risk of different strategies?
FINANCIAL BUDGETING
23. Explain the system of budgeting In your company.
24. Do you use a computer to assist you in the budet?
25. What is the accuracy of your budget?
26. In what aspects does the budget benefit you?
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27. Are you confident and satisfied with the level of accuracy?
INDiVIDUAL CASH FLOW FORECASTING
28. Do you forecast cashflow for individual projects, how and who
is involved In it?
29. Do you use it in the budget?
30. Do you use the S-curve technique?
31. Does cash flow vary significantly for individual projects.
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL
32. Is each of your operating offices independent in their
accounting?
33. How do you account for dividends, tax, retained profit within
divisions and the group?
34. How do you consolidate all the operating office accounts into
the division and group?
35. How do you control performance?
CIRCULATION OF INFORMATION AND PLANS
36. How do strategic decisions flow within the corporate
structure?
37. How does the budget flow within the corporate structure?
38. How does performance flow within the corporate structure?
RECORDS OF STRATEGIES
39. Explain the historic growth of your organisation.
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40. Give examples of group and operational strategies that have
been pursued in the past.
FINANCIAL FACTORS
41. Show the contracting accounts for the current and past year.
42. Explain the feasibility of using financial measurements of
contractor performance.
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APPENDIX C
Previous Techniques in Simulating Front-End Loading and
Overmeasure
At least two people have attempted to simulate the unbalancing in
value curves. Kerr in 1973 added an unbalancing facility to the
already existing cash flow forecasting program (at Loughborough
University of Technology). The concept used to deviate an
unbalanced value curve can be explained by menus of two
coordinates:
(1) the percentage of project duration at which the variation is to
occur; and
(2) the percentage variation from the standard cumulative value
at that point.
The standard curve was treated as a zero line and each new curve
was defined by the week number and Its positive or negative
ordinate at this point. The resultant curve passes through the zero
points (start and end) and the new ordinate value at the specified
week of variation. The curve was calculated polynomlally. The
weekly ordinate values for this new curve were calculated and
added to the weekly values of the standard cumulative value curve to
form the new cumulative value curve.
The second technique of simulating front end loading was
developed by Ashley, D. and Telcholz, P. Figure Cl describes the
basis for their approach. The ordinate value of the sloping line at
each project time period is a scaling factor to multiply by the
earnings in that period. The end result of this process Is
production of a pseudo-earning curve which is shifted towards the
beginning of the project. When the payments are allowed to spring
off this new curve, or more favourable cash flow will result for the
contractor. Different levels of front end loading are produced by
varying the value of dl, the unbalance factor. For each d 1 value a
straight line Is drawn until it intersects the project time equal T
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C.,
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Project time
time. The value of d2 is varied until the cumulative value of the
pseudo-earnings Is equal to the value of original earnings. A binary
search technique was suggested to be employed on a
microcomputer to find the d2 value to an acceptable level of
accuracy.
Figure Ci Linear uxibi1nncIng model
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APPENDIX D
Classifications and Results of the
Contracts used In the Cost Commitment Models
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Project	 Company Type of New or	 Type of	 Duration
No.	 name	 project	 refurbish contract (month)
1	 D	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
2	 D	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 6
3	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
4	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
5	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
6	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
7	 B	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 6
8	 B	 Comm.	 new	 trad.	 6
9	 B	 Indust.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
10	 B	 Indust.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
11	 B	 Indust.	 refurb.	 trad.	 2
12	 B	 indust.	 new	 trad.	 2
13	 B	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 6
14	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
15	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 2
16	 B	 small	 ------	 trad.	 5
17	 D	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 7
18	 D	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 12
19	 D	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 8
20	 D	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 7
21	 D	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 7
22	 D	 lndust.	 new	 trad.	 7
23	 D	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 9
24	 D	 Indust.	 refurb.	 trad.	 9
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Project	 Company Type of	 New or	 Type of	 Duration
No.	 name	 project	 refurbish contract (month)
25	 D	 public	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
26	 D	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 1 1
27	 D	 comm.	 new	 demo!.	 10
28	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 11
29	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
30	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 9
31	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
32	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 10
33	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 10
34	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 9
35	 B	 Comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 9
36	 B	 Comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
37	 B	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 11
38	 B	 Comm.	 new	 trad.	 11
39	 B	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 9
40	 B	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 11
41	 B	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 8
42	 B	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 7
43	 B	 Comm.	 new	 d&b	 9
44	 B	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 11
45	 B	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 9
46	 B	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 1 1
47	 B	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 9
48	 B	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 10
49	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
50	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 11
51	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 10
52	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 9
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Project	 Company Type of New or	 Type of DuraUon
No.	 name	 project	 refurbish contract (month)
53	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 1 1
54	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 9
55	 B	 bridge	 new	 trad.	 10
56	 B	 bridge	 new	 trad.	 7
57	 B	 bridge	 new	 trad.	 7
58	 B	 small	 trad.	 7
59	 B	 small	 trad.	 9
60	 B	 small	 trad.	 10
61	 D	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 17
62	 D	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 16
63	 D	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 14
64	 D	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 23
65	 D	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 18
66	 D	 indust.	 new	 trad.	 14
67	 D	 indust.	 new	 trad.	 16
68	 D	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 13
69	 D	 public	 new	 trad.	 19
70	 D	 public	 refurb.	 trad.	 18
71	 D	 public	 refurb.	 trad.	 17
72	 B	 Comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 13
73	 B	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 16
74	 B	 Comm.	 new	 d&b	 16
75	 B	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 18
76	 B	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 18
77	 B	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 18
78	 B	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 17
79	 B	 iridust.	 refurb.	 Irad.	 15
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Project	 Company 1ype of	 New or	 Type of	 Duration
No.	 name	 project	 refurbish contract (month)
80	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 13
81	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 14
82	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 17
83	 B	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 14
84	 B	 bridge	 new	 trad.	 13
85	 E	 road	 new	 trad.	 11
86	 E	 road	 new	 trad.	 8
87	 C	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 15
88	 C	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 18
89	 C	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 14
90	 C	 comm.	 refurb	 trad.	 8
91	 C	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 13
92	 C	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
93	 C	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 8
94	 C	 public	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
95	 C	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 7
96	 C	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 16
97	 C	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 15
98	 C	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 12
99	 C	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 17
100	 C	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 12
101	 C	 indust.	 new	 d&b	 10
102	 C	 Indust.	 new	 d&b	 I I
103	 C	 indust.	 new	 d&b	 9
104	 C	 Indust.	 new	 d&b	 16
105	 C	 comm.	 new	 man	 16
106	 C	 comm.	 new	 man	 8
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Project	 Company Type of	 New or	 Type of	 Duration
No.	 name	 project	 refurbish contract (month)
107	 A	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
108	 A	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
109	 A	 Indust.	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
110	 A	 public	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
111	 A	 housing	 refurb.	 trad.	 6
112	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 6
113	 A	 Indust.	 refurb.	 trad.	 5
114	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 11
115	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 12
116	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 8
117	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 8
118	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 9
119	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 10
120	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 8
121	 A	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 7
122	 A	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
123	 A	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 7
124	 A	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 9
125	 A	 comm.	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
126	 A	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 9
127	 A	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 10
128	 A	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 10
129	 A	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 10
130	 A	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 11
131	 A	 Indust.	 refurb.	 trad.	 11
132	 A	 Indust.	 refurb.	 trad.	 8
133	 A	 public	 new	 ti-ad.	 12
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Project	 Company Type of New or	 Type of Duration
No.	 name	 project	 refurbish contract (month)
134	 A	 public	 new	 trad.	 12
135	 A	 bridge	 new	 trad.	 11
136	 A	 bridge	 new	 trad.	 9
137	 A	 road	 new	 trad.	 11
138	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 18
139	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 18
140	 A	 comm.	 new	 trad.	 14
141	 A	 Indust.	 new	 trad.	 17
142	 A	 indust.	 new	 trad.	 16
143	 A	 public	 new	 trad.	 13
144	 A	 Comm.	 new	 d&b	 9
145	 A	 Comm.	 new	 d&b	 9
146	 A	 Indust.	 new	 d&b	 10
147	 A	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 14
148	 A	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 14
149	 A	 comm.	 new	 d&b	 17
150	 A	 Indust.	 new	 d&b	 17
151	 A	 comm.	 new	 man	 11
152	 A	 comm.	 new	 man	 15
153	 A	 comm.	 new	 man	 18
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Project	 a	 SDY	 SDY
no.	 individual	 average
1	 1.892	 1.869	 0.543	 6.725
2	 -0.847	 1.463	 1.813
3	 1.813	 1.734	 0.607	 6.472
4	 0.553	 1.378	 5.053	 9.290
5	 1.049	 1.049	 0.475	 4.694
6	 2.365	 2.861	 8.459	 9.898
7	 1.472	 1.076	 3.229	 9.537
8	 0.530	 1.205	 2.821	 8.789
9	 0.593	 1.587	 4.049	 10.134
10	 0.354	 3.134	 8.339	 20.691
11
12
13	 1.534	 1.921	 7.871	 4.735
14	 2.080	 1.579	 4.949	 10.945
15
16	 0.240	 1.659	 4.505	 15.573
17	 0.121	 1.224	 4.212	 1.561
18	 0.780	 1.641	 2.734	 8.517
19	 0.539	 1.467	 4.322	 5.296
20	 -0.295	 1.605	 1.945	 9.103
21	 0.301	 1.869	 4.931	 6.540
22	 -0.378	 1.645	 3.100	 10.262
23	 -0.022	 0.973	 1.330	 4.779
24	 -0.208	 1.404	 3.921	 7.304
25	 -0.388	 1.234	 4.611	 10.150
26	 -0.321	 1.314	 3.748	 8.957
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Project	 cx	 SDY	 SDY
no.	 individual	 average
27	 1.271	 1.471	 4.720
28	 0.157	 0.938	 2.788	 4.283
29	 0.439	 1.411	 2.319	 3.867
30	 -0.204	 1.982	 2.949	 9.818
31	 0.900	 1.371	 7.337	 10.585
32	 0.134	 1.478	 3.802	 3.447
33	 0.718	 1.322	 7.295	 7.988
34	 0.074	 2.251	 5.905	 9.687
35	 0.421	 1.478	 3.262	 3.992
36	 0.634	 1.392	 1.645	 6.554
37	 0.123	 1.348	 2.889	 2.302
38	 -0.246	 1.103	 3.977	 8.130
39	 1.015	 1.826	 2.400	 11.199
40	 0.440	 0.821	 1.361	 2.244
41	 0.697	 1.374	 1.663	 7.523
42	 -0.086	 1.973	 1.783	 8.872
43	 0.411	 2.395	 3.902	 9.974
44	 0.575	 2.231	 5.010	 9.364
45	 -0.146	 1.371	 4.728	 6.281
46	 0.242	 1.248	 1.957	 0.543
47	 0.557	 2.108	 2.208	 8.651
48	 0.117	 1.057	 3.411	 2.721
49	 0.006	 1.277	 2.185	 3.613
50	 -0.295	 1.198	 2.016	 1.495
51	 0.087	 1.329	 3.725	 2.626
52	 0.609	 1.118	 2.236	 7.366
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Project	 a	 13	 SDY	 SDY
no.	 Individual	 average
53	 0.343	 1.466	 2.123	 3.235
54	 0.276	 1.595	 2.517	 4.177
55	 0.558	 0.944	 6.448	 8.369
56	 0.506	 1.507	 4.032	 5.036
57	 0.793	 1.391	 4.476	 8.910
58	 0.367	 1.023	 4.428	 4.375
59	 0.163	 1.346	 3.601	 1.863
60	 -0.161	 1.269	 2.620	 6.355
61	 -0.533	 1.535	 4.127	 4.700
62	 -0.592	 0.959	 2.465	 10.524
63	 -0.314	 1.943	 1.256	 10.266
64	 -0.511	 1.308	 2.743	 8.394
65	 0.031	 0.910	 1.751	 2.342
66	 0.422	 1.351	 3.796	 10.898
67	 0.315	 1.811	 2.403	 9.916
68	 0.106	 1.215	 2.607	 5.913
69	 -0.295	 1.572	 1.696	 2.947
70	 -0.308	 1.793	 1.659	 4.922
71	 0.272	 1.546	 3.425	 8.654
72	 -0.745	 1.271	 3.583	 8.400
73	 0.474	 1.705	 3.611	 11.622
74	 -0.300	 1.407	 2.221	 6.331
75	 -0.519	 1.204	 3.205	 5.141
76	 -0.157	 1.523	 2.101	 3.015
77	 -0.666	 1.507	 1.207	 6.348
78	 -0.629	 1.378	 3.624	 6.026
79	 -0.044	 1.464	 3.599	 3.909
80	 0.015	 1.290	 2.250	 4.277
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Project	 a	 SDY	 SDY
no.	 Individual	 average
81	 0.213	 1.202	 3.185	 7.771
82	 -0.356	 1.371	 2.400	 1.832
83	 -0.050	 1.471	 1.390	 3.871
84	 -0.370	 1.383	 1.183	 2.068
85	 1.395	 2.733	 1.707	 14.803
86	 0.192	 1.365	 4.186	 1.856
87	 -0.478	 1.441	 2.784	 3.696
88	 -0.227	 1.062	 2.864	 3.296
89	 -0.265	 1.203	 1.360	 1.418
90	 0.994	 2.063	 2.363	 11.209
91	 -0.530	 1.060	 2.738	 6.744
92	 -0.122	 1.096	 1.156	 6.011
93	 -0.423	 1.567	 2.584	 4.575
94	 0.631	 1.528	 3.301	 6.574
95	 1.070	 0.653	 2.405	 15.618
96	 0.354	 1.537	 2.249	 8.429
97	 0.156	 1.039	 1.602	 3.335
98	 1.229	 1.606	 4.061	 11.734
99	 -0.081	 1.169	 2.606	 2.142
100	 -0.214	 1.104	 2.028	 5.006
101	 0.033	 0.991	 4.079	 7.157
102	 0.833	 0.931	 1.791	 7.675
103	 -0.014	 1.218	 2.494	 9.247
104	 0.415	 1.223	 1.480	 7.832
105	 -1.409	 1.521	 2.091	 2.595
106	 -0.976	 1.730	 4.896	 0.337
107	 1.377	 1.174	 1.164	 6.460
108	 1.667	 1.537	 0.974	 6.043
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Project	 a	 SDY	 SDY
no.	 Individual	 average
109	 1.138	 1.431	 4.383	 0.772
110	 2.310	 1.873	 4.842	 10.900
111	 1.271	 1.460	 3.461	 1.320
112	 1.782	 1.587	 1.460	 7.105
113	 0.553	 1.243	 8.987	 8.570
114	 0.174	 1.251	 2.838	 0.796
115	 -0.609	 1.492	 2.543	 13.234
116	 0.206	 1.258	 2.840	 0.486
117	 0.133	 1.179	 3.374	 1.428
118	 0.370	 1.261	 5.235	 2.582
119	 0.292	 1.175	 3.268	 1.602
120	 0.234	 1.268	 4.312	 0.628
121	 0.405	 0.961	 1.339	 5.768
122	 0.174	 1.401	 1.833	 2.373
123	 0.000	 1.136	 3.849	 3.763
124	 0.510	 1.339	 3.201	 4.737
125	 0.088	 1.486	 3.545	 3.919
126	 0.017	 1.096	 2.147	 3.688
127	 0.364	 1.106	 2.824	 3.362
128	 -0.116	 0.884	 2.416	 7.749
129	 0.041	 0.980	 3.551	 4.476
130	 0.405	 0.949	 1.907	 5.944
131	 -0.012	 1.416	 3.817	 4.546
132	 0.632	 1.641	 3.512	 6.874
133	 0.657	 1.450	 4.129	 6.856
134	 0.682	 1.219	 3.329	 7.887
135	 0.274	 1.227	 1.994	 1.019
136	 0.411	 1.357	 3.421	 3.313
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Project	 a	 13	 SDY	 SDY
no.	 individual	 average
137	 0.379	 1.589	 2.975	 4.445
138	 -0.227	 1.135	 1.739	 2.208
139	 -0.099	 1.622	 2.368	 4.401
140	 0.155	 1.377	 1.422	 6.617
141	 -0.469	 1.343	 2.330	 3.594
142	 -0.206	 1.455	 1.672	 1.968
143	 -0.083	 1.784	 1.240	 5.780
144	 0.287	 1.130	 1.721	 4.382
145	 0.793	 0.824	 1.712	 8.076
146	 0.694	 1.096	 1.487	 4.818
147	 -0.051	 0.906	 1.826	 2.186
148	 0.243	 0.917	 1.430	 5.503
149	 0.092	 0.987	 2.239	 2.349
150	 0.256	 0.992	 1.685	 5.270
151	 -0.939	 1.670	 0.991	 0.232
152	 -1.350	 1.508	 1.436	 3.008
153	 -1.448	 1.217	 1.146	 2.884
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APPENDIX E
Listing of the Case Study
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year-9	 siall	 iediui	 large
	
5	 0	 0
probability	 1	 0	 0
	
0	 1	 1
angle	 0	 0	 0
iax value	 70	 10000	 50000
'in value	 2000	 50000	 250000
scrap 2	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner 2	 10.02	 10.0%	 10.02
expected o. of hours	 40	 40	 40
siiulated o. of hours	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
•argin
-9	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
-8	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-7	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-6	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-4	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
-3	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.00%
-2	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.00%
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 80.00%	 0.002	 0.002
higher purchase	 10.00%	 0.00%	 0.002
lease	 10.00%	 100.008	 100.00%
1	 80.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%
2	 90.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
lease sargin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
368
year-B	 siall	 iediui	 large
No.	 10	 2	 0
probability	 0.8333333333 0.1666666667	 0
	
0 0.8333333333	 1
angle	 0	 0	 0
iax value	 100	 3000	 50000
un value	 3000	 20000	 250000
scrap 2
	 10.08	 10.0%	 10.02
oner 2	 10.0%	 10.08	 10.0%
eipected No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
siunlated No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.018	 0.012
uargin
-8	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.002
-7	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.00%
-6	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
-4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-2	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
-1	 10.008	 10.002	 10.00%
0	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 10.002	 10.002	 10.002
2	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.008
type of aquisition
outright purchase
	
80.00%	 80.002	 80.002
higher purchase 	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
1	 80.00%	 80.002	 80.00%
2	 90.00%	 90.002	 90.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.002	 100.002
higher purchase dpst
	
10.002	 10.008	 10.002
increase in intrst hp
	
10.00%	 10.002	 10.002
lease jargin	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
369
year-I	 siall	 •ediu,	 large
No.	 21	 5	 1
probability	 0.7717777718	 0.1851851852	 0.037037037
0 0.17771111B 0.962962963
angle	 0	 0	 0
iax a1ue	 100	 4000	 30000
un yalue	 4000	 30000	 100000
scrap 8	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner 1	 10.08	 10.0%	 10.0%
	
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
	
siuulated No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
	
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
•argin
	
-7	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
-6	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.002
	
-5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
-4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
-3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
-2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
1	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	3 	 10.002	 10.002	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 80.002	 80.00%	 80.00%
higher purchase	 10.002	 10.002	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
1	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
	
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.001
	3 	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst	 10.008	 10.002	 10.008
	increase In intrst hp
	
10.008	 10.002	 10.00%
lease ,argin	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.00%
370
year-6	 siall	 iediui	 large
No.	 25	 10	 3
probability
	
	 0.6578947368 0.2631578941 0.0789(73684
0 0.6578947368 0.9210526316
angle	 0	 0	 0
uax value	 300	 5000	 38000
un value	 5000	 38000	 180000
scrap %
	
10.0%	 10.0%	 10.02
owner 2	 10.0%	 10.02	 10.0%
expected No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
siuulated No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.012	 0.01%
largin
-6	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-I	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase
	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
higher purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 80.002	 80.00%	 80.008
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.008
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpat
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrat hp	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease largin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
371
year 5	 sash	 •ediva	 -	 large	 -
	
30	 11	 6
probability
	
	
063829787230234042553201276595745
00 6382978723 0 8723404255
ang le	 0	 0	 0
----------------------
iax value	 500	 10000	 50000
mm value	 10000	 50000	 250000
10	 ---
owner S
	
10 0%
	 10 05	 10 05
expected o of hours 	 40	 40	 40
simulated No of hours	 40	 40	 40
-------------------------------------------------------------
direct cost S per hour	 0 01%	 0 01%	 0 01%
-------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------
-5	 10 00%	 10 00%	 1000%
-4	 1000%	 1000%	 10 00%
-3	 10 OCX	 IC CCX	 10 CCX
-2	 1000%	 10 oo
-1	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
-\	 0	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
1	 1000%	 10 00%	 1000%
2	 10 DOX	 1D DOX	 JD DD
3	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
4	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
5	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
-------------------------------------------------------------
outright purchase	 8000%	 8000%	 8000%
higher purchase	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
lease	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
1	 8000%	 8000%	 8000%
2	 9000%	 9000%	 9000%
3	 100 00%	 100 00%	 100 00%
higher purchase dpst	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
increase in intrst hp
	
1000%	 1000%	 1000%
lease margin	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
372
year-5	 siall	 iediu	 l&rge
No.	 25	 10	 4
probability
	
	 0.641025641 0.2564102564 0.1025641026
0 0.641025641 0.8974358974
angle	 0	 0	 0
iaz value	 100	 7000	 40000
un value	 7000	 40000	 190000
scrap %	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner %
	
10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
siiulated No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost % per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
iargin
-5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase
	
80.00%	 80.00%	 00.00%
higher purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 101.00%
higher purchase dpst	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in lntrst hp	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease largin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
373
year-4	 small	 medium	 large
Mo.	 25	 10	 4
probability
	
	
0.641025641 0.2564102564 0.1025641026
0 0.641025641 0.8974358974
angle	 0	 0	 0
ma' ,alue	 300	 9000	 42000
mm ialue	 9000	 42000	 200000
scrap %	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner %
	
10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected Mo. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
simulated Mo. of hours	 40	 40	 40
direct cost % per hour 	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
margin
-4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
6	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
higher purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease margin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
374
y ear-4	 suall	 •ediui	 large
Mo.	 21	 11	 3
probability
	
0.6 0.3142857143 0.0857142857
0	 0.6 0.9142857143
angle	 0	 0	 0
iai value	 400	 8000	 45000
un value	 8000	 45000	 210000
scrap %	 10,0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
	
eipected o. of hours	 40	 40	 40
	
situlated h. of hours	 40	 40	 40
direct cost % per hour 	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
sargin
	
-4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
-3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
-2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisitiou
outright purchase	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
higher purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
1	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
	
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
	
higher purchase dpat
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrat hp	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease uargin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
375
year-3	 siall	 tedius	 large
No.	 24	 8	 3
probability	 0.6857142857	 0.2285714286	 0.0857142857
0 0.6857142857 0.9142857143
angle	 0	 0	 0
iax value	 500	 10000	 50000
un value	 10000	 50000	 250900
scrap 2	 1002	 100%	 100%
owner 2	 10.02	 10.0%	 10.0%
	
expected No of hours 	 40	 40	 40
	
siuulated No of hours	 40	 40	 40
	
direct cost 2 per hour 	 0 01%	 0 01%	 0 01%
largin
	-3 	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
-2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
	
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
	
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
1	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
3	 10.002	 10.002	 10.00%
	
4	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
5	 1000%	 1000%	 10002
	
6	 1000%	 1009%	 1000%
	
1	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
type of aquisition
outright purchase 	 8000%	 8000%	 8000%
higher purchase	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
lease	 10002	 1000%	 1000%
	
1	 8009%	 8000%	 8000%
	
2	 9000%	 9000%	 9000%
	
3	 100 00%	 100 00%	 1U0 00%
higher purchase dpst
	
10002	 1000%	 1000%
	
increase in intrst hp	 1000%	 10002	 1000%
-----------------------------
lease largin	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
376
year-3	 s.all	 iediui	 large
Ko.	 22	 11	 2
probability	 0.6285714286 0.3142857143 0.0571428571
0 0.6285714286 0.9428571429
angle	 0	 0	 0
y alue	 500	 10000	 50000
un a1ue	 10000	 50000	 250000
scrap S	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner 8
	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected Ko. of hours
	 40	 40	 40
siunlated o. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 2 per hour 	 0.01%	 0.012	 0.01%
iargln
-3	 10.002	 10.002	 10.002
-2	 10.005	 10.00%	 10.002
-1	 10.008	 10.008	 10.00%
0	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.00%
type of aquisitioo
outright purchase 	 80.00%	 80.002	 80.00%
higher purchase	 10.008	 10.005	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.002
1	 80,00%	 80.008	 80.00%
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.00%
3	 100.002	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst
	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
Increase in intrst hp	10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease •argin	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.00%
377
year-3	 siall	 iediui	 large
Mo.	 37	 15	 5
probability	 0.649122807 0.2631518947 0.0877192982
0 0.649122807 0.9122807018
angle
iax value	 500	 10000	 50000
am value	 10000	 50000	 250000
scrap 2	 10.02	 10.02	 10.0%
oner 2	 10.02	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected o. of hours	 40	 40	 40
siiulated No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.012	 0.01%
iargin
-3	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.09%
-2	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 80.002	 80.00%	 80.002
higher purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
2	 90.008	 90.00%	 90.00%
3	 100.002	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
lease iargin	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.002
378
year-2	 siall	 .ediui	 large
No.	 16	 7	 2
probability
	
0.64	 0.28	 0.08
	
0	 0.64	 0.92
angle	 0	 0	 0
sax value	 500	 10000	 50000
sin value	 10000	 50000	 250000
scrap 2	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.08
owner 2
	 10.0%	 10.08	 10.02
	
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
	
sisulated No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
	
direct cost 2 per hour 	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
sargin
	
-2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
	
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
0	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.002
	
1	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.008
	
2	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.008
	
3	 10.008	 10.002	 10.002
	
4	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
6	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.008
	
T	 10.002	 10.008	 10.002
	
8	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
type of aquisitlon
outright purchase	 80.008	 80.002	 80.008
higher purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease	 10.008	 10.008	 10.00%
	
1	 80.00%	 80.008	 80.005
	
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.00%
	
3	 100.002	 100.00%	 100.002
higher purchase dpst
	
10.008	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
Increase in intrat hp	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.008
lease sargin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
379
year-2	 siall	 •ediu.	 large
o.	 21	 10	 3
probability	 0.6176470588 0.2941176471 0.0882352941
0 0.6176470588 0.9117647059
angle	 0	 0	 0
uai value	 500	 10000	 50000
un value	 10000	 50000	 250000
scrap %	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
ovner %
	
10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected h. of hours
	
40	 40	 40
siuulated No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost % per hour 	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
largin
-2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase
	
80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
higher purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpat
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease •argin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
380
y ear-i	 siall	 iediui	 large
No.	 35	 12	 4
probability	 0.6862745098 0.2352941176 0.0784313725
0 0.6862745098 0.9215686275
angle
iax value	 500	 10000	 50000
am value	 10000	 50000	 250000
scrap %	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner %	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
siiulated No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost % per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
iargin
-2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
-1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase
	
80.00%	 80.00%	 00.00%
higher purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 80.00%	 80.00%	 80.00%
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpat	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp 	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease •argin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
381
year-i	 siall	 •ediui	 large
Mo.	 15	 6	 2
probability
	
0.652113913	 0.2608695652	 0.0869565217
0 0.652173913 0,9130434763
angle	 0	 0	 0
•az value	 500	 10000	 50000
am yalue	 10000	 50000	 250000
scrap 2	 10.02	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner 2
	 10.02	 10.02	 10.02
	
expected Mo. of hours	 40	 40	 40
	
sliulated Mo. of hours	 40	 40	 40
	
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.012	 0.012
sargin
	
-1	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
1	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
	
2	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
	
3	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
6	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
7	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
8	 10.00%	 10.008	 10,00%
	
9	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 70.008	 70.00%	 70.002
higher purchase	 20.00%	 20.00%	 20.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
1	 70.00%	 70.008	 70.00%
	
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.00%
	
3	 100.00%	 100.008	 100.002
higher purchase dpst	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
	
increase in Intrat hp	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.00%
lease sargin	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
382
year-i	 81a11	 sedlu,	 large
No.	 20	 9	 2
probability	 0.6451612903 0.2903225806 0.064516129
0 0.6451612903 0.935483871
angle	 0	 0	 0
sax yalue	 500	 10000	 50000
sin value	 10000	 50000	 250000
scrap 2	 10.0%	 10.02	 10.0%
owner 8	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
sisulated No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.012	 0.012
sargin
-I	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
0	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.008
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.008
3	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
4	 10.002	 10.008	 10.00%
type of aqaisition
outright purchase	 70.00%	 70.00%	 70.00%
higher purchase	 20.00%	 20.008	 20.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 70.00%	 70.00%	 70.00%
2	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.008
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst 	 10.008	 10.008	 10.00%
increase in intrat hp	 10.008	 10.008	 10.00%
lease sargin	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.008
:: :?..	 .::VN::'v..........:y.>::.::'x.>v.:z.
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• .1'
year-I	 siall	 •ediva	 large
No.	 30	 10	 3
probability	 0.6976744186 0.2325581395 0.0697674419
0 0.6976744186 0.9302325581
angle	 0	 0	 0
iaz value	 500	 10000	 50000
am value	 10000	 50000	 250000
scrap 2	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
2	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
aipected No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
slaulated No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
direct coat 2 per hour 	 0.01%	 0.01%	 1.01%
largin
-1	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisitlon
outright purchase	 70.00%	 70.00%	 70.00%
higher purchase	 20.00%	 20.00%	 20.00%
lease	 10.00%	 10.00%	 11.00%
1	 70.00%	 70.00%	 70.00%
2	 90.00%	 90.002	 90.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst
	
10.002	 10.002	 10.00%
Increase in intrst hp 	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease •argin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
384
year0	 siall	 aediu.	 large
No.	 10	 2	 1
probability	 0.7692307692 0.1538461538 0.0769230769
0 0.7692301692 0.9230769231
angle	 0	 0	 0
iax y alue	 500	 11000	 51000
un value	 11000	 51000	 260000
scrap %
	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner %
	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
siunlated No. of hours
	
40	 40	 40
direct cost % per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
iargin
0	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
4	 10.09%	 10.00%	 10.00%
5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
6	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
7	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
• .	 8	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
9	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
10	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase 	 30.00%	 30.00%	 30.00%
higher purchase	 20.00%	 20.00%	 20.00%
lease	 50.00%	 50.00%	 50.00%
.............................................................
1	 30.00%	 30.00%	 30.00%
2	 50.00%	 50.00%	 50.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpat 	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
-------------------------------------------------------------
increase in intret hp	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
lease uargin	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
385
386
year0	 siall	 iediu,	 large
No.	 10	 4	 1
probability
	
	
0.6666666667 0.2666666661 0.0666666667
0 0.6666666667 0.9333333333
angle	 0	 0	 0
iax value	 500	 11000	 51000
un value	 11000	 51000	 260000
scrap 2	 10.08	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner 2
	 10.0%	 10.08	 10.08
	
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
iiulated No. of hours	 40	 40	 10
	direct cost 2 per hour	 0.018	 0.01%	 0.01%
largin
	0 	 20.00%	 10.008	 10.002
	
1	 10.00%	 10.008	 11.008
	
2	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.00*
	
3	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.002
	
4	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.008
	
5	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 30.00%	 30.00%	 30.002
higher purchase	 20.00%	 20.00%	 20.008
lease	 50.00%	 50.008	 50.00%
	
1	 30.00%	 30.00%	 30.00%
	
2	 50.008	 50.002	 51.008
	
3	 100.008	 100.00%	 100.008
higher purchase dpst	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.008
lease .argin	 10.00%	 10.008	 11.00%
S.
ycarO	 suall	 aediui	 large
No.	 25	 7	 2
probability
	
	 0.7352941176 0.2058823529 0.0588235294
0 0.7352941176 0.9411764706
angle
sax value	 550	 11000	 51000
sin value	 11000	 51000	 560000
scrap 8
	
10.0%	 10.0%	 10.08
owner 2
	
10.0%	 10.0%	 10.02
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
siiulated No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
sargin
0	 10.002	 10.002	 10.00%
1	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 10.002	 10.008	 10.00%
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 30.002	 30.00%	 30.00%
higher purchase	 20.002	 20.008	 20.00%
lease	 50.00%	 50.002	 50.00%
1	 30.00%	 30.00%	 30.008
2	 50.008	 50.00%	 50.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst 	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.00%
lease •argin	 10.008	 10.008	 10.008
387
yearl	 siall	 iediui	 large
No.	 7	 2	 0
probability	 0.7777777778 0.2222222222
	 0
	
0 0.7771777118	 1
angle	 0	 0	 0
iai value	 700	 11000	 50000
un value	 11000	 60000	 250000
scrap %	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner %	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
sliulated No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
direct cost % per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
iargin
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
6	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
7	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
8	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
9	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
10	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
11	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
higher purchase	 30.00%	 30.00%	 30.00%
lease	 50.00%	 50.00%	 50.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 40.00%	 40.00%	 40.00%
3	 90.00%	 90.00%	 90.00%
higher purchase dpst
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease uargin	 1000%	 1000%	 1000%
388
y earl	 siall	 sedius	 large
Ko.	 8	 4	 0
probability	 0.666666666? 0.3333333333	 0
	
0 0.666666666?	 1
angIe	 0	 0	 0
sax value	 700	 11000	 60000
sin value	 11000	 60000	 260000
scrap 2
	
10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner 8
	
10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected Ko. of hours	 40	 40	 40
sisulated Ko. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
largin
1	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
2	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
3	 10.002	 10.002	 10.00%
4	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
5	 10.00%	 10.002	 10.00%
6	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
higher purchase 	 30.00%	 30.00%	 30.00%
lease	 50.00%	 50.00%	 50.002
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 40.00%	 40.008	 40.00%
3	 90.008	 90.00%	 90.00%
higher purchase dpst	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in lntrst hp
	
10.001	 10.008	 10.002
lease sargin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
389
yearl	 siall	 iediui	 large
Ko.	 15	 5	 3
probability	 0.652173913 0.2173913043 0.1304347826
0 0.652173913 0.8695652174
angle
lax value	 700	 11500	 60000
un value	 11500	 60000	 260000
scrap 2	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner 2	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
siiulated Mo. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 2 per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
largin
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
higher purchase	 30.002	 30.00%	 30.00%
lease	 60.008	 60.00%	 60.00%
1	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
2	 40.00%	 40.00%	 40.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.008
higher purchase dpst	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease largin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
390
year2	 asall	 sedius	 large
o.	 5	 0	 0
probability	 1	 0	 0
	
0	 1	 1
angle	 0	 0	 0
aax value	 500	 10000	 50000
un value	 15000	 50000	 250000
scrap 8	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner 2
	
10.02	 10.08	 10.02
expected h. of hours	 40	 40	 40
si,ulated o. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 8 per hour 	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
uargin
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
6	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.002
7	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.008
8	 10.008	 10.00%	 10.002
9	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
10	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
11	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
12	 10.002	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase
	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%
higher purchase	 40.00%	 40.002	 40.00%
lease	 60.00%	 60.00%	 60.00%
1	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%
2	 10.002	 40.00%	 40.002
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst 	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intrst hp
	
10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease sargin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
391
yearl	 siall	 iediui	 large
No.	 2	 0	 0
probability	 1	 0	 0
	
0	 1	 1
angle	 0	 0	 0
lax value	 500	 10000	 50000
un value	 15000	 50000	 250000
scrap 8	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
2	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected $. of hours
	
40	 40	 40
siiulated No. of hours 	 40	 40	 40
direct cost 8 per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.018
largin
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.008
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.008
5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
6	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.00%
7	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%
higher purchase	 40.008	 40.00%	 40.00%
lease	 60.00%	 60.00%	 60.00%
1	 0.008	 0.00%	 0.00%
2	 40.00%	 40.00%	 40.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.00%
higher purchase dpst
	 10.00%	 10.008	 10.00%
increase in intret hp 	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease largin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
392
year2	 siall	 sedius	 large
Mo.	 10	 0	 0
probability	 1	 0	 0
	
0	 1	 1
angle
sax value	 600	 10000	 50000
sin value	 15000	 50000	 250000
scrap %	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
owner %	 10.0%	 10.0%	 10.0%
expected No. of hours	 40	 40	 40
sisulated Mo. of hours	 40	 40	 40
direct cost % per hour	 0.01%	 0.01%	 0.01%
sargin
2	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
3	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
4	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
5	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
type of aquisition
outright purchase	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%
higher purchase	 40.00%	 40.00%	 40.00%
lease	 60.00%	 60.00%	 60.00%
1	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%
2	 40.00%	 40.00%	 40.00%
3	 100.00%	 100.00%	 100.002
higher purchase dpst	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
increase in intret hp	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
lease sargin	 10.00%	 10.00%	 10.00%
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THE OIYISION DEBT ODKL, CONSISTING OF INSTALNENT
LOANS AND REPAYABLE IN FULL ON MATURITY
total value
instalment loans	 $1,000,000
full repay loans
	 $800,000
year	 past	 year0	 yearl	 year2
anual Interest rate	 12 0%	 130%	 14 0%	 140%
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
monthl y interest rate	 0 95%	 1 02%	 1 10%	 1 10%
monthly instalment 	 $14,000
_______________________________
LOAN AQUISITIONS	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
value	 $0
f;	 duration	 0
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
type	 0
tIme	 0
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
monthly interest rate
	 102%	 102%	 102%	 102%	 102%
Installment	 ERR	 ERR	 ERR	 ERR	 ERR
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LOAN DISPOSAL
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
type	 2
value	 $150,000
Instalment	 $0
time	 14
403
: THK DIVISION IEVNSTENT flODEL; CONSISTING OF JNSTLUMT
INVNSTMKNTS aND RNPAYABLK IN FULL ON NATURIT!
total ,ake
inetalient ineetient	 $0
full repay lnveetIent5	 $800,000
year	 pa6t	 year0	 yearl	 year2
anual intereat rate	 10 0%	 110*	 111%	 12 0*
. •.	 _______________________________________________________________________________________
aonthly intereat rate	 0 80%	 0 87%	 0 88%	 0 95%
•onthly inetaluent	 $0
NEW INVESTNEKTS
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
yalue	 . ..
:. duration	 36
type	 1
tue
	
	 3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
it	 87*081*087*087*087%
inetallient	 $6,499	 $0	 $0	 $0	 $0
NATURITT OF IRVESTNENT
-----------------
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
type	 2
value	 $100,000
inetalient	 $2,000
tue	 15
.	 ..	 -f.:.-	 :-:.' 	 -.:-.: .....-: 	 .........::::
404
II!	 L0?08NG VILUIS, QUISITIO0S APD D1S?iLS O
LD BOILDIOGS ASSOTS
purchase liable	 $5,000,000
parchase lot liable	 $3,000,000
leased bolidiage	 $4,000,000
purchsed laad	 $500,000
leased laad	 $200,000
de p reclatlos	 $30,000
laterest paysent	 $4,000
lease charges	 $7,000
cap ital allovaaces	 $200,000
DISFOSOLS
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
profit	 $50,000
disposal alae	 $100,000
type	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0
lease charges	 $0	 $0	 $0	 $0
iiterest payient	 $0
capital allo.aace	 $0
depreciatios	 $100
tile	 5	 0	 0	 0	 0
LQDISITIOI
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
cost	 $600,000
type	 3	 0	 0	 0	 0
lease charges	 $800
depreciatlos	 $500
laterest payseat	 $300
capital allovances	 $0
tile	 6	 0	 0	 0	 0
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